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For almost four centuries since Europeans first 
landed on these shores, Monmouth County has been 
the scene of numerous locally important events and 
home to distinguished men and women who have 
impacted our state, our nation, and even the world. 
From the fierce battles of the American Revolution 
to the creative innovations at Fort Monmouth to 
the devastation of Superstorm Sandy, Monmouth 
County has certainly had more than its fair share of 
significant historical events. 

Without dedicated individuals committed to 
documenting the story of Monmouth County, we 
would not have such a deep understanding of its rich 
history. We owe a debt of gratitude to the dozens of 
individuals who dedicated themselves "to preserve 
and protect" this history. Because of their wonderful 
research, writing, photography, documentaries, and 
more, the people who have contributed to telling our 
county's story should be recognized and celebrated. 
For the profiles presented herein, we encouraged 
these people to come out from behind their bylines, 
and to step in front of their cameras to take their 
rightful place in the history of our county. 

This book is by no means a comprehensive list of 
every historian who ever described the natural 
wonders and rich history of Monmouth County. 
Such a book would be encyclopedic and it might 
take another three and a half centuries to describe 
the writers of thousands of papers, theses, and 
magazine and newspaper articles. With no slight 
intended to those who wrote about Ocean County 
(separated from the original Monmouth County in 
1850), the writers profiled in this book concerned 
themselves largely with the people and events 
within contemporary Monmouth County. We 
focus on major Monmouth County historians, 
admittedly a subjective judgement. To learn more 
about other local historians, visiting any of the 

branches of the Monmouth 
County Library System will yield 
their contributions. Unique and 
antique books about Monmouth 
County can also be found at the 
Monmouth County Archives, a 
division of the County Clerk's 
Office, located in the Manalapan 
Headquarters Branch of the 
library system. 

Much of the information collected for this book is the 
result of personal interviews done by my colleague, 
Rick Geffken. Had he not been my co-author in 
this project, he certainly would have been one of the 
individuals deserving of a biography. Rick asked our 
living historians a series of questions, seeking a deeper 
understanding of their motivations to preserve our 
county history. He was interested in where they were 
raised, how they came to study Monmouth County 
history, and which other historical writers and books 
inspired them. Rick sometimes asked them to imagine 
meetings and conversations with long-gone historical 
figures from our storied past. The historians' thoughtful 
answers informed the brief biographies collected here. 
All the interviews ( 43 separate recordings) are digital 
files maintained at the Monmouth County Archives 
Division of the County Clerk's Office. They are 
certainly history in their own right. 

I trust you will enjoy reading about these historians 
and thereby come to a greater appreciation of the 
people who have dedicated themselves to preserving 
and protecting Monmouth County's unique history. 
I also hope this book will encourage others, now and 
in future years, to work toward preserving our proud 
heritage and educating our fellow citizens about this 
wonderful Monmouth County. 

Christine Giordano Hanlon, Esq. 
Monmouth County Clerk 

At a meeting of the Board of Chosen Freeholders 
of Monmouth County on July 5, 1939, "Monmouth 
County" was adopted as the Official Song of 
Monmouth County. Credited as the songwriters 
were the Long Branch brother-and-sister duo 
of Cyril Smack (words) and Gertrude Smack 
Seaman (music). 

On the sheet music for their song, the siblings noted, 
"This is the song of a people who know they have 
cause to sing." Their first verse is: 

Monmouth County, fair are thy hills and waters 
Grand thy views of river and bay and sea. 

Monmouth County, fair are thy lovely daughters. 
Fairer, sweeter daughters could never be. 

Hills of Highlands, villages, farms and islands, 
Monmouth County, county that's home to me. 

In gratitude for the selection of their song, Cyril and 
Gertrude Smack wrote, "To the many attractions, the 
beauty and healthfulness of Monmouth County, we 
owe our inspiration for this song." As far as we can 
ascertain, no other song was ever officially adopted 
by any of the other twenty New Jersey counties. 

It is in that unique spirit, and our love of Monmouth 
County, that we came to write this book. 

Christine Giordano Hanlon, Esq 
Rick Geffken 
April 2020 

The Monmouth County historians who have passed 
from the scene were the original inspiration for so 
many of us who carry on their groundbreaking work. 
We are clearly in their debt. 

We sincerely thank the Monmouth County 
Historical Commissioners and all of the 
contemporary historians we are celebrating in this 
book for their dedication, research, writings, and 
films about Monmouth County. All their efforts are 
testimony to their love of this wonderful place. We 
are also grateful to each of them for taking time from 
their busy lives to allow personal interviews that 
contributed to these profiles ( the recordings of which 
are now at the Monmouth County Archives). 

We also thank the Monmouth County Board of 
Chosen Freeholders, past and present, for their 
ongoing support of the Monmouth County Clerk's 
Office, the Monmouth County Archives, the 
Monmouth County Historical Commission, and of 
the many other organizations throughout the county 
that are dedicated to the preservation of our history. 

We also express our gratitude to the Monmouth 
County Office of Public Information and its director, 
Tricia Wajda, for the assistance with providing 
photographic images of some of the historians 
profiled in this book. 

Our special thanks to Gary Saretzky, retired 
Monmouth County Archivist, who helped this 
project in many ways, and to Monmouth County 
Sheriff Shaun Golden for his contributions. 
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EARLY MONMOUTH COUNTY HISTORIANS 

GEoar 
[CRAW FORD 'EEMAN 

1839-1922 

A 
descendant of two of the earliest and most 
influential Monmouth County families, 
George Crawford Beekman seemed born 
to the role of historian. Fittingly for his 

future fame, George was born in 1839 in Middletown 
Village, one of the oldest original Monmouth 
County settlements. 

In the 1901 publication of his Early Dutch Settlers 
book, Beekman showed how well he understood the 
importance of preserving historical information when 
he wrote, ''A great deal of time and labor by more than 
one person has been devoted to gathering material from 
public records, family papers, tombstone inscriptions, 
and other original sources of information .... By putting 
these in book form they will be accessible for reference.' 

George C. Beekman entered the College of New Jersey 
(later renamed Princeton University) when he was 
15. He graduated in 1859, studied Law under future 
New Jersey Governor Joel Parker, was licensed by the 
Supreme Court of New Jersey, and was made a judge of 
the Court of Common Pleas of Monmouth in 1869. This 
rapid ascension allowed Beekman a successful 44-year 
Freehold law practice. Beekman married Laura Alston in 

1876 and had three sons (one of whom also became an 
attorney) and a daughter. 

Beginning his public life as a Democrat, Beekman 
became disillusioned with the political processes 
when he was an 1876 delegate to his party's national 
convention. He ran and was elected a state senator 
as an Independent in 1878. He served his only term 
in Trenton and sponsored several important bills, 
including one which appropriated money to erect a 
Monmouth Battlefield monument, the first in New 
Jersey to honor our Revolutionary War forebearers. 
Beekman championed Monmouth County locales 
beyond his own-he shepherded through the bill which 
created Neptune Township in 1879. 

Beekman was working and living in our Freehold 
County Seat when he began lecturing on historical 
and genealogical topics and writing articles for the 
Monmouth Democrat, the Monmouth Inquirer, and 
the Freehold Transcript newspapers. He wrote these 
sketches as a labor of love-the only compensation he 
ever received was when the owner of the Transcript 
shared the small profits from the publication of a slim 
compilation of Beekman's columns. 

As an example of George Beekman's fame and reach, in 
February of 1895, the Red Bank Register reprinted one 
of his stories, calling him "the best authority on ghosts 
in Monmouth County. He is as familiar with ghost 
stories as he is with the law, and that's saying a great 
deal:' The story dealt with the supernatural goings-on 
at Balm Hollow, part of the old Beekman family estate. 

In 1897, George Beekman contributed an article about 
his family's origins to the New York Genealogical and 
Biographical Record. A stickler for accuracy, he opened 
it by mentioning an old family Bible entry of Martin 
Beeckman, who was born in 1685. George C. Beekman 
wrote, "The Dutch use is not correct, but it must be 
remembered that this was the second or third generation 
from the original emigrant from Holland . . . and that 
constant association with English, French and Indians 
had further corrupted it. I think it best to give it just as 
it appears. 

Though George Beekman's paternal roots were Dutch, 
he associated with the Ancient Free and Accepted 
Masons, Freehold Lodge, and became Worshipful 
Master. He was the oldest past master at his death. 

In 1903, the Beek.mans moved to Red Bank after 
George retired from practicing law. Their home at 
54 Shrewsbury Avenue was located on a high bluff 
overlooking the Swimming River branch of the 
Navesink, just opposite the Red Bank train station. He 
resided there until his death in April 1922 and is buried 
at Fairview Cemetery in Middletown. 

GEORGE CRAWFORD BEEKMAN'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Early Dutch Settlers of Monmouth County New 

Jersey, Moreau Brothers Publishers, 1901 
Old Times in Old Monmouth: Historical 

Reminiscences of Monmouth County, New 
Jersey, being a series of historical sketches 
relating to old Monmouth County (now 
Monmouth and Ocean): to which is appended 
the history and the centennial of the Battle of 
Monmouth, with Edwin Salter, published by the 
Monmouth Democrat newspaper, 1887 
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['uL. DONALD BOYD 

P 
aul Boyd understood that Monmouth's 
history started long before Europeans 
arrived in Sandy Hook Bay. His Rutgers 
Ph.D. dissertation in 2005 was titled "Settlers 

Along the Shores: Lenape Spatial Patterns in Coastal 
Monmouth County, 1600-1750." In his subsequent 
writings, Paul Boyd wanted his readers to understand 
that Lenape culture was successively established along 
our coast for far longer a period than the 350 years 
since Henry Hudson anchored off what became Boyd's 
beloved Atlantic Highlands. 

Born in Pennsylvania, Paul Boyd lived in Manhattan 
for 20 years before he made Atlantic Highlands his 
home in 1984. He had graduated from Vermont's 
Middlebury College and then earned his Master's 
Degree in Journalism at Columbia University. Boyd 
spent the bulk of his professional career working at 
the United Nations Development Program. At his 
retirement, he was deputy director of the Information 
Division and chief of the Editorial Publications for the 
renowned organization. 

Increasingly, during his working life, Boyd was devoting 
his free hours to studying the Native American culture 
of Monmouth County. An academic by training, Paul 
Boyd did not rely on what he found in musty archives 
and local libraries. He was a dedicated field historian, 
taking canoe trips along the Bayshore searching for, 
and ultimately finding, the ignored evidence of Lenape 
locations virtually everywhere he looked. For example, 

1940-2011 

when he found shell middens left by feasting Lenapes 
over the centuries, Boyd conjectured their habitations 
sites must have been about eight miles apart along the 
coast, roughly a day's walk from each other. He wrote 
a series of articles for the Asbury Park Press about his 
Lenape finds. 

One measure of a Monmouth County historian's 
importance to a community is the respect of his 
contemporaries. By that yardstick, the late Paul D. 
Boyd was a standout. John King (profiled in this book) 
remembered Boyd this way: "Paul was a dedicated 
student of Atlantic Highlands history. He wrote with 
detail and clarity with a mind to simultaneously 
entertain. Paul, at retirement age for most others, 
studied at Rutgers to receive a Ph.D. in Anthropology, 
specializing in Indian history and culture. Paul had an 
especial concern for the Lenape's settlements in the area 
and their language and culture, which he correctly saw as 
misconstrued by most casual history writers.' 

Boyd was committed to preserving the history of the 
shore, especially his hometown of Atlantic Highlands, 
which was the site of the original European settlement 
of Portland Poynt. King recalled that "at a time when 
the Atlantic Highlands Historical Society [AHHS] 
was near foundering due to debt and responsibilities 
of the Strauss Mansion, Boyd stepped up. He took on 
the positions of board member, official historian, and 
finally President of the Society.' 

Lynn Fylak, another past President of the AHHS, has 
fond memories of Paul Boyd: "I had just moved into 
town and joined the Historical Society. Paul called me 
soon after and asked me to volunteer for some projects. 
He had a way of asking you to volunteer for one thing 
and then talking you into doing so much more. He led 
tours to the historic places in Atlantic Highlands. He 
was also very much involved in getting the historic 
designation for the Strauss Mansion, our Society's 
showcase building. 

Twenty years after he moved to town, Paul Boyd 
had enough archival material and on-the-ground 
knowledge to publish Atlantic Highlands: From Lenape 
Camps to Bayside Town. Its title references and respects 
Thomas Henry Leonard's (profiled in this book) From 
Indian Trail to Electric Rail. Leonard's home is pictured 
on Boyd's front cover. Boyd's book is an obvious 
companion piece to, and a much deeper dive into, the 
subject of the work written 80 years earlier. 

Paul Boyd was politically active in Atlantic Highlands, 
and King called him "an independent thinker who 
never was reticent about calling traditional politicians 
to task no matter what the issue at hand." Boyd 
founded the Environmental Commission in 1995 and 
was its Chair in 2009. He also helped preserve a 60- 
acre nature preserve when he established the Lenape 
Woods Coalition. 

PAUL DONALD BOYD'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Atlantic Highlands: From Lenape Camps to Bayside 

Town, Arcadia Publishing, 2004 
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I
n the nine years between 1877 and 1886, Franklin 
Ellis wrote 12 enormously detailed books on 
locales as far away from Monmouth County as 
Shiawassee County in Michigan. 

During an amazing two-year stretch, Franklin Ellis 
published four volumes on six counties in Michigan 
and New York. This during a time when the horse and 
wagon were the most common form of travel, and 
when train transportation between far-flung places was 
difficult to schedule. 

Additionally, Franklin Ellis somehow delivered these 
huge manuscripts running to hundreds of pages- 
based on what had to be voluminous notes-to a 
Philadelphia publisher for printing and distribution. 
Most astonishing of all, for a man so prolific and 
historically influential, he accomplished all of this 
without leaving a paper trail-no U.S. Census records, 
no city directory listings, no marriage certificates, 
and no newspaper articles. His physical stamina and 
research skills would have been incredible. 

And how did Franklin Ellis manage all this? Easily, 
since Franklin Ellis, the historian Monmouth County 
researchers today rely on as a prime source for 18th- 
and 19th-century information, did not actually exist. 
You read that right-- "Franklin Ellis" is a pseudonym, a 
make-believe name someone used for obscure reasons. 

Research about the men named Franklin or Frank Ellis 
living in or around Philadelphia during the time of the 

publication of these books yields a railroad tycoon, a 
ship carpenter, and a bricklayer, hardly the profiles of a 
prolific author. The most intriguing possibility might 
be Captain Franklin H. Ellis of the U.S. Revenue Cutter 
Service, a precursor to the U.S. Coast Guard. But this 
"candidate" was from upper-class society (multiple 
newspaper articles mention him at golf tournaments 
and yachting races) and was a "well-known clubman,' 
according to the Washington Post. Living in Washington, 
DC, this Franklin Ellis would be equally unlikely to find 
time for serious and far-reaching research in New Jersey 
and Michigan. 

So, who was the person responsible for this huge 
output of biographical, genealogical, and historical 
information? The introduction to a Shrewsbury 
Historical Society reprint of his Monmouth County 
history states, "Little is known about the author, 
Franklin Ellis, 1828-1885" However, this 1973 
notation, almost ninety years after the original 
publication, appears to be a mistake copied from an 
earlier biographical index which lists only three of 
Ellis's books, and no details of his life. 

Are there hints about the author in Ellis's 1885 History 
of Monmouth County, New Jersey? The preface indicates 
it is "presented to its patrons for their approval, [and] is 
the result of long and patient labor and research." But 
whose labor and research? Could the "patrons" actually 
be people submitting material to the author? 

Further on, we find this comment on rendering various 
family surnames: "It should not be thought strange 
if the writer, being wholly at a loss to know which 
spelling to adopt." This refers to the writing of others, 
verified by the following remark: "To those who have 
given their aid in the collection of materials for the 
work, the historian desires to express his thanks; and 
among these he would mention in general, the pastors 
of churches, the editors of county newspapers, and 
the members of the legal and medical professions." 
The very next sentence, the most revealing of all, 
states, "He is also under special obligation for valuable 
information and other courtesies extended by a great 
number of citizens of the county," followed by almost 
four dozen prominent Monmouth County residents. It 
appears that the 900-page book was a group effort, not 
the composition of one man. 

Which leads us back to our original inquiries: who was 
the compiler of this and other histories from late 19th- 
century America and who chose the nom de plume 
Franklin Ellis? The 1885 publisher was R. T. Peck & 
Company in Philadelphia. When the firm released 
the History of Wayne, Pike, and Monroe Counties, 
Pennsylvania a year later by a different solo author, 
it noted, "Many writers have been employed on the 
work." Yet more proof that these tomes resulted from 
the labors of many people. 

The firm of Peck & Everts was publishing works on 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania counties during this 
time. Louis H. Everts had formed several publishing 
companies with a series of partners. Philadelphia 
city directories list Robert Peck as a printer and a 
proofreader named from 1869 into the 1880s. The 
1860 U.S. Census says he is a printer, born in 1833. The 
1880 U.S. Census lists Robert H. Peck's occupation as a 
"compositer [sic]," and his son Edward as a printer. 

There is the problem of Robert Peck's middle initial, 
"T," in the Franklin Ellis books, but actually H. 
for Henry. Peck never used his name as the writer of 
county books, so perhaps he further disguised who 
he was by using a fictitious name for a publishing 

company. Maybe he had had a falling out with Everts 
and was concerned about legal liability. In any event, 
Gospill's Philadelphia Business Directory of 1887 has 
no listing for R. T. Peck & Company, just a year after a 
Pennsylvania county book was published and two years 
after the Monmouth County history appeared. 

The weight of all this evidence is that Franklin Ellis," 
the author of one of our popular source books, was 
most probably Robert Peck. 

FRANKLIN ELLIS'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
History of Monmouth County, New Jersey, Illustrated, 

R. T. Peck & Co., Philadelphia, PA, 1885 

HISTORY 

MON MOU TIH 
COUNTY. 

NEW JERSEY. 

IL.LUST RATED, 

FRATN EIIIN ETIIS. 
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WILLIAM 3. IlOBNOR 

illiam Stockton Hornor was at the 
pinnacle of his success in the early 
20th century. Despite his stature as 
a respected genealogist and a widely 

read historian, what happened at the end of his career 
is still as surprising now as it was then. 

Hornor came from a family with famous Monmouth 
County names such as Bowne, Provost, Reid, and 
Stillwell. His middle name was a nod to the New Jersey 
family of government and military officials. Many 
of Hornor's forebearers lived for generations in and 
around Matawan. He was named for his grandfather, 
steamship Capt. William S. Horner [sic], who was 
master of a regularly scheduled packet ship named 
Monmouth, which sailed between Middletown Point 
(Matawan) and New York City. 

William S. Hornor was raised in Matawan, too. As 
a young man, he taught school for a time and later 
practiced law in New York City, specializing in state 
and federal government issues. He and his law partner 
co-authored a book about commercial law, which was 
scholarly enough to become a textbook used in New 
York and New Jersey. The bachelor Hornor lived in 
Manhattan until his father, James, died in 1899, when 
he moved back to New Jersey to assist his widowed 
mother. They built a cottage in the Morganville section 

of Marlboro. 

1866-1936 

Hornor became less and less interested in practicing 
law, most especially having to commute to New York 
City. In the early part of the 20th century, he began 
writing a series of Freehold Transcript newspaper 
columns about Monmouth County families. In 1932, 
he compiled and published nearly a hundred of them 
in This Old Monmouth of Ours. Newspapers reported 
that he knew "more about the genealogy of our earliest 
families of Monmouth County than any other man. 
He apparently had a prodigious memory, allowing 
him to remember the details of thousands of records 
when he ceased practicing law and earned a living as a 
professional genealogist. 

For those interested in beautifully written stories of 
Monmouth County's early days, This Old Monmouth 
of Ours brings singular pleasure. Though some 
have criticized its lack of adherence to thoroughly 
documentable history, Hornor's evocative style makes 
for a favorite and lovely read, such that it was reprinted 

in the early 1950s. 

William's researches into the Hornor ( sometimes 
Horner) family appeared in the Genealogical Magazine 

of New Jersey. He also contributed brief biographies 
of many prominent Monmouth County citizens for 
Samuel T. Wiley's thousand-page Biographical and 
Portrait Cyclopedia of the Third Congressional District of 

New Jersey. 

Hornor was generous with his time and money. He 
was a member of several civic groups, such as the Elks 
Club, and was named historian for a genealogical group 
called the Reid Association. Hornor gifted his personal 
papers and other documents to the Monmouth County 
Historical Association in Freehold. These included 
dozens of his genealogical notebooks, a scrapbook of 
articles Hornor wrote for the Newark Evening News, 
and the original manuscript of This Old Monmouth 
of Ours. 

And then in 1936, despite all his acclaim, this startling 
Asbury Park Press headline about him appeared: 
"William Horner Kills Self; Was Monmouth Historian." 
William Stockton Horner left a suicide note which 
might have revealed his motivations if it had been made 
public. Because he had lived with his widowed mother 
for almost 40 years, her death in 1934 might have 
depressed him. He was also recovering slowly from a 
medical procedure. Both factors may have contributed 
to his decision to take his own life. 

When the authorities found the 70-year-old's body at 
his Woolleyville Road home, they reported, "He first 
tried to hang himself as they found a rope around his 
neck." When that evidently failed, Horner put a .38 
revolver to his right temple and fired the bullet which 
ended his life. 

In his last will and testament, Hornor bequeathed cash 
gifts to his close family members, hospitals, churches, 
his family's cemetery, and to "Walter Thompson, the 
blind newsboy of Matawan." William Stockton Hornor 
was laid to rest in the family plot at Rose Hill Cemetery 
in Matawan. 

WILLIAM S. HORNOR'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Biographical and Portrait Cyclopedia of the 

Third Congressional District of New Jersey, 
Comprising Middlesex, Monmouth and 
Somerset Counties, contributor, Biographical 
Publishing Company, 1896 

This Old Monmouth of Ours, Moreau Brothers of 
Freehold, 1932 
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P 
erhaps the only Monmouth County historian 
who actually founded his hometown, Thomas 
Henry Leonard descended from one of our 
oldest founding families. The Leonards were 

early arrivers in East Jersey and their progeny have 
spanned most of our 350 years plus. Six generations 
before Thomas Henry Leonard was born, Henry 
Leonard came to Monmouth County from Taunton, 
Massachusetts, in 1674 to work as an iron monger at 
James Grover's corn mill in Tinton Falls. 

The historian Edwin Salter (profiled in this book) 
took note of the Leonard family in the June 1883 
Monmouth Inquirer newspaper, in which he wrote, 
"The circumstance of a family attachment to the iron 
manufacture is so well known as to render it a common 
observation in this part of the country, viz: 'where you 
can find iron works, there you will find a Leonard." 

Growing up in the Leonardville section of Middletown, 
Thomas Henry Leonard could not be unaware of 
his family's important heritage. When he was a boy, 
Leonard homes lined both sides of Leonardsville 
Road. Thomas would grow up to emulate his family's 
outsized influence on the history of our county. He 
was the prime mover in establishing the Borough of 
Atlantic Highlands in February 1887 when it separated 
from Middletown. 

Thomas was born in the house his same-named father 
lived in for his entire life. The elder Leonard owned a 

1843-1930 

general store, and young Thomas began his working life 
as its clerk after spending just a few years of sporadic 
attendance at a little red schoolhouse called "Solomon's 
Temple." When Thomas, Jr. was 24, he bought a 
hundred acres of the old Brown farm near Leonardville. 
He began actively farming the land, and gradually 
developed part of it into sixty lots for residences 
and businesses. 

Thomas, Jr. also got into the steamboat business with 
his father and brother James. They built a wharf jutting 
into Sandy Hook Bay for the boats going to New York 
with Monmouth County produce and other goods. 
Thomas and another brother, John J., established a 
lumber and building materials business they called 
Leonard Brothers. 

The Atlantic Highlands Association was formed as 
a Methodist community in 1879, similarly to Ocean 
Grove's origins ten years earlier. Thomas Henry 
Leonard, a Baptist, lobbied the New Jersey Legislature 
to establish the bayfront and hillside village as an 
incorporated borough. Committed to the growth of 
Atlantic Highlands, Leonard was the town assessor 
for 12 years. He became President of the Atlantic 
Highlands Bank and director of the New York and 
Atlantic Highlands Railroad. 

Drawing on his intimate knowledge as founder of 
Atlantic Highlands, Leonard published From Indian 
Trail to Electric Rail in 1923, when he was 80 years 

old. One review called it a "remarkable collection of 
ephemera about the beginnings of Atlantic Highlands, 
Sandy Hook, and the original Portland Poynt and 
the towns of Fort Hancock, Locust Point, Navesink, 
Leonardville, Chapel Hill, Leonardo, Belford, Port 
Monmouth, New Monmouth, Keansburg and Union." 
Leonard included his memories of local families, 
historic blizzards, bridge constructions, churches, and 
even mundane infrastructure like water and sewage 
systems. The book became a wonderful advertising 
vehicle for the little town along the north side of 
Mount Mitchill. 

THOMAS HENRY LEONARD'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
From Indian Trail to Electric Rail: History of 

the Atlantic Highlands, Sandy Hook and 
Original Portland Poynt, in Atlantic Highlands 
Journal, 1923 

Thomas Henry Leonard, Jr., married Maria Runyon 
in 1871, and they had four daughters. Throughout his 
life, Leonard worked tirelessly at bringing recognition 
to Atlantic Highlands for its unique location and scenic 
beauty. And he documented everything about it in the 
only book he ever wrote. 
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GEORGE CASTOR MARTIN 
1885-1954 

By the time George Castor Martin was 21, 
he lived in Asbury Park, captained the 
Volunteer Life Saving Corps, had married a 
local girl following their summer courtship, 

had published a book about the origins of Asbury Park 
and Long Branch, and was a serious researcher. Born in 
1885 in New York City, Martin's restless inquiries into 
history and genealogy were evident early in his life. 

Martin knew well the family's stories of his third 
great-grandfather, a Massachusetts Revolutionary War 
militiaman during the seminal battles of Concord and 
Lexington. No doubt inspired by "Founding Fathers" 
stories, Martin was inclined to study Monmouth 
County families, too. 

Before establishing himself as a professional 
genealogist, Martin had traveled to Europe, 
participated in two Smithsonian expeditions to 
Panama, and explored Virginia's Great Dismal Swamp. 
He joined numerous professional archaeological and 
historical societies, including the Sons of the American 
Revolution. He was clearly a young man on the move. 

George Castor Martin's personal life was tumultuous. 
Just two years after he married Mildred Comegys in 
September 1906, the couple and their new son moved 
to Philadelphia. They divorced in May 1911. Less than 
a year later, he married Viola Towers and moved back 
to Neptune in Monmouth County. 

The Asbury Park Press of that time would describe 
Martin's contributions to historical research this 
way: "These articles are compiled by George Castor 
Martin of this city, whose genealogical research will 
bring to light many forgotten but romantic incidents 
connected with the lives of those gone before whose 
life stories are written in the memories and family 
Bibles of this generation thru [sic] an indissoluble bond 
of heredity." For these newspaper articles, Martin was 
compiling histories of his own family, as well as those 
of the Corlies, Drummond, Morris, Potter, and Shafto 
families, later publishing them in book form. 

George Castor Martin was, in today's terminology, 
a workaholic. Besides research, he was interested in 
the natural history and the fossil records of shore 
towns. He became the first President of the Asbury 
Park Automobile Club in 1915, lobbying for better 
roads connecting New York to the shore. He involved 
himself in many civic causes. He campaigned to 
discontinue trash dumping in Neptune and petitioned 
against the construction of a three-story garage. He 
started to speculate in land development. In the run- 
up to World War I, Martin joined a semi-military 
defense group called the Home Guards and became its 
captain. In 1919, he ran unsuccessfully for Asbury Park 
city commissioner. 

Martin was as geographically restless as he was 
ambitious. The Martins and their four children moved 
to Rockford, Texas, to take advantage of a real estate 

boom in the early 1920s. George found work as a civil 
engineer. He never abandoned his love of archaeology 
either. He uncovered evidence of early American basket 
weavers near Pecos along the Rio Grande River during 
a 1933 expedition he sponsored. He subsequently 
published books about his Texas findings. 

Living in San Antonio during the early years of World 
War II, George Castor Martin was a real estate agent, 
yet another occupational change. His 1942 draft 
registration gives us a profile of his physical appearance: 
5'8" with brown hair and a "stout" 236 pounds. 

George Castor Martin died on March 24, 1954. After a 
lifetime of occupations and avocations, his Texas death 
certificate lists him simply as a "genealogist." He is 
buried in San Antonio. 

Bennett-bennet 
Family Records, 

Monmouth 
County, N.j 

GEORGE CASTOR MARTIN'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Ancestors and Descendants of George Castor 

Martin, privately published, San Antonio, 
TX, 1950 

Bennett-Bennet Family Records, Monmouth County, 
N.J, compiled 1915--1916, Scholar's Choice, 
2015 

Book of the Dead of Monmouth, Martin & Allardyce, 
Asbury Park, compiled 1915--1916 

Burdge-Burdg Family: Monmouth County, N. J. 
Headstone Inscriptions, privately published, 
date unknown 

History of Asbury Park and Long Branch: Together 
With the Traditions of the Indians & Settlers of 
Monmouth & Ocean Counties, N. J., privately 
published, 1903 

The Martin Family, Martin & Allardyce, 1914 
The Shark River district, Monmouth County, New 

Jersey: and genealogies of Chambers, Corlies, 
Drummond, Morris, Potter, Shafto, Webley and 
White, Martin & Allardyce, 1914 
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fGoRGr H. Moss JR. 

T he universal accolades for the late 
George H. Moss, Jr., establish him as one of 
the most influential 20th-century historians 
and Archivists in Monmouth County 

history. His archival sleuthing skills and nonpareil 
curiosity about Monmouth's history, especially that 
of the seaside communities of the northern shore, 
were rivaled only by his devotion to collecting vintage 
photographs and reproducing them in his books. 

Those fortunate enough to visit George Moss at his 
Rumson Road home to discuss Monmouth County 
history were quickly overwhelmed-and delighted. 
Moss would usher visitors into his dining room, 
where they would be flabbergasted by a table strewn 
with wonderful old photographs, prints, posters, 
illustrations, books, and other materials he had amassed 
and was sorting for one book project or another. 
Mostly, visitors would be taken by the man himself, 
because George H. Moss, Jr., was kind and generous, 
eager to share his memorabilia and seemingly infinite 
knowledge about his beloved subject, the Jersey Shore. 

Many researchers knew George Moss well enough 
to consider him among their dearest friends. Karen 
Schnitzspahn (profiled in this book), co-author with 
Moss of Those Innocent Years, says, "Next to his family, I 
believe I knew George Moss better than anyone else. 

Born in New York City in 1923, the young Moss would 
visit his grandparents, Gernando and Anna Pannaci, at 

1923-2009 

their Hotel Pannaci in Long Branch. Gernando's brother 
Edward was the proprietor of the similarly named 
Pannaci Hotel in Sea Bright. In a June 2000 interview, 
Moss spoke about the influence of this fortunate 
upbringing: "That's really the background of why I 
have interest in this [history of the shore area], because 
conversation was always about what had happened in 
Long Branch and Sea Bright." Moss worked at the Sea 
Bright Bathing Pavilion in his youth-his first job was 
raking the beach for 75 cents a day. 

But the formative event for the future historian was a 
family collection of clippings. Moss once recalled, "I 
got involved [in Monmouth County history] because 
my grandmother had a scrapbook and my great- 
grandmother had a scrapbook. There were things in 
my grandmother's library, like in the Long Branch Daily 
Record the day World War I was over in 1918. I would 
collect that stuff, and there were things they had that 
related to the area, like a menu or something.' 

It is a pretty good bet that when George began taking his 
own photographs of Monmouth County scenes in 1939, 

he did so with an eye toward history. He accumulated 
hundreds, including spectacular ones of the Twin Lights, 
and more mundane images of scenes like house fires. 
Sixty years later, he noted, "They are pretty important 
pictures at this stage of the game. 

Not quite finished with his sophomore year at the 
University of North Carolina in 1942, Moss enlisted in 

the U.S. Army. He was assigned to the Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS) in Washington, DC. He served in far- 
flung posts like Egypt, Palestine, Libya, and Italy during 
World War II, teaching cryptography to Greek agents 
going behind enemy lines. 

George and his wife, Mary Alice (nee Onderdonk), 
were married in 1944. They eventually called Rumson 
home, living in a house where his family had summered 
for many years. 

Moss's working life began at the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE), where he started as "a pageboy 
right on the floor of the exchange, running messages 
back and forth," he said. He eventually rose to become 
a member of the NYSE, and senior vice president of 
Hay Fales & Company before retiring in 1971. For the 
next four decades, George Moss devoted himself to 
collecting and preserving Monmouth County history. 

Despite his obvious contributions, George was insistent: 
"I don't write history. I edit it. I'll go to the original 
documents that exist, diaries, and whatever, put them 
all together and with a little editorial writing connect the 
quoted material. And nothing says more about a subject 
than a photograph or an illustration." 

Moss wrote numerous newspaper articles published 
in the Red Bank Register and the Asbury Park Press. 
He was a writer or editor for more than 50 books by 
other authors, primarily pictorial and illustrated works 
published by his own Plowshare Press. 

According to The Riverview Press publisher Ken 
Howitt, George Moss "compiled The Black Birth 
Book and The Manumissions Book, detailing the 
children born to enslaved people in the 1700s and 
1 800s so the county's African American residents could 
have access to public records about their ancestry." The 
two books, published under the auspices of County 
Clerk Jane Clayton, are in every library in the county. 

George consulted for television documentaries, 
government panels, and other institutions. His 
recognitions included the 1983 Award of Recognition 

from the New Jersey Historical Commission, the Jane 
G. Clayton Award from the County of Monmouth in 
1997, and the prestigious Richard J. Hughes Award 
from the New Jersey Historical Commission. 

Although a serious scholar, George Moss was not without 
humor. His friend and co-author Karen Schnitzspahn 
recalls working in the Moss home on one of their books 
together: "One day, [ George's wife] Mary Alice began 
to cut out Peanuts cartoons from the funny pages of the 
newspapers depicting Snoopy on top of his doghouse 
with his typewriter trying to write and Lucy standing 
below and correcting him or disagreeing. She said that 
George and I reminded her of Snoopy and Lucy! So, 
George began to call me 'Lucy' and the name stuck. He 
continued to call me Lucy until his passing. I hope I 
wasn't that critical, but I must say it was fun to be her!" 

Somehow, George Moss also found time to serve his 
hometown of Rumson, and he served it faithfully 
for years. He was on its planning board, a member 
of its borough council, the police commissioner, 
and borough historian during his 37-year public 
service commitment. 

He was a trustee of the Monmouth County Historical 
Association, the Oceanic Free Library, the English 
Speaking Union, the Monmouth Museum, the Sandy 
Hook Peninsula Museum, and a trustee emeritus of the 
Twin Lights Historical Society. If a group concerned 
itself with understanding our shared Monmouth 
County history, George was a contributing and 
enthusiastic partner. 

George Moss was egalitarian in his view of our 
heritage: "Everyone can be their own historian. It's 
just whatever they like. Somebody might just like to 
photograph boats, or beaches, or trees in bloom, or 
gardens, or whatever. That is the only way they are 
going to keep history. They are historians if they go out 
and do something.' 

George's perspective allowed a certain prescience. 
During a 2000 interview, George Moss described the 
changes to Monmouth County he had witnessed: 
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GEORGE H. MOSS, JR.'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Another Look at Nauvoo to the Hook, Ploughshare 

Press, 1990 
Double Exposure: Early Stereographic Views of 

Historic Monmouth County, New Jersey, and 
Their Relationship to Pioneer Photography, 
Ploughshare Press, 1971 

Nauvoo to the Hook: The Iconography of a Barrier 
Beach, Jervey Close Press, 1964 

Steamboat to the Shore: A Pictorial History of the 
Steamboat Era in Monmouth County, New 
Jersey, Jersey Close Press, 1966 

Black Birth Book of Monmouth County New Jersey, 
1804--1848, Monmouth County Clerk's Office, 
1989 

Manumission Book of Monmouth County, New 
Jersey, 1791--1844, with Ellen Thorne Morris, 
Monmouth County Clerk's Office, 1992 

Those Innocent Years, 1898--1914: Images of the 
Jersey Shore from the Pach Photographic 
Collection, with Karen L. Schnitzspahn, 
Ploughshare Press, 1993 

Victorian Summers at the Grand Hotels of 
Long Branch, New Jersey, with Karen L. 
Schnitzspahn, Ploughshare Press, 2000 

Twice Told Tales, Ploughshare Press, 2002 
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"Some of the changes will continue ... if all the open 
land, all the park system, and the acreage which is 
still forest, if it isn't kept, and all of a sudden [ this all] 
becomes a development with a hundred houses in it 
... gradually you would lose the suburban feeling, the 
country atmosphere. So, I think Monmouth County 
should try to retain its historic background of being a 
beautiful country area or a seaside area.' 

fDwIN ALIER 

Salter's History of Monmouth and Ocean Counties, 
as it is most often called, is one of our standard 
genealogical and historical texts. The book's 
formal subtitle runs to almost 40 words and 

reflects the detailed love author Edwin Salter felt for his 
subject. Though Salter was born in Morris County, and 
lived for a time in Philadelphia, he eventually settled in 
Forked River. 

The occasional critic may quibble with Salter's accuracy, 
but the reprints of his famous History, and its ubiquity 
in libraries and private holdings, speak volumes for its 
endurance as a classic. Like so many early Monmouth 
County historians, Salter was proud that his ancestors 
were among the first to settle here. His family was 
steeped in history: Richard Salter had married Sarah 
Bowne, a daughter of an original Monmouth patentee; 
their daughter Hannah married Mordecai Lincoln, a 
second great-grandfather of the future President of the 
United States, Abraham Lincoln. 

Edwin Salter was born in 1824 and moved with his 
parents to Newark, then to Philadelphia, where he 
worked in a bookstore. Moving to the Cedar Creek area 
of Forked River, he was a merchant and taught school 
for a while. He also met Margaret Bodine and married 
her in 1853. They had two sons. 

Just seven years after Ocean County separated from 
Monmouth, Salter was elected as a Republican to the 
New Jersey State Legislature in 1857 and served two 

1824-1888 

terms in Trenton. He engaged in teaching Presbyterian 
Sunday School classes in Forked River during this 
period of his life. In 1861, Salter took a position with 
the Treasury Department in Washington, DC. 

Salter registered for the Civil War draft in 1863 but 
did not serve in the military, perhaps because of his 
government position. That same year, he was elected 
as a member of the New Jersey Historical Society, 
giving testimony to the 40-year-old's dedication to his 
life's avocation. 

Beginning in 1866, Edwin Salter worked as a Treasury 
clerk in the Fourth Auditor's Office, where he 
remained for the next 20 years. He used his free time 
in Washington, DC, to research Jersey Shore genealogy 
and history at the National Archives and the Library 
of Congress. 

In September 1866, the New Jersey Courier newspaper 
announced that Salter would be contributing "never 
before published" historical sketches of Monmouth and 
Ocean Counties for subscribers paying two dollars per 
year. Salter, with another historian, George C. Beekman 
(profiled in this book), contributed "Old Times in 
Old Monmouth" to Freehold's Monmouth Democrat 
newspaper starting in April 1873. Their accumulated 
columns were published as a five-dollar book in 1887. 

After retiring in 1886, Salter returned to Forked River, 
where he continued to research Monmouth family 
genealogies at state and county archives. Just a month 
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EDWIN SALTER'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
A History of Monmouth and Ocean Counties: 

Embracing a Genealogical Record of Earliest 
Settlers in Monmouth and Ocean Counties 
and Their Descendants; the Indians, Their 
Language, Manners, and Customs; Important 
Historical Events: the Revolutionary War, Battle 
of Monmouth, the War of the Rebellion, self- 
published, 1887 

First Families of Old Monmouth and of Ocean 
Counties, New Jersey, series published by 
the Monmouth Democrat and the New Jersey 
Courier newspapers, 1882 

Old Times in Old Monmouth. Historical 
Reminiscences of Monmouth County, New 
Jersey, being a series of historical sketches 
relating to old Monmouth County (now 
Monmouth and Ocean): to which is appended 
the history and the centennial of the Battle of 
Monmouth, with George C. Beekman, published 
by the Monmouth Democrat newspaper, 1887 

before his death, he wrote about his work to a friend: 
"Take the matter altogether, I believe it will be the most 
complete account of the early settlers (and settlement) 
ever published of any county in the United States 
settled previous to 1700.° 

Edwin Salter lies in rest at the Masonic Cemetery in 
Barnegat, New Jersey, beneath a simple gravestone, 
befitting the man one obituary described as a "simple- 
hearted, earnest Christian gentleman.' 

SAMUEL STELLE MITH 

Augh Samuel Stelle Smith's early life was 
spent far from Monmouth County, he 
would eventually write ten books about 
New Jersey Revolutionary War battles and 

other aspects of the county's history. 

Smith was born and raised in Minnesota. As a young 
man, he was familiar with the family story about his 
third great-grandfather, John Ross, a lieutenant colonel 
in the New Jersey Militia during the Revolutionary 
War. In 1927, Smith documented this heritage when 
he applied for membership to the Minnesota Society 
of the Sons of the American Revolution. This research 
into his personal genealogy encouraged him, years 
later, to parlay his 18th-century ancestor's experiences 
into a series of books about the Revolutionary War era 
in New Jersey. 

Smith's father, Stelle Samuel Smith, was a private 
practice lawyer. The son attended the University 
of Minnesota before embarking on a career as a 
salesman for the Chicago-based Victor Adding 
Machine Company. Samuel S. Smith married Agnes 
Newhouse in 1937 in Minneapolis, and they lived 
with his parents for several years. Samuel and Agnes 
moved to New Jersey, and then to Monmouth Beach 
in 1953. He was familiar with the shore because he had 
visited Monmouth County many times while doing 
research. He joined the Monmouth County Historical 
Association in Freehold and was a member of the 
County Tercentenary Committee. 

1904-1989 

Smith accumulated enough historical information 
to create a "Monmouth County Family Tree" in 1963. 
Reproduced many times since, the tree shows how 
our 53 municipalities evolved from just three original 
townships: Freehold, Middletown, and Shrewsbury. 
Smith eventually published half a dozen books under 
the imprint of his Philip Freneau Press as part of its 
Bicentennial Series on the American Revolution. He 
had named his new publishing company, appropriately, 
after the Matawan resident known as "The Poet of the 
American Revolution." 

When Smith's The Battle of Monmouth came out in 
1964, a reviewer at the Daily Register wrote: "Important 
to students of history today, and proud sons of 
Monmouth forever, [the book] is the straightforward 
chronology of his tale, the exact descriptions by which 
we may locate ourselves for each stage of progress, and 
the well-defined maps." 

Along the way, Smith compiled an invaluable list of 
Monmouth County place names from old maps, as well 
as in property deeds, newspapers, and other historical 
collections. This group of almost 1,200 place names, 
including their former designations, is housed at the 
Monmouth County Archives in Manalapan. 

Smith was a frequent speaker at various county 
historical societies for many years. In 1980, Smith was 
honored as the grand marshal of the 13th Annual Battle 
of Monmouth Parade in Manalapan, a recognition for 
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A Map of Monmouth County, New Jersey during the 

American Revolution, 1775--1781: also, General 
Route of Earlier Roads or Paths, with Walter 
Stewart, privately printed, 1959 

A Molly Pitcher Chronology, Philip Freneau 
Press, 1972 

British Maps of the Revolution, 1966 
Lewis Morris, Anglo-American Statesman, Ca. 

1613--1691, Humanities Press, 1983 
Monmouth Battlefield in Maps & Pictures, Philip 

Freneau Press, 1978 
Sandy Hook and the Land of the Navesink, Philip 

Freneau Press, 1963 
The Battle of Monmouth, Philip Freneau Press, 1964 
The Fight for the Delaware, Philip Freneau 

Press, 1970 

his work on the book about what is often referred to 
as the American Revolution's turning point. He also 
wrote studies of the New Jersey battles of Princeton 
and Trenton. 

Samuel S. Smith's researches into early Monmouth 
County history led him to consider the site of the 17th- 
century Tinton Falls Iron Works and the founder of 
the family (influential in much of New Jersey history), 
Lewis Morris. In a bit of a departure for Smith from his 
military history books, he published what is considered 
the definitive biography of Morris (1613-1691). 
Dedicated it to his wife Agnes, it contains the genealogy 
of "Four Generations of Morrises in America." Smith 
probably surprised many readers when he revealed 
that Presidents Richard Nixon and Jimmy Carter, as 
well as then New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean, were 
Morris descendants. 

Agnes Smith passed away in 1987. Her husband of 50 
years, Samuel, died in November 1989. The couple are 
buried together in the old graveyard at Christ Church, 
Shrewsbury, near many other historic Monmouth 
County residents. 

JOHN [WI 
SIuw ruL, JR. 

1853-1930 

and with the consciousness that my own efforts are not 
beyond criticism. 

Dr. Stillwell's research familiarized him with 18th- 
century ancestors who had migrated from Gravesend 
in Brooklyn to Monmouth County. His great- 
grandfather was Capt. Joseph Stillwell, a Revolutionary 
War veteran. He wrote about the Middletown branch of 
his family in his Historical and Genealogical Miscellany 
of 1903, then in numerous follow-up volumes in 1906, 
1914, and 1916. 
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Augh he was a practicing New York City 
physician, an important art collector, 
and widely traveled in Europe, John E. 
Stillwell somehow found time to assemble 

a vast amount of Monmouth County genealogical 
information helpful to scholars and researchers for over 
100 years. The man was extraordinarily organized, and 
so incredibly busy that he never married. 

Stillwell was born in New York City as the son, nephew, 
and grandson of physicians. In 1875, he graduated 
from the College of Physicians and Surgeons (founded 
during the colonial period), the official medical school 
of Columbia University when Stillwell attended. He 
began his active medical career as house surgeon at 
New York's Bellevue Hospital, the oldest public hospital 
in the country. History and heritage surrounded John 
E. Stillwell from his earliest days. 

By 1896, Dr. Stillwell's private practice was "largely 
among the old Knickerbocker families of the city," as 
one biographer noted. Stillwell wrote of the many hours 
he spent in his free time with his "heretofore unknown 
kinsmen," gathering family traditions and stories and 
then researching their accuracy. He was not above 
correcting the record of what they told him. In 1929, he 
Wrote, "If I set the stamp of disapproval on some things 
they have said . . . I do it without hesitancy, knowing 
they would be the first to approve, and I do it with all 
tenderness, knowing how difficult it is to avoid error, 

During vacation summers traveling to Europe and 
other locales, Dr. Stillwell acquired objets d'art, stained 
glass, carved wood, ceramics, ivories, bronzes, and 
textiles. He bought paintings of noteworthy artists, 
such as El Greco, Murillo, Raphael, Rubens, and Titian. 
When he auctioned over 700 unique works in 1927, the 
catalog described him as "a collector of great catholicity 
of taste and fine flair." 

While pursuing his diverse interests and professional 
expertise, Dr. John E. Stillwell ceaselessly researched 
and published information about his family. He 
transcribed the Middletown town meeting minutes 
from 1677 to 1699. He also published a history of 
the family portraits of Aaron Burr, whose first wife, 
Theodosia Stillwell Bartow, was born in Shrewsbury 
and was Dr. Stillwell's distant cousin. 

Dr. Stillwell participated in an impressively large 
number of medical and historical societies. They 
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include his charter membership in the Monmouth 
County Historical Society. He was also a trustee of 
the New-York Historical Society and was part of the 
Publication Committee of the New York Genealogical 
and Biographical Record. At his passing, the committee 
wrote, "In his death the committee feels a personal 
loss, and will miss his gracious courtesy, his masterful 
knowledge of genealogical matters, and his delightful 
companionship and winning personality. 

Most of Dr. Stillwell's papers and manuscripts are 
now held at the New-York Historical Society. The last 
words of this remarkable historian should be his own, 
from the first volume of his family's history, which he 
dedicated thusly: "In memory of those who have gone, 
and in thought of those who are to follow. 

Go. Ti, 
CONTEMP~RY HISTORIANS 

MICHAEL S. ADEL.BERG 
b. 1967 
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M ichael Adelberg describes his research 
interests as "very focused [on] the 
American Revolutionary period in 
central New Jersey, primarily Monmouth 

County. The non-military topics interest me as much as 

the military ones. 

Unique among contemporary Monmouth County 

historians, Adelberg takes a quantitative approach to his 

researches. He says, "One of the best decisions, early on, I 

ever made was to put all of my research into a database .. 

. [ a list of documents] from probably 50 different archives. 

I found that when you're doing a local orientation ... 

you can get away with straight narrative history. Because 

there was this, what I'll call bias against local history. To 

combat that I found the quantitative approach was a way 

for people outside the local community to take this type 

of study much more seriously.' 

Mike grew up in Morganville, Marlboro Township, where 

he spent the first 23 years of his life. After graduating 

from Manhattanville College (B.A. in History, 1989), he 

earned two Master's Degrees, including one in History 
from Rutgers University in 1991. 

During his undergraduate and graduate years, he worked 
as a summer docent at the Monmouth County Historical 
Association (MCHA) in Freehold, becoming interested 
in the county's Revolutionary War history. He assisted in 
writing grants for the organization while he was studying 
at Rutgers. 

Browsing through 18th-century documents, Adelberg 
remembered, "I became very interested in all the stories 
that hadn't been told ... for example, seeing an account 
of a Middletown militia captain reporting on a group of 
runaway slaves working for the British at Sandy Hook who 
had caused mischief in his neighborhood." Raids by the 
now better-known "Col. Tye" were not well documented 
when Adelberg started looking at these events. 

Soon enough, Michael was turning these old accounts 
into narrations based on actual statistics, as opposed to 
speculations, because he "wanted to do things that were 
more scholarly rigorous, as opposed to just telling stories." 

During his productive writing career, Adelberg has won 
numerous awards, such as the Jane G. Clayton Award from 
the Office of the Monmouth County Clerk in 2003. His 
contributions have earned him Presidential and Garden 
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State Fellowships. He has appeared as a guest historian on 
NJTV and other venues. 

Mike credits historian Mark Lender of Kean University as 
his greatest influence, particularly for Lender's quantitative 
study on the makeup of the Continental Army. 

Early on, Mike Adelberg was influenced by Dennis Ryan's 
doctoral dissertation, "Six Towns" ( two of which were 
Middletown and Shrewsbury). Mike's first book was a 
bibliography of American Revolutionary War sources, 
written for and sold exclusively by the MCHA. He followed 
that in 1997 with Roster of the People of Revolutionary 
Monmouth County (New Jersey). A number of scholarly 
journal articles followed, including those in New Jersey 
History, the Journal of Military History, and the Journal 
of the Early Republic. 

Adelberg rewrote some of this early research and published 
The American Revolution in Monmouth County, which won 
awards and garnered some important reviews. Frustrated 
by incomplete documentation of Monmouth County 
events during the War for Independence, Mike next wrote 
a detailed history of the best documented of the small 
incidents, which resulted in The Razing of Tinton Falls, a 
kind of "you-are-there" story about the June 1779 British 
depredations. "I really wanted to write something that 
didn't exist previously," he says, "which was a complicated 

narrative to demonstrate that the war was more than just 
Redcoats versus Continentals." 

Asked which historical Monmouth County figure he 
would most like to meet, Mike Adelberg says, "In my 
period [ of interest], the most dominant figure is Col. David 
Forman and his clear adherence to the Revolutionary 
cause. To get a chance, knowing his very checkered 
record through those years, to try to get a sense of the 
man and to what degree he was a patriot and to what 
degree he was an opportunist ... would of course be an 
incredible opportunity." 

Adelberg and his family live in northern Virginia. He is a 
health policy specialist in the Washington, DC, area when 
he is not pursuing his historical research. He is currently 
working toward a more comprehensive study of perhaps 
the most famous of Monmouth County's many attractions. 
He hopes it will answer the questions of "when and why 
the shore went from the least desirable part of the county 
to the most desirable. 

JoHN f. bE1DING 
b. 1927 
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ohn Belding came to live at the Jersey Shore over 
50 years ago because of his employer's business 
decision to consolidate offices. The huge credit- 
monitoring company Equifax was buying 

smaller agencies and opened up an Asbury Park office, 
assigning John there in 1967. He is a permanent Brielle 
resident ever since, although he spends the winter months 
in Florida. 

Belding was born in Paterson and grew up in Glen Rock 
and Ridgewood. Graduating from Ridgewood High 
School a year before the end of World War II in 1944, 
John went to Williams College in Massachusetts. Under 
a special wartime program for college undergraduates, 
John enlisted in the United States Navy. He was posted 
to various training schools in the United States, was 
honorably discharged, and returned to Williams College, 
graduating in 1949 with a B.S. in History. 

When John and his late wife bought their first shore home, 
one of the first things he did was to join Brielle's Union 
Landing Historical Society. "I became President very 
quickly," he said, laughing at recalling how the volunteer 
group "rewarded me." He has served in that role, as well 
as becoming secretary and treasurer, several times. 

John retired from Equifax as a regional vice president after 
a successful 40 years with the nationwide company. His 
retirement allowed him to devote more time to aspects 
of Brielle's history that he loved to research. 

In 1996, Brielle's mayor recognized John's contributions 
and dedication to the town and appointed Belding the 
borough historian. During John's 20 years in the position, 
he took a lead role in several local projects. 

John oversaw the year 2000 rehabilitation of what is now 
known as the Osborn Family Burial Ground on Holly 
Hill Drive. John's team of volunteers uncovered 21 long- 
neglected tombstones and eventually found five additional 
gravesites. A website description of the cemetery reads: 
"Most of the burials are wives and children of Col. James 
Osborn, who served in the War of 1812. His parents are 
here, his father Lt. Abraham Osborn, who served in the 
Revolutionary War, and wife Elizabeth Allen." 

John also instituted the annual Memorial Day ceremony in 
Brielle. He is quick to note that he is not the only resident 
volunteering for the greater good of Brielle. "You know," 
he happily reports, "you get people involved in things. 
One thing leads to another." Those other things have 
included Flag Day, 9/11 memorial ceremonies, and the 
9 I 11 Memorial on Riverview Drive. 

Belding was honored by the Brielle Chamber of 
Commerce as "2008 Pride of Brielle." The official chamber 
announcement read, in part, "He contributes a historical 
vignette to each issue of Brielle Connections and also to 
the borough's website. Each year John takes classes of 
school children on walks, identifying sites or buildings 
from our early years and instructing them in the borough's 
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history. Thanks to John, some of these buildings or sites 
have attractive markers denoting their age or significance.' 

In 2017, Monmouth County Clerk Christine Giordano 
Hanlon announced John Belding was the winner of 
the Jane G. Clayton Award. During the presentation 
at the October Archives & History Day event, Hanlon 
proclaimed, "John Belding is the epitome of a Town 
Historian. In addition to publishing three books on the 
history of Brielle, he has served four terms as President 
of the Union Landing Historical Society during his 40 
years as a member. He is someone to be admired by all for 
his dedication to making the public aware of Monmouth 
County's wonderful history. 
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Why "Th" Dru 

The late Wayne Theodore Bell's dedication to 
researching the history of his hometown was 
almost as legendary as the Victorian town 
itself. Ted Bell, as everyone called him, was a 

founding member of the Historical Society of Ocean Grove 
and a relentless devotee of the classically picturesque town 
ever since he and his late wife, Shirley, had purchased a 
home there in 1970. 

Originally from Somerville, New Jersey, Bell's fascination 
with Ocean Grove and its beginning as a Methodist Camp 
Meeting Association started soon after he met and married 
Shirley Hemphill. She came from several generations of 
Ocean Grove folks, including a long line of hoteliers. Ted 
Bell's own Methodist roots helped his researches into 
this quaint enclave, unique among Monmouth County 
shore towns. 

Bell went to Rutgers University and was among the 
first students at the state university to major in Wildlife 
Management. His degree in hand, Ted embarked on a 
five-decades-long career in environmental research 
and education. 

One of Ted's first instincts in the Historical Society was 
to get Ocean Grove-which he called "a shining jewel" 
on the National and State Historic District lists. A year 
after they began their efforts in 1976, Bell's committee 
achieved success. 

While pursuing his environmental studies and working at 
Princeton University and for the Girl Scouts of America, 

1932-2019 

Bell became a skilled grant writer. He researched and 
won public grants for nonprofit groups like The Deserted 
Village of Allaire in Wall Township and both the Belmar 
and Howell Township Environmental Commissions. He 
was a guest curator at the Monmouth County Historical 
Association of an exhibit of pattern glass in America. 
A man of many interests and talents, Bell lectured at 
Monmouth University for the New Jersey Council for 
the Humanities on the topic of religious diversity. 

These experiences and successes positioned Bell for his 
Ocean Grove researches and written works. His Images 
of Ocean Grove appeared in the year 2000 and is still 
considered the definitive pictorial presentation. Bell was 
a longtime summer volunteer at the Historical Society 
of Ocean Grove's museum on Pitman Avenue, where he 
delighted in giving tours and talking to everyone about the 
famous summer destination. He was happy to autograph 
his books for visitors. 

Thinking back on his first book, Bell said: "There was a 
lot of material [ about Ocean Grove], but it was a case of 
getting it all together, organizing it, and putting it into 
good shape.' His findings led him to contribute numerous 
articles and stories to compendiums like the Encyclopedia 
of New Jersey, published by the Rutgers University Press 
in 2004. 

In 2012, Ted, his daughter, Dr. Cindy Bell, and Darrell 
Dufresne wrote a book about the magnificent Ocean 
Grove Great Auditorium. The work was the result of 
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ten years of research into the history of the emblematic 
wooden structure. Ted had found previously unknown 
materials and pictures at the Monmouth County Archives 
(Manalapan) relating to the history of the design and 
development of the Great Auditorium. 

Ted also headed up the restoration efforts for the 
1907 cast-iron "Fountain of Hope" in Founders Park. 
Rededicated during the summer of 2019, the working 
fountain is a symbolic representation of the outpouring of 
Ted Bell's love for Ocean Grove. Before his recent passing 
in September of 2019, Ted was researching a series of 
1870 reports about Ocean Grove etchings and the Park 
View (Seaview Avenue), the hotel his wife's family ran 
for almost 75 years. 

Joss: l. bILB» 

S
ometimes, certain jobs are just the perfect fit for a 
man at exactly the right time. When retired U.S. 
Army officer Joe Bilby completed his working 
career as an investigator for the New Jersey State 

Department of Labor, he heard about an opening at the 

National Guard Militia Museum of New Jersey at Sea Girt 

in 2004. He has been the assistant curator ever since, and 

during his tenure at the museum, Bilby has written many 

studies of New Jersey military history. 

With 21 books published to date, and more in the planning 

stages, Bilby is still uncovering interesting and often little- 

known aspects of soldiers' lives in Monmouth County 

during the last 350 years. 

Born in 1943 in the blue-collar North Ward neighborhood 

in Newark (where "everyone knew the Four Seasons"), 

Joe became interested in history as a young boy through 

hearing about his father's World War II service experiences 

and how his English ancestors came to America in the 

1730s. Joe loved going to the Newark Public Library during 

b. 19944 

After attending a local Catholic high school, Joe 

matriculated at Seton Hall University in South Orange, 

where he studied, naturally, History. A 1965 ROTC 

graduate, Joe served in Di An, Vietnam, as a military 

police first lieutenant. Returning home, Joe achieved a 

Master's Degree in History. He taught for several years 

before working in the New Jersey State Department of 

Labor. He married the late Patricia Ziegler and moved 

to Wall Township in 1970. 

Joe knew about family members who had served in the 

Civil War, and he wrote his master's thesis on recruiting 

and the draft in New Jersey during that conflict. His 

subsequent magazine articles led to his first book in 1992, 

Three Rousing Cheers: A History of the 15th New Jersey 

Infantry from Flemington to Appomattox. 

Asked which Monmouth County historical figure he 

would like to meet, Bilby says: "Clarence Hetrick stands 

the summers when he would "come home on the bus with out in my mind. A county sheriff who cleverly stymied 

a pile of books. I just got this history thing. He especially an attempted lynching in 1911, Hetrick was a longtime 

loved reading John Cunningham's New Jersey history mayor of Asbury Park who pulled off some good things 

articles in the Newark News, as well as Henry Charlton for the city and modernized it, although he did some 

Beck's Jersey folklore tales in the Newark Star-Ledger. shady things as well." 
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Bilby was the 2011 recipient of the Jane G. Clayton Award, 
annually presented by the Monmouth County Clerk to 
honor an individual who, over a substantial number of 
years, made exceptional contributions to the awareness, 
understanding, and/ or preservation of Monmouth 
County history. 

Joe Bilby is still actively researching and writing. He and 
his brother-in-law Harry Ziegler will soon publish his 
24th book, tentatively titled Klan-fail: The KKK in New 
Jersey, 1920 to 1940. 

Don Burden, former mayor of Shrewsbury 
and President of the Shrewsbury Historical 
Society (SHS), has literally been at the center 
of his historic town for over four decades. 

From the day Don and his wife, Mary Lea, moved into 
their Sycamore Avenue home, Don has dedicated himself 
to making this three-and-a-half-square-mile borough a 
better place to live for all its residents while reminding 
them of their unique and historical heritage. 

Burden recalled, "I read The Story of Shrewsbury, 1664- 
1964 by Richard L. Kraybill so many times I could 
probably recite certain sections of it. I thought it was a 
shame that this history was sitting dormant and not being 
brought up to date. The little blue book,' as we called it, 
ended where Shrewsbury was still basically an agricultural 
community and many of the larger estates were being 
sold off to developers for homes or major office building. 
These newer stories were going to be lost. I thought they'd 
better be written down. 

DONALD W. IBDK 

Don approached Rick Geffken ( the co-author of this book 
and an SHS member) to collaborate on an update of the 
town's history. The pair published The Story of Shrewsbury, 
Revisited 1965-2015, which included its "little blue 
book" inspiration, profiles of more recent residents, and 
important events in the 50 years after the original book. 

Born in Litchfield, Connecticut, Don graduated from 
Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania in 1963 with an 
American History degree, minoring in Political Science 

b. 1941 

and English. He met his Mary Lea at the college. He also 
fulfilled his service obligation, spending six years in the 
U.S. Army Reserves. 

An early influence in Don's love of history was his 
maternal grandfather, Neil Alexander Beaton, a Nova 
Scotia undertaker. The older man told tales that fascinated 
his grandson, such as embalming the body of Alexander 
Graham Bell and the dozens of victims of the sinking of 
the Titanic in 1912. 

After graduation, Don accepted a job with McGraw Hill 
selling books and soliciting manuscripts from higher 
education professors. His career at the company spanned 
47 years. He also taught professional publishing programs 
at Aubrey Cohen College in New York City. 

McGraw Hill assigned Burden to California, then 
Missouri. Their son was born while the couple lived in 
St. Louis. In 1976, returning to New York, Don became 
the English and geography editor for the college textbooks 
division of McGraw Hill. By then, the Burdens also had 
a daughter and were looking to find a permanent home. 

Visiting Shrewsbury, Don and Mary Lea "immediately fell 
in love with the town'' and settled into their current home 
on Sycamore Avenue. Don has served on the borough 
council and numerous commissions and boards, such as 
the Shrewsbury Board of Education. He was the Chair of 
Shrewsbury Boy Scout Troop #50. 
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When the Shrewsbury Historical Society decided to 
erect its headquarters building on municipal property 
in 1978, Don Burden, a 25-year member of the Shade Tree 
Commission, "opposed the Society's plans to take down 
some stately old trees for its construction." Don recalls 
that he was "battling with the founder of the Society, J. 
Louise Jost, at first, but eventually we became the best 

of friends." 

Burden says of his relationship with Jost and the SHS: "It 
built very quickly. All of a sudden, I was the treasurer. 
Mary Lea Burden soon invested in the success of the SHS 
too, organizing the annual Harvest Party. Don succeeded 
Jost as President after she passed away. Don was quickly 
immersed in helping researchers investigate Shrewsbury 
land titles, and others who were investigating local 
genealogy. In all his SHS pursuits, Don was determined 
to preserve the richness of Shrewsbury's heritage as one 
of the original four townships in Monmouth County. 

Don is a retired member of the Monmouth County 
Library Commission and is currently on the county's 
Historical Commission. 

LILLIAN URRY 
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Il n Burry's love of Monmouth County is well 
known. The dynamic Colts Neck woman 
has advocated for so many of the people and 
historical places in our shore communities that 

a comprehensive accounting of her efforts and successes 
would run for pages and still not capture the entirety of 
what she has contributed. 

Currently the longest-serving Monmouth County 
Freeholder, she was born Lillian Beneforti in New York 
City. She says, 'Tm a first-generation American. My father 
and mother both came from Europe, separately." After 
Burry attended public schools in Brooklyn, she graduated 
from Wagner College with, not surprisingly, a B.A. degree 
in Political Science and History. While at that Staten 
Island institution, she met her future husband, Donald, a 
chemical engineering student, whom she married in 1957. 

In the early years of her marriage, Lillian Burry taught 
history at a Staten Island high school. The couple moved 
to Matawan and had a daughter. She recalls, "I became 
very active during this time in volunteer work and was a 
founder, then President, of the League of Women Voters. I 
became active politically and in the late 1960s was elected 
the first councilwoman in Matawan." As an elected official, 
she was alarmed at a local firm's dumping of waste oil in 
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a neighboring town, which affected Matawan aquifers, 
so she lobbied for Superfund remediation status. This 
level of Burry's activism has been her hallmark ever since. 

Ambitious and purposeful, Lillian Burry decided to 
become a real estate agent after her family moved to Colts 
Neck around 1969. Although she thought she had left 
political life behind, her involvement in Colts Neck school 
issues led her back to what has become her lifelong career. 
Once again, she ran and won a position of councilwoman. 
In the Colts Neck committee form of government, Lillian 
Burry served as mayor twice during her nine-year tenure. 
Burry was instrumental in a project to date the town's 
historic houses, two of which were granted National 
Historic Registry status. She is especially proud that she 
was also behind the effort to buy ("For one dollar!") the 
historic one-room Montrose School House (ca. 1812), now 

Burry's formal education in history served to buttress maintained by the Colts Neck Preservation Committee. 
her father's (Luigi Beniforte's) pride in his hometown of 
Florence, Italy. "He'd frequently tell us, 'You don't know Lillian Burry did not forget Matawan. In 1974, she 
where you're going if you don't know where you've been." helped purchase and preserve the Revolutionary War- 

era Burrowes Mansion on Main Street and the wetlands 
behind the old house. 

I never did anything easy," she recalls. "I was approached 
to run for Republican freeholder during the time of a 
scandal called 'Operation Big Rig.' This hit the Republican 
Party hard-it was accused of bid rigging." Despite the 
contentious issue, Burry beat four other candidates in 
2005. Although not the first female Monmouth County 
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Freeholder, she was the first woman who rose to become 

Director of the Freeholders in 2008. 

Like the number of her public service accomplishments, 
Lillian Burry's awards and commendations are numerous. 
Perhaps her most deserved was the very first M. Claire 
French Award in 2015. Named for the former Monmouth 
County Clerk (also profiled herein), the award recognized 

Burry's leadership in historic preservation. 

The Monmouth Battlefield (Manalapan), the Monmouth 
County Park System, the Fort Monmouth Economic 
Revitalization Planning Authority, the Fort Hancock 21st 
Century Advisory Committee- Lillian Burry worked for 
and impacted these and other Monmouth County gems 

and initiatives. 

Though Monmouth County history is a special concern 
of Lillian Burry, she realizes that our history is made- 
and paid for-by our citizens in many different ways. 
Among her most noteworthy of contributions was her 
2016 collaboration with the "Soldier On" organization 
in assisting homeless service veterans. New Jersey 
congressional representative Chris Smith said, "The 
veterans housing project to be built in Tinton Falls is 
the culmination of over five years of collaborative work by 
federal, state, and local officials-under the tremendous 
leadership of Freeholder Lillian Burry and Soldier 
On's Jack Downing-to bring a proven and effective 
housing model to Monmouth County that will provide 
services for homeless veterans and help homeless vets in 

the community.' 

Freeholder Burry says, "There are two schools of thought: 
preservation, in one view, is an inconvenience-do away 
with it, we don't need it, it's old. On the other hand, there 
are those like me who have such a passion for preserving. 
That's how I started." And we are a richer county due to 

Lillian Burry's preservation passion. 

Ii LEH £CASHIO 
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Glenn Cashion's upbringing in Monmouth 
County made him privy to the richness 
of local historical sites. Generations of his 
ancestors lived in the county seat of Freehold, 

as far back as the 1850s, when his Irish forebearers 
migrated here. Both sides of his family settled first in 
New York City and worked as farm laborers in and 
around Freehold. 

"My whole clan grew up here. My great-grandfather 
Patrick Fitzgibbon and his son John were the first two 
trustees for St. Rose of Lima Church. They laid the 
cornerstone for that church [in 1881];' Glenn is proud 
to report. One hundred and twenty-eight years later, 
Glenn became a member of the Monmouth County 
Historical Commission. 

Cashion's great uncle, John Fitzgibbon, a Civil War 
veteran, bought a home at 87 Randolph Street that stayed 
in the family in Freehold for almost a hundred years. That 
house was later home to a cousin of Glenn's-an aspiring 
musician named Bruce Springsteen. 

Cashion attended St. Rose of Lima Elementary School 
and Freehold High School. Both prepared him well for 
his Ivy League college years at Brown University as an 
English Literature major. He began his working career 
with the New Jersey Bell Telephone Company in various 
network installation roles. As the company morphed into 
AT&T, Glenn lived in Basking Ridge. His international 
work travels required moving to England for six years. 

b. 1940 

He worked in Hong Kong too. Stateside, Glenn was in 
the U.S. Marine Corps Reserves. The Cashions returned 
to Freehold in 2000 before Glenn retired five years later. 
He and his wife, Karen, now reside in Middletown. They 
have two daughters. 

Glenn became deeply involved in Monmouth County 
history for the next two decades, including his mission to 
retrieve a Medal of Honor won by another cousin, Thomas 
T. Fallon. The Civil War hero earned the award during 
the Battle of Williamsburg in Virginia in May 1862. For 
years, it was in the collection of Dickenson College. In 
2019, Cashion, with the help of Muriel Smith, secured its 
return to the Cashion family. 

Glenn's family also has ties to historic sports figures. 
"Baseball is in my genes going back to the 1890s," says 
Glenn. "My father was once the home plate umpire in a 
Bradley Beach game with Babe Ruth's barnstorming team." 

Among the locally famous people he admires, Glenn 
muses, "I would love to sit down with Stephen Crane. A 
non-sports figure would be National Scudder, a Freehold 
physician who joined the militia during the Revolution." 

Cashion was inducted into the Freehold High School Hall 
of Fame in 2015. If Glenn listens to the multiple people 
who have have urged him to write about his family, the 
book would be a sure bet to help our understanding of 
the history of Monmouth County. 
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F reehold, one of the three original Monmouth 
County townships, is fortunate to have a borough 
historian like Kevin Coyne. A fifth-generation 
native of our county seat, Kevin knows a lot 

about the hometown, and not just because he has served 
in his official historian's capacity since 2000. His father's 
family were "potato-famine Irish" who arrived in Freehold 
before our country's Civil War. He was surrounded by his 
grandparents and other relatives who lived within walking 
distance of his childhood home. He recalls, "They always 
had stories to tell about people." 

Kevin went from St. Rose of Lima Grammar School in the 
borough to St. John Vianney High School in Holmdel. He 
graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1981 
with degrees in American History and English. His senior 
thesis was on the renowned American Revolutionary War 
poet and patriot, Philip Freneau of Matawan. 

Kevin loved studying the past, and says, "When I was a 
little kid, I remember memorizing the names of all the 
streets in Freehold. I was always interested in history." 
He was particularly impressed by the 1976 bicentennial 
celebrations and loved the Battle of Monmouth parades 
in his hometown. 

b. 1959 

Kevin Coyne spent his life in journalism. In 1982, he 
started a weekly newspaper that covered the shore from 
Sandy Hook down to Seaside Heights. By the Sea was 
published in Point Pleasant but lasted only six months. He 
and his wife moved to Massachusetts, where the former 

Jane Kaye grew up. Kevin found work as a reporter. After a 
decade in New England, the Coynes returned to Freehold. 

Coyne continued as a freelance writer, traveling 
throughout the country. He wrote a series of books about 
such diverse topics as people who worked at night and the 
University of Notre Dame's "football Saturday" traditions. 
His Marching Home, published in 2003, details the story 
of six World War II veterans from Freehold. "I tried," he 
says, "to tell the story of America during the war and the 
years after the war, through one small town." His research 
included interviewing dozens of veterans and reading all 
the pertinent editions of the Freehold Transcript. 

Coyne worked for the Asbury Park Press for a few years 
as a part-time reporter until he received the Columbia 
University Journalism School's J. Anthony Lukas Prize, 
which "recognizes excellence in nonfiction that exemplifies 
the literary grace and commitment to serious research and 
social concern that characterized the work of its Pulitzer 
Prize-winning namesake, J. Anthony Lukas." It came with 
a grant to help fund Kevin's nonfiction writings. He was 
featured in a 2002 New York Times article about returning 
to a small town and writing about it. Coyne is also an 
adjunct professor at Columbia Journalism School. 

Presenting the town's history to Freehold grade school 
children is another borough historian responsibility. 
Coyne jokes that another one of his roles "is to shepherd 
people around (what I call) the Stations of the Bruce 
Springsteen Cross." Coyne also was a member of the 

Freehold Borough Council; helped establish the town's 
Historic Preservation Commission; conducts local walking 
tours; and has been on the Board of the Monmouth 
County Historical Association. He is proud that he helped 
establish the World War II veterans memorial at Elks 
Point (Routes 79 and 537), celebrating over 1,300 people 
who served. During the fall of 2018, Coyne also worked 
to name the Lewis Brothers Pavilion at Veterans Park for 
the six African American Lewis brothers from Freehold 
Borough who were in the military during the war. 

At the suggestion of an old friend in 2004, Coyne initiated 
the annual reading of the Declaration of Independence 
on July 4th on the steps of Freehold Borough Hall. Lillie 
Ham Hendry, whom Coyne refers to as "the repository of 
all things African American in town," read the first line 
that year: "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that 
all men are created equal." 

Coyne was named the winner of the 2018 Jane G. Clayton 
Award, presented at the County Clerk's 23rd Annual 
Archives & History Day on October 13th at Monmouth 
County Library Headquarters in Manalapan. Kevin was 
also on the committee to celebrate the 100th anniversary 
of the creation of Freehold in 1919. 

KEVIN A. COYNE'S 
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Growing up in Short Hills, New Jersey, Bill Dunn 
had the good fortune to spend his youthful 
summers in Sea Girt. As an adult, when I went 
out into the world, wherever I was, I'd always 

come back here [ to Sea Girt] for a week or two during the 
summers. It is no surprise, then, that the newspaper man 
Bill became would eventually write Sea Girt Lighthouse. 
And almost as inevitably, Bill and his wife, Christine, moved 
permanently to the lovely shore town over 25 years ago. 

Bill graduated from the private, all-male Roman Catholic 
college-preparatory Delbarton School in Morristown 
before going on to Fairfield University, where he studied 
English under the Jesuits. 

Both of his parents encouraged his study ofhistory, though 
Dunn describes himself as more a reader than a scholar 
of history. He did, however, follow a similar path that 
his father trod. Bob Dunn was a wire service reporter 
with International News Service, who once interviewed 
Amelia Earhart. 

English studies at Fairfield put Bill in a good position 
to start his newspaper career at the Hour, a Norwalk 
Connecticut daily. After almost four years of working 
the police, fire, and transportation beats, Bill went to 
the Detroit News in the fall of 1975. Bill spent 11 years 
covering news about the automotive executives and 
engineers living in exclusive Gross Pointe. He says, "I 
was there in the peak years [ of that business], and I was 
there when the bottom fell out." 

tL. Du 
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Bill Dunn moved to USA Today soon after its founding and 
was also freelancing for American Demographics monthly 
magazine, specializing in population trend analysis. 

The Borough of Sea Girt acquired its famed lighthouse 
from the federal government in 1956, turning it into a 
recreation and community center. As a child, Bill spent 
some time in the lighthouse's children's library. He 
recalls that from the age of eight or nine, "it intrigued 
me. When nobody was looking, we [kids] would climb 
up the tower when we should not have been up there. I 
began wondering about the history of the building." He 
remembers relatives of the former lighthouse keepers 
telling him stories. 

When Bill and Christine moved to Sea Girt, he became 
the lighthouse docent and investigated the former keepers' 
logbooks and correspondences. He was an enthusiastic 
member of the Sea Girt Lighthouse Citizens Committee 
(SGLCC), where his reporter's background made him a 
natural fit for producing the nonprofit group's publicity 
campaign. As part of his mission to bring attention to the 
venerable beacon adjacent to Wreck Pond, Bill encouraged 
locals to donate relevant artifacts and other materials to 
the museum. Bill's local knowledge and research led him 
to write his lighthouse books. 

Bill's devotion to maintaining the history of the lighthouse 
goes beyond his writings. He served on the board of 
trustees for 17 years and was its President twice. He 
continues giving tours as the official lighthouse historian. 
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Bill believes that "reporting is the first draft of history.' 
The demanding newspaper business helped him hone the 
skills he would use later for writing books: "How to get 
information, who to go to, how to extract the information 
from sources, and how to write." 

Faced with large amounts of materials and reports as the 
lighthouse collections expanded, the museum trustees asked 
Bill Dunn to write about the historic structure, which was 
built in 1896. Sea Girt Lighthouse: The Community Beacon 
was published by The History Press in 2014. Bill donates all 
the royalties from the book to the SGLCC. 

Bill's second lighthouse book (and his sixth overall) is a 
photographic history with many one-of-a-kind pictures 
from the scrapbooks and postcards collections of Sea 
Girt families. 

Dunn has long admired the command of local subject 
matter and dedication to Sea Girt by resident Dick Venino, 
author of History of Sea Girt: 50th Anniversary, 1917-1967. 
Dunn also credits Joe Bilby (profiled in this book) for 
similar local history contributions. 

A versatile writer, Bill edited his latest book, The Ginger 
Man Letters, the correspondences of the late Ireland-based 
writer J. P Donleavy, which has received many favorable 
reviews. It is history of another sort altogether and has 
received many favorable reviews. 

BILL DUNN'S 
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arjorie Edelson has not only researched 
the history of her beloved Ocean 
Township for many years but has also 
been instrumental in recreating an 

important part of that heritage through her devotion 
to the restoration of the Eden Woolley House. Joining 
Marjorie in this labor oflove is her actual love, husband 
Paul Edelson. 

Marjorie says, "I think of myself more as an educator; 
I was thirty years teaching in Ocean Township, at the 
elementary level:' She taught language arts, social studies, 
and math, eventually becoming a supervisor. Retired now, 
she still educates grade school-aged kids during their visits 
to the Ocean Historical Museum at the Woolley House. 

Marjorie grew up in Deal, descended from working-class 
Irish and Scottish grandparents who worked for well- 
to-do folks living at the shore. Paul's family is from the 
Interlaken/Asbury Park area, so she laughs, "We're locals.' 

She attended Asbury Park High School (where she met 
Paul), then went to Trenton State College and studied 
Elementary Education, graduating in 1958. She eventually 
earned her Master's Degree at Georgian Court College. 

The Ocean Township Historical Society was started just 
prior to the 1976 United States bicentennial celebrations. 
Marjorie was one of this first to join, largely because she 
had loved reading about Monmouth County history for 

MAJORIE AND 
tiL [EL.so 
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years. Marjorie formed a committee to republish a 1949 
town history. She and Kay Zimmerer updated it and 
made the new book available in time for the town's 125th 
anniversary. The pair later collaborated on an Images of 
America treatment of similar material in 1997. 

When the Ocean Township League of Women Voters 
began to conduct an oral history project in the 1980s, 

Marjorie contributed Historical Society pictures and 
images to supplement the transcribed interviews. Marjorie 
and Paul had stored these and other materials in their 
basement, which was quickly filled with artifacts that 
required a more permanent location. Paul, a member 
of the Ocean Township Board of Education, was able to 
secure a room for the Historical Society in the unused 
Oakhurst School building. Soon, residents were bringing 
additional historical materials to the new location. So 
much, in fact, that another repository was needed soon. 

The Eden Woolley House, the Society's museum, dates 
from the mid- l 700s. Originally located on the northeast 
corner of what became Deal Road and Route 35, Eden 
Woolley lived there during the 19th century. By the 1970s, 

it was used for a family summer vacation house. Around 
the year 2000, the house was offered to Ocean Township 
and moved in 2005 to its current location adjacent to the 
Ocean Township Public Library. The Edelsons and other 
Society members raised close to $800,000 to restore and 
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maintain it. Marjorie Edelson is a museum trustee, and 
her husband, Paul, is President. 

Marjorie is currently involved in an Ocean Township 
Museum project called Home Town History, wherein 
local citizens are videotaped about their experiences 
and perspectives on Ocean Township. She interviewed 
descendants oflocal farmers in order to document a time 
when Ocean was agricultural, as was most of Monmouth 
County. She was surprised to learn there had been several 
dairy farms in town. 

MARJORIE EDELSON'S 
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JOHN [PBIANO 

ohn Fabiano, the Executive Director of the 
Monmouth County Historical Commission, has 
spent the past 25 years doing intensive research. 
Born and educated in Mercer County's Hamilton, 

John attended The Hunt School of Princeton. The 
private secondary boarding school prepared him well for 
his future contributions to our history because, he says, 
"they made me study, so I applied myself and attained 
the highest grade point average in the school during my 
1970 senior year." 

Originally planning to study medicine, John went to 
Boston College. He switched majors before earning an 
Economics degree in 1974. He then landed a job with 
the State of New Jersey as an analyst at the New Jersey 
Office of Management and Budgets (0MB). John took 
accounting classes at Trenton State College. He spent 30 
years working for the state in various capacities, including 
executive director for the State Council on the Arts, before 
retiring in 2007. 

John studied for his Master's Degree in Public History at 
the Rutgers Camden campus while he worked in Trenton. 
With that degree and his finance background, John was 
hired in 2011 as administrative officer at the Old Barracks 
in Trenton. It was built in 1758 by the Colony of New 
Jersey as quarters for British regulars, during the French 
and Indian War. By the early 21st century, state funding 
had been dropped. "I was basically hired to help shut 
down the Old Barracks," John recalls, but I became an 
activist determined to save if' John's persistence resulted in 
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Governor Christie's administration restoring $1.5 million 
to the Old Barracks and other historic New Jersey sites. 

After John and his wife, Barbara, moved to Allentown, he 
became the President of the Allentown- Upper Freehold 
Historical Society. A neighbor, Ann Garrison, encouraged 
John to join her in researching the legends surrounding 
Molly Pitcher, primarily to bring attention to historical 
Allentown. Their research partnership soon reached the 
same conclusions and roadblocks of previous historians. 
Fabiano and Garrison might not have provided who the 
real Molly Pitcher was, he says, but "because of that 
initiative, I found my true interest, my true desire to 
become a historical researcher. 

Fabiano, again with Garrison, produced a 100- 
page, primary-sourced document about American 
Revolutionary War-era Allentown, which he calls "my 
first Master's Degree.' John hoped to convince historians 
and others that the previously neglected Allentown had 
real historical significance to Monmouth County. 

In addition to his devotion to its Historical Society, John 
was the designated Allentown borough historian. He has 
volunteered at the Allentown Branch of the Monmouth 
County Library System for years, helping to raise funds 
and becoming a trustee. He wrote the "Historically 
Speaking" column in the Allentown Messenger newspaper 
and serves on the planning board. 

In 2014, Monmouth County historian Randall Gabrielan 
(profiled in this book) asked John if he would be interested 
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in working for the Monmouth County Historical 
Commission, the entity established by the Monmouth 
County Board of Chosen Freeholders to assist with 
the county's preservation of its rich heritage. John has 
supported the nine commissioners in his role as Executive 
Director ever since. 

Fabiano has also served as trustee for the Friends of 
Old Yellow Meeting House in Upper Freehold and the 
Friends of Monmouth Battlefield in Tennent. The New 
Jersey Historical Commission recognized John in 2003 
when it awarded him the Heritage Tourism Award 
for his contributions to "Road to Monmouth 225th 
Anniversary Celebration." 

JOHN FABIANO'S 
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S
ome Monmouth County historians found their 
passions after they left home, studied a particular 
era of our heritage, and began to research and wnte 
about it. Not so for Jim Foley, who says, "I was born 

and raised in Deal. As my friends say, I never got far," which 

is only a slight exaggeration. 

Jim is the guy who crusades for the Church of the 
Presidents, keeps the story of the shipwrecked New 
Era alive, and is busy preserving the unique interior 
architecture of the since-demolished Stella Maris 

Retreat House. 

His schooling kept Jim close to home-St. Mary's 
Grammar School, Red Bank Catholic and Pleasant Beach 
High Schools, and Ocean County College. He earned a 
Bachelor's Degree in Social Work from Georgian Court 
College, which led to his 35-year career as a drug and 
alcohol counsellor. He retired from this position at the 

Point Pleasant schools in 2018. 

Growing up in a Deal "Victorian Cottage" built by Oscar 
Straus ( of the Macy's department store family) might have 
been enough to spark historical interest in a young boy. 
But young Jim was really intrigued by another of the 
cottage's owners, Ham Fisher, who created the popular Joe 
Palooka comic strip that debuted in 1930. The story that 
Fisher's cartoon- inspired decorative statues were buried 
on the property got Foley digging around his backyard 
in his own amateur archaeological expedition. 

b. i962 

Foley remembers marveling to his grade school friends 
about a nearby chapel: "Do you believe that seven 
Presidents of the United States were here?" Playing with 
his other seven-year-old friends nearby the Church of the 
Presidents one day, Foley wandered over to the chapel and 
museum and asked a caretaker to look inside. The man 
turned out to be Edgar Dinkelspiel, the museum board's 
President and the prime player in its restoration. The two 
cut a deal. If Jim would weed the hundred-foot walkway 
to the church, he would get a private tour. Two weeks 
later, as Jim remembers, "to me it was just overwhelming 

to see all these artifacts. 

Jim and his wife, Cate, were married in 1995. As their 
three children came along, Jim focused on his career 
in the 1980s and '90s and had little time to think about 
local history. But his interest was revived when he started 
looking at old newspaper microfilm and became part of a 
Centennial Commission for Deal. Jim was appointed as 
the first Deal historian on March 7, 1998, the anniversary 
date of the town's centennial. He has been President of 

the Historical Society since 2014. 

Jim wrote a weekly column called "Yesterday's Lives" for 
a small local publication and also a series of monthly 
articles for Image, the largest Sephardic Jewish magazine 
in the country. Image published his articles on the many 
Victorian-era families who influenced the development 
of Deal: the Guggenheims, the Straus family, and other 

German Jews. 
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Claire French might not have written about 
Monmouth County (yet), but during 
her 18-year tenure as County Clerk, she 
helped preserve millions of important 

historical documents. 

M. Claire Duffy was born in Elizabeth and raised in Point 
Pleasant Beach, where her Irish-born mother, Julia, was 
a rooming house proprietress. Among Claire's earliest 
memories of this Jersey Shore vacation spot was when the 
Great Atlantic Hurricane of 1944 "wrapped the boardwalk 
around our house." 

Claire, as she has been known her entire life, began her 
career as a telephone operator after Point Pleasant Beach 
High School. She won a Betty Crocker Homemaker of 
Tomorrow award. Within a year of graduation, she was 
married to "the man of my dreams, Robert French;' and 
the two settled in Wall Township. They have two children. 

Claire was, and is, a lifelong learner. Claire recalls, "I 
always went to school, always took a self-enrichment 
course-could be a psychology course, could be oil 
painting, or cake decorating. As her husband built his 
construction business, Claire started to volunteer in 
various civic organizations, eventually working in the 
late 1970s as campaign manager and helping elect her 
mentor, Bob Jenkins, as mayor of Wall. 

A subsequent mentor for Claire was the late Monmouth 
County Clerk Benjamin Danskin, who "gave me license 
to do what I thought was right." Claire assisted with 
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fundraising, outreach, program development, and event 
planning for Danskin, also the County Republican 
Chairman. Danskin recommended Claire French run 
for the Wall Township Committee in 1980. She won and 
served for eight years, including two terms as Mayor. Her 
political career was launched. 

As the first Chair of the Monmouth County Improvement 
Authority ( an arm of the Monmouth County Freeholders), 
Claire had her first major success allocating $20 million 
for subsidized loans to towns for vital infrastructure like 
schools, police vehicles, and major improvements. 

Soon enough, Claire was asked by New Jersey Governor 
Christine Todd Whitman to be on the State Finance Board 
overseeing all New Jersey State financing. Claire eventually 
rose to become Vice Chair. Simultaneously, Claire held a 
position at the Monmouth County Development Review 
Committee, responsible for approvals of subdivisions and 
site plans affecting county roads and drainage facilities or 
properties owned or maintained by the county. "I loved 
putting deals together and helping people," she remembers. 

In 1996, Claire was elected Monmouth County Clerk, 
a position she held for 18 years until her retirement on 
April 1, 2015, when she was succeeded by Christine 
Giordano Hanlon. Claire saw this crucial county job 
as a place where she could "do so much good for so 
many people. 

During French's tenure, she oversaw the modernization 
of the Clerk's office, including digitizing county records 
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and the electronic reporting of election results, as well as 
the expansion of the office's services with the Monmouth 
County Connection Office in Neptune Township. She 
was deeply involved in the design and construction of 
the current County Clerk office on Mechanic Street in 
Freehold, moving her staff from the Monmouth County 
Hall of Records. Claire recalls, "It was such fun. I knew 
that if we were moving all our books, [it] had to be to 
library standards with the books on the first floor, due 
to their weight.' She also improved on her predecessor's 
technology initiative, assuring that more county 
documents were digitally recorded. Claire also oversaw 
the million-dollar project developing the county's online 
portal for electronic records. 

After Claire French's retirement, her selfless dedication 
and longtime service to Monmouth County were 
recognized in an award named for her. At the October 
2015 Archives & History Day, Freeholder Lillian Burry 
was the initial recipient of the M. Claire French Award 
for leadership in historic preservation. This prestigious 
award "recognizes outstanding achievements of an 
elected official, government employee, public servant or 
civic organization in supporting historic preservation in 
Monmouth County through education, development, 
planning, rehabilitation, advocacy, community leadership 
or other means.' 
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F ew past or contemporary Monmouth County 
historians have matched the prodigious output 
of Monmouth County Historical Commissioner 
Randall "Randy" Gabrielan. He has researched, 

lectured, advised, written, and published a trove of 
invaluable materials about much of our history, both 
well known and obscure. 

The author of almost 40 books, newspaper articles, 
catalogs, and much more, Randy was recognized 
for his contributions when he was appointed the 
Executive Director of the Monmouth County Historical 
Commission in June of 2000. He is still an active 
Commissioner today. 

Randy describes his evolution as a writer this way: 
"The beginnings were not academic but were book- 
influenced as a collector of New York and New Jersey 
local history beginning in the 1970s. That decade, I 
joined the Monmouth County Historical Association and 
began my first research project on Monmouth County 
place names. 

Randy was born and raised in Jersey and spent his 
working life as an insurance broker in New York City. 
His intense curiosity about almost every place he lived or 
visited laid the foundation for his historical researches. 

Randy Gabrielan is candid about his early efforts: "I 
joined the Monmouth County Historical Association. My 
call to local history began informally, with interests in the 
background of places whose names were of great interest, 
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but I was naive to believe that Monmouth County place 
names would be a good introduction to the county's 
history. Actually, the subject requires long experience 
with Monmouth's past in order to master the myriad 
and, at times, conflicting information that has circulated 
and continues to be repeated. 

Randy joined the Middletown Township Historical 
Society in 1982. He became President two years later and 
has served in that capacity for almost four decades. His 
first published article was a research project clarifying 
a rumor about Woodrow Wilson's visit to the Society's 
headquarters, the MacLeod-Rice House in Leonardo. 
Randy began writing for the Society's newsletter and 
presenting historical topics at venues throughout 
the county. 

Beginning in 1987, Randy wrote weekly newspaper 
columns for the Middletown Courier (the United States 
Constitution), and for The Two River Times (Great 
Homes). The latter series led him to book writing. 

Randy Gabrielan's first book, published in 1995, 
coincided with his self-described "unexpected career 
transition to active historian from my business work. 
Middletown Township was "easy to complete, but a 
challenge to do well," which is Randy's constant and 
consummate goal. 

Randy followed that initial success with many similar 
pictorial works, then with ever more substantial 
books. He says, "Explosion at Morgan, which revealed 
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a forgotten World War I munitions disaster, was my most 
intellectually challenging. I consider Hoboken - History 
and Architecture at a Glance my best, for the scope and 
depth of the history it covers. 

When people asked Randy to investigate the history of 
their homes and properties, he researched their deed 
histories and produced extensive reports. Randy enjoyed 
this amateur detective work. Looking back at those early 
experiences, he appreciates how they informed his career: 
"Greater historical depth is more rewarding, is necessary 
for full understanding, and also helps dispel historical 
legends. Insightful interpretations and overturning myths 
comprise my primary motivations now.' 

In 1994, Randy worked with the Monmouth County Park 
System on the county's Historic Sites Inventory. For this 
important project, he researched Rumson, Long Branch, 
the Walnford Mill restoration project, and Battery Lewis 
at Hartshorne Woods Park in Middletown. 

When he was appointed Executive Director of the 
Monmouth County Historical Commission, Randy 
expanded its two principal missions: recognition 
of historic properties owned by nonprofits and 
municipalities; and the annual essay contest for fifth 
graders. He also promoted the commission's preservation 
grants program, making and appearing in a video titled 
A Tour in Preservation." He revived the commission's 
lapsed Preservation Awards program. 

Perhaps Randy Gabrielan's most widely visible, popular, 
and enduring accomplishment has been the organization 
of the county's annual A Weekend in Old Monmouth," a 
self-guided tour of numerous historic sites held the first 
weekend of May. The tour has grown over the years as 
more organizations participate and more people visit these 
wonderfully preserved and important sites. 

Our historian Randy Gabrielan lives in "the now." He 
is keenly aware that "the information explosion we are 
now experiencing makes the present an exciting time for 
local historians [as] new opportunities and challenges 
are created. While most of my work is behind me, I 
look forward while being concerned about enhancing 

the quality of historical research. The greater quantity of 
available information makes the ability to sort, analyze, 
and interpret more critical." 

Currently writing a volume on the New Jersey Shore, 
Randy says, "I have returned to my first Monmouth 
County project, the place-name directory. The subject is 
replete with legend, folklore, and disinformation. However, 
with over forty years' experience with Monmouth history, I 
believe I have the insight for its incisive analysis, recording, 
and writing. One prays God gives me the time to complete 

the project." 
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History Series, 1998 

Monmouth County: Past and Present, Schiffer 
Publishing, 2013 

Red Bank, Arcadia Publishing, 1995 
Red Bank in the Twentieth Century, Arcadia 

Publishing, 1997 
Red Bank: Volume II, Arcadia Publishing, 1996 
Red Bank: Volume Ill, Arcadia Publishing, 1998 
Rumson, Arcadia Publishing, 1996 
Rumson: Shaping A Superlative Suburb, Arcadia 

Publishing, 2003 
Rumson: Volume II, Arcadia Publishing, 1997 
Sandy Hook, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Shrewsbury, Arcadia Publishing, 1996 
Shrewsbury: Volume II, Arcadia Publishing, 1998 
Tinton Falls in the Twentieth Century, Arcadia 

Publishing, 1999 
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oe Grabas has enjoyed a fascinating career 
mix-theatrical stage designer, businessman, 
and title searcher-which, unlikely as it seems 
at first, prepared him for his current success as a 

published historical author. 

Grabas likes to think he fulfills two roles. First, as a 
history teacher appearing before audiences throughout 

Monmouth County and New Jersey. 

His second is a bit more surprising: "I am an Eagle 
Scout," he says, 'Tm very proud of that-not because it's 
something I achieved in 197 4, but because it's something 
I live by. If everybody followed the Scout law--Friendly, 
courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, 
and reverent' the world would be a better place, 

God knows." 

Joe was born in Elizabeth in 1959 and grew up in 
Sayreville, the son of Joseph and Evelyn Grabas. His 
mother relates a family story about a 12-year-old Joe 
disappearing during a vacation. It turns out that he 
had wandered into an old cemetery with 18th-century 
gravestones, which, he recalls, "struck me as a place you 
could find out things, but not enough.' 

and-so was born on a date, then died on another date, 

and nothing about the person. 

After graduating from Sayreville War Memorial High 

School, Joe headed to Rutgers thinking he would be 
a lawyer. He loved theater and switched to a major in 

Theatrical Design because, he candidly admits, "I never 

thought I was a good enough actor" He designed a show 
at Lincoln Center in New York while he was still in school. 

When Joe was taking classes at Rutgers, he took a part- 

time job at the New Brunswick Courthouse to help put 
himself through school. There, he learned property title 

searching, the beginning of a 40-year career. 

By 1981, Joe had started his own J&D Abstract Company, 
covering Middlesex, Union, and Somerset Counties. It 
grew into a business that included a search company, a title 

agency, a settlement company, and a surveying company. 

Realizing another opportunity to help people studying 

for their licenses testing, Joe founded the Grabas Institute 

for Continuing Education in 2008. Within 10 years, his 

company was doing over 100 continuing education 

seminars every year, all over the country. 

Joe has joked with his grown children that when he dies, 
he wants an obelisk as a memorial, All the better to offer When Grabas met Jacob Brown of Fair Haven, whose 
four sides to describe my life.' This is less a statement of African American family property had an unusual 160- 
ego than one of a natural-born historian: "One of the year history, an idea was born. ''As I stood on Brown's Lane 
saddest things is to walk into a graveyard and see so- one day I promised myself I would tell Jake's story.' 

Joe resumed his college career in 1995 at Monmouth 
University (MU), pursuing a History degree. He and his 
family-wife Patty and two children-moved to Freehold 
that same year. Monmouth University is "where I got the 
skills, the chops, to sit down and write something. His 
senior thesis in 1998 on the Brown family's Fair Haven 
enclave was the precursor to his book, Owning New Jersey. 

Compiling and expanding on a series of magazine articles 
he originally wrote for a real estate industry publication 
called The Advocate, Joe published his book in 2014 in 
conjunction with the 350th anniversary of the founding 
of New Jersey. 

Asked which historical figure he would most like to 
meet, Joe says, "I just think George Washington was 
an extraordinary, if flawed, individual. He spent a 
considerable amount of time in Monmouth County.' 
Grabas can also imagine fascinating conversations with 
the Marquis de Lafayette and Nathaniel Green, two heroes 
of the American Revolution. 

Grabas is a Monmouth County Historical Commissioner 
and sits on the Tidelands Resource Council. He continues 
as an expert consultant to the courts on property dispute 
litigation, the reports of which happily lead Joe to more 
historical material all the time. He would like to see more 
written about Native Americans in New Jersey and the 
local shell-fishing industry's importance to our state. 

Joe Grabas describes his presentations on historical topics 
as taking him back to his early days in theater. He likes 
to "put on a show" because he loves entertaining people 
and believes that is how most of us learn. "If you're not 
having fun, you're not going to learn." 

J0E GRABAS'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Owning New Jersey: Historic Tales of War, 

Property Disputes & the Pursuit of Happiness, 
The History Press, 2014 
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DR. WALTER D). GREASON 

T
hough his studies and interests are anything 
but parochial, Walter Greason is most 
definitely a Monmouth County guy. Now 
Dean of the Honors School at Monmouth 

University, Walter grew up in Freehold and Manalapan 
and commuted to the academically challenging Ranney 

School in Tinton Falls. 

"There were many academic and social challenges being 
the only African American in a private school in the 
1970s and '80s. My breakthrough moment regarding my 
interest in history was taking an Advanced Placement 
[AP] course with John Yale at Ranney. I was very good 
at American history and that experience showed me I 
was as smart as anyone at that school. That experience 
inspired me in my senior year, where I was his [Yale's] 
research intern and teaching assistant for his AP class. I 
just loved doing research and teaching U.S. history. From 
that point forward, it was just a question of did I want to 
teach high school or college." 

During his high school years, Greason also worked at the 
Monmouth County Prosecutor's Office at the urging of 
his mother, who thought he had the skills to become an 
attorney. Walter says his father was "steeped in the life 
of the mind and committed to a liberal arts education.' 

Greason matriculated at Villanova University on a 
Presidential Scholarship, starting in 1991 as an Education 

b. 1973 

major. Switching to History after his first semester, he 
graduated with certifications allowing him to teach 
philosophy, peace and justice studies, English, and 
Africana studies. His first thesis was on African American 
history; the second concerned metaphysics. 

After teaching Africana studies at Villanova, Greason was 
offered a Future Faculty Fellowship at Temple University 
in Philadelphia. He was awarded his doctorate in 2004, 

and he has held positions at Drexel University, Rowan 
University, and Ursinus College. Greason is currently 
the Dean of the Honors School at Monmouth University. 

While several of his publications focus on the African 
American experience, Greason considers himself an 
American social historian. He is interested in studying, 
teaching, and writing about the cultural history of 
immigrants and working-class people coming to 
the United States after 1860, as well as the African 
diaspora over the last 500 years. "The most fun for me is 
comparative history with southern Africa.' 

Walter notes that his career is built on his two books: one 
focused specifically on a group of African Americans in 
Freehold between 1920 and 1970, and the other on his 
belief that the phenomenon of the suburbs contributed 
to the end of the Civil Rights Movement in New Jersey 
during the period of 1890 to 1990. The latter, Suburban 
Erasure, was an expansion of his doctoral dissertation and 

earned Dr. Greason a "best nonfiction" award from the 
New Jersey Studies Academic Alliance in 2014. 

Greason somehow found time in 2018 to join the nascent 
T. Thomas Fortune Foundation in Red Bank, assuming the 
position of Board President. Greason and others began a 
campaign to raise awareness about Fortune's deteriorating 
home, Maple Hall in Red Bank. Fortune, who died 90 years 
ago, was a formerly enslaved civil rights advocate. "It's a 
profound moment when the T. Thomas Fortune House 
was saved," he says. The unique combination of a private 
developer with a community organization to preserve a 
vital piece of our national history is a story I'll be telling 
for a very long time to come." 

Like many other Monmouth County historians, Dr. 
Greason is fascinated by the story of Col. Tye, the runaway 
Shrewsbury slave who led black loyalists working for the 
British during the Revolutionary War. "It's controversial 
because it complicates the story of the Revolution. 
It's the kind of thing that we scholars need to get our 
hands around." 

DR. WALTER D. GREASON'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Suburban Erasure: How the Suburbs Ended 

the Civil Rights Movement in New Jersey, 
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2013 

The Path to Freedom: Black Families in New 
Jersey, The History Press, 2010 
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WALTER I. (GUENTHER 
b. i9s2 

Though he might only be a part-time resident 
of Highlands, Walt Guenther is a full-time 
collector and recorder of the history of 
this Bayshore community that is so full of 

fascinating figures and lore. 

Walt was born in New York City and grew up in Rockland 
County, New York. Fortunately for all of us, the Guenther 
family spent their summers in Highlands. Remarkably, to 
this day, the Guenther family-Walt's mother, Kay, and 
his brother, their wives, and grown children-congregate 
each summer at the 1920s bungalow overlooking the 

Shrewsbury River. 

Walt did his undergraduate studies in Business 
Management and Applied Economics at Cornell University 
and then earned his M.B.A. in Finance at the same Ithaca, 
New York, Ivy League school. His entire working career 
was in the food industry in comptrollership roles at such 
prestigious companies as General Foods, Kraft, Borden, 
and finally at American Electric Power. 

Addressing his interest in history, Walt says, "I remember 
as a kid going to the library in Highlands- I think Violet 
Murray was the librarian-right there on Bay Avenue. 
They had piles of books and the ones I always seemed 
to take out were on history." He also remembers that 
history "was kind of all around us all the time. My family 
was always talking about what relatives used to do. Not 
big-time history, but what I mostly do, what went on in 
the neighborhood." In 1992, Walt's parents, Walter and 

Kay, were charter members of the Historical Society 

of Highlands. 

An important component to Walt's education in the 
history of Highlands came from the folks he knew in 
the Society. He says, "Highlands was founded in 1900, 
and of course the history goes back to Henry Hudson. 
But most of the people who were in the Society back then 
were [ in Highlands] from the heyday from 1900 on. In 
many cases, they had personal experience from that time. 
Lots of stories. When they did a show-and-tell, it was for 
real. It's what I call front porch history. 

Walt was looking for old pictures of Highlands when he 
discovered hundreds of postcards about the tiny clamming 
and fishing town. After 40 years, he now has almost a 
thousand postcards from 1900 through the 1920s. I 
am," he says as he laughs, "[known] in Highlands as the 
picture guy" 

Walt Guenther has published two books of stories written 
by other people, which he edited and illustrated, mostly 
with his postcards. He views what he does as: "Wow, this 
is a great story to write down, as opposed to writing a 
book. It's more like, how do we keep this going, how do 

we share this?" 

Walt is currently researching the stories of the 13 men 
from Highlands who were killed during World War II. 
As a young boy, Walt saw a monument to these men 
at the top of Miller Street (since moved to Veterans 
Park in Highlands) and wondered who they were; one, 
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Michael Patterson, is actually a Guenther relative. Walt 
has documented nine of these fallen men and is hopeful 
he will uncover details about the last four. 

Walt Guenther and a videographer friend, John Schneider 
(profiled in this book), put together a succinct film version 
of Walt's extensive index of historic Highlands buildings- 
block by block, almost house by house-which contains 
over a thousand individual locations. Welcome to Historic 
Highlands can be seen at the Twin Lights Museum and at 
Schneider's Jersey Bayshore Country website. 

WALTER B. GUENTHER'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
A Young Girl's Remembrances, Highlands, New 

Jersey, Ethel Fitzpatrick Ellis, edited and 
illustrated by Walter B. Guenther, privately 
printed, 2017 

Gravelly Point Remembrances, Highlands, 
New Jersey, 1916--1935, Robert F. Herpich, 
edited and illustrated by Walter B. Guenther, 
privately printed, 2010 
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oe Hammond, the recently retired director of 
Collections of the Monmouth County Historical 
Association (MCHA), brought a myriad of 
unique business and personal experiences to the 
Freehold-based 120-year-old association. 

A Boston University graduate and New Hampshire 
native, Hammond worked at the Winterthur Museum 
in Delaware, was a business consultant, lived overseas, 
collected art, and was a certified personal trainer. 

Joe's Master's Degree thesis at the Cooperstown Graduate 
Program of SUNY at Oneonta was a look at the Hudson 
Valley Dutch. This led him to Monmouth County, 
researching documents about the Dutch at the MCHA. 
His connection with the MCHA led to a position as the 
MCHA curator from 1978 to 1981. He quickly realized 
that Monmouth County history was a very fertile field and 
says, "I spent 40 years [since] engaged in very intensive 
research on various aspects of local and material culture. 

Those years included a 10-year hiatus from the MCHA, 
during which he built a successful company as an 
international management consultant, working primarily 
with banks and financial institutions in 27 countries. 

Despite a demanding business career, Joe never strayed 
too far from his interest in decorative and fine arts while 
researching Monmouth County history. He was building 
deeper expertise on his undergraduate and graduate 
studies of American painting and furniture, as well as 
architectural history. 

b. 1950 

The MCHA hired Joe Hammond as a special contractor 
several years ago to catalogue the Hartshorne Family 
Papers, bequeathed to the organization by the late Daniel 
Ward Seitz. Joe was also engaged by the Hartshorne 
family to identify and document the contents of their 
18th-century home, a four-year project. Recognizing 
his diligence and special talents, the MCHA rehired 
Hammond as its director of Collections in 2012. 

Two of Hammond's favorite reference sources are the 
compilations of Dr. John E. Stillwell (profiled in this 
book), especially his Unrecorded Wills and Inventories, 
and Donald Sinclair's massive A New Jersey Biographical 
Index and its 10,000 entries. 

While studying the "servants" ( a.k.a, enslaved people) 
at the Taylor family's Orchard Home in Middletown, 
Hammond saw the dearth of published sources about 
Monmouth County's African American citizens. His own 
contribution is a close examination of the Taylor family, 
revealing hitherto previously unknown biographical 
information on several of the enslaved and those who 
were manumitted and continued working in salaried 
positions for the family. Joe would like to see more done 
on understudied communities, such as the Kalmucks of 
Howell, the Vietnamese in Long Branch, and recently 
arrived Hispanics. Hammond believes Millstone Township 
deserves closer historical attention. 

Before he retired and moved to New England in the 
late summer of 2019, Joe Hammond was a lecturer on 
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Monmouth County and New Jersey history, decorative 
arts, fine arts, architecture, and research methodology. He 
was a consulting historian for the Monmouth County Park 
System and curated a number of highly lauded exhibits 
at MCHA headquarters in Freehold. 

JOSEPH "JOE" HAMMOND'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
A Durrie Portrait Returns to Monmouth County, in 

Maine Antiques Digest, 1994 
A Swift Discovery: the Paintings of Carrie 

Bowne Swift, Monmouth County Historical 
Association Newsletter, vol. 8, no. 3, 1980 

"John Schuyler Walter: Silversmith of Matawan, 
New Jersey," in Silver, vol. XX, no. II, 1987 

Kay Pratt Campbell (1860--1938): Artist 
and Decorator from Englishtown, New 
Jersey, 2006 

Lennie 8. Leonard (1908--1989); A Rumson 
Painter of New Jersey Shore Scenes, 2004 

The First Restoration of Mar/pit Hall: Extracts 
from the Papers of Edna M. Netter, 
for the Monmouth County Historical 
Association, 1996 

The Hartshorne Guide, Monmouth County 
Historical Association, 201 0 

The Orchard Home: The Story of a Gracious 
Residence, and of the People Who Lived and 
Worked There, Monmouth County Historical 
Association, 2018 

The Robert J. Sim Shard Collection: Morgan and 
Kemple Potteries Catalog, for the Monmouth 
County Historical Association, Freehold, 
NJ,2004 

View of the Gordon Farm and Red Bank, New 
Jersey: A Landscape Painting Study, Hirschl & 
Adler Galleries, NY, 1994 
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A 
select few exemplify the cliche "living history" 
as well as Asbury Park's Kay Harris. Devoted 
to the now world-famous musical hub since 
her school days, Harris is the principal driver 

behind the creation of a museum dedicated to celebrating 
the richness of the iconic town that has always been so 
much more than just a seaside playground along the 
Monmouth County shore. 

After graduation from Asbury Park High School in 
1970, Harris went to Upsala College to study Biology 
and was also certified to teach Social Science. Her first 
job was coordinating the training programs for the 
Monmouth County CETA (Comprehensive Employment 
Training Act) program, helping young people prepare for 
permanent jobs. 

A few years later, she went to Atlanta ( Georgia) University 
and earned her M.A. in Business Administration. Harris 
had several positions within the telecommunications 
industry in New York, for Cablevision and AT&T. 
In 2005, while still commuting to Manhattan, Kay 
Harris opened her Asbury Galleria business at the 
beachfront. She describes it as "a seasonal business at 
the time the boardwalk was still very deteriorated and 
[ the city] stagnant. It came about because I liked taking 
photographs of Asbury Park." Harris sold the images she 
had captured of the glory days long passed. A wall of 
pictures [in the galleria]," she says, "was an opportunity 
for folks to come in and see the history of Asbury Park 
even back then. It was like a magnet. 

b. 1952 

These memories included the contributions of her 
influential family. Her grandfather was a noted local 
artist, illustrator, and writer-Lorenzo Harris, Sr. He 
and his wife, Kathryn, were founders of the Asbury 
Park NAACP. Kay Harris's father, Lorenzo Jr., was a well- 
known family physician and the first African American 
to be elected to the city council. Her mother, Gertrude, 
was a schoolteacher and a board member of many local 
organizations. So, Kay grew up with people integral to 
the history of Asbury Park. 

Kay Harris has channeled her considerable energy and 
passion into many outlets. A trustee of the Asbury Park 
Historical Society, she says, "I have an opportunity to share 
our history. My concern is that the younger generation, 
almost two generations, have no exposure to what Asbury 
Park was." How could she change that? 

One solution was opening a "pop-up" museum in a 
boardwalk pavilion in the fall of 2018 to "showcase the 
history of Asbury Park from the beach all the way down 
through Springwood Avenue, all of Asbury Park, not just 
the waterfront. Harris's choice for a temporary location 
was deliberate: "It made our presence known and gave 
us exposure as we work toward securing grants and 
funding for a permanent location." The museum featured 
photographs, posters, recordings, artifacts, and other 
memorabilia illustrating the musical and commercial 
history very few out-of-towners know anything about. 
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Kay's 2016 book, From Amistad to the White House, 
chronicles her journey visiting many of the scenes of 
America's civil rights struggles. She frames it against and 
within her own experiences growing up on Asbury Park's 
West Side, living alongside "the laboring class" of Italians 
and Germans and African Americans-all contributors to 
the town's vibrant history. 

Asked why Asbury Park's history is important to preserve, 
Kay Harris notes, "There's a lot of nostalgia. People tend 
to long for the past, and at the same time, we're at a place 
where Asbury Park is moving forward with development. 
Some of us are concerned about the direction the 
development is taking." She tempers this with a realist's 
view: "Of course we want progress and I know this will 
never be the way it was. 

Kay Harris, and the growing number of people she is 
inspiring, are determined to keep Asbury Park's history 
front and center as the town acknowledges its past while 
embracing its future. 

KAY HARRIS'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
From Amistad to the White House, Asbury Galleria 

LLC Book Publishing, 2016 
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F 
or a man who has spent much of his academic 
career writing acclaimed critical studies of the 
African American experience in Monmouth 
County, you might assume Graham Russell 

Hodges is native to our county. But he was born in 
Baltimore, spent his early years in upstate New York, 
did undergraduate and graduate studies in Manhattan, 
and is now a professor of History and Africana studies at 
Colgate University in Hamilton, New York. 

When his family moved to Ticonderoga, New York, 
Graham remembers playing around the Revolutionary 
War fort, digging up cannonballs and arrowheads. 
His parents, academics who met while they were both 
pursuing master's degrees at Yale, instilled Graham's love 
of reading and history. 

One of Graham's early mentors was Carl Prince, who 
helped Hodges secure a job as an associate editor of the 
papers of William Livingston, Governor of New Jersey 
during the American Revolutionary War and a signer of 
the United States Constitution. 

During Graham's work on these papers from 1982 to 
1984, he was reading letters from 18th-century citizens 
of Monmouth County. They were, as Hodges describes 
these folks, "deeply anxious about the depredations of a 
person named Col. Tye, described as the commander of 'a 
motley crew." This led the ever-curious young academic 
Hodges to examine more about the notorious African 

b. 1946 

American and former enslaved man Tye, who was once 
owned by John Corlies in Shrewsbury. 

Hodges was fascinated by all this and he began "to look 
backwards to colonial history, and forward to antebellum 
history right up to the Civil War" Based in New York City 
during those years, Hodges travelled to the Monmouth 
County Historical Association (MCHA) and found the 
Monmouth County Library invaluable as well. 

Hodges has speculated and written that Col. Tye, known as 
Titus during his enslavement, was very probably inspired 
to leave Monmouth County in 1775 as he listened to 
discussions his obstinate master, John Corlies, was having 
with other Quakers. These men were visiting Corlies in 
his Shrewsbury home quite often, trying to convince 
the unrepentant slaveholder to emancipate his workers. 
Hodges thinks Titus overheard these arguments and 
speculates that "if somehow he could reappear, I'd love 
to question Tye about my presumptions of his motivation 
to flee." Among the mysteries Hodges has not yet solved 
is where the 21-year-old runaway slave headed when he 
left Corlies. 

While he was at Colgate University, Monmouth County 
Park System's Gail Hunton hired him to write a pamphlet 
on the gradual emancipation of our locally enslaved 
population. Later, Hodges expanded on his small tract 
when he produced his first published book, Slavery 
and Freedom in the Rural North: African Americans in 
Monmouth County, New Jersey, 1665-1865. 
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Asked why he focused on black history, Hodges says that 
in the 1990s, "I noticed there wasn't a whole lot about 
African Americans in New Jersey, nor New York. There 
was room for a growth in the scholarship and a need for 
it as more and more materials became uncovered." 

Hodges points to a few prominent African American 
scholars as inspiring his work: Clement A. Price and Giles 
Wright of Rutgers-Newark, Nell Irvin Painter of Princeton 
University, and especially Marion Thompson Wright of 
East Orange, whose seminal work was The Education of 
Negroes in New Jersey. The New Jersey native was the first 
African American woman to earn a doctorate in history. 
Hodges is working on a compilation of Marion T. Wright's 
important works and her biography. 

Teaching at Colgate University for 33 years now, Hodges 
incorporates African American History in his general 
American History courses for undergraduates. His most 
recent book is Black New Jersey, published by Rutgers 
University Press just last year. 

GRAHAM RUSSELL GAO HODGES'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Slavery and Freedom in the Rural North: African 

Americans in Monmouth County, New Jersey, 
1665--1865, Madison House, 1997 
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B efore she became a trustee for the Atlantic 
Highlands Historical Society, Jean Howson 
traveled all over the country as her father took 
various positions for IBM. 

Born in San Francisco, Howson graduated from Vassar 
College in Poughkeepsie, New York, in 1977 with an 
Anthropology degree. She moved to Manhattan to work 
for a law firm, did some traveling, and eventually took a 
financial aid position at New York University. She enrolled 
in graduate classes at the school's Greenwich Village 
campus and earned her Master's Degree, concentrating in 
New York City Archaeology a decade after leaving Vassar. 
Although archaeology was her first love, she says, "That 
changed in grad school. I just became more interested 
in history and social anthropology as well. I got very 
interested in Caribbean historical archaeology, nothing 
to do with New Jersey.' 

Howson came to Monmouth County after her marriage 
to Middletown's Leonard Bianchi and the birth of their 
daughter (both archaeologists now). She completed her 
doctoral dissertation, drawing on several years of her field 
work in British Montserrat (Lesser Antilles, West Indies). 

In 1993, the Bianchi family moved to Atlantic Highlands, 
their current residence. The late local historian Paul Boyd 
(profiled in this book) recruited her to join the Historical 
Society, her first immersion into Monmouth County 
history. Jean became-and still remains-active in writing 
successful grant applications, mostly for the restoration 
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of the Society's Strauss Museum, one of the grandest old 
hillside residences in the borough. Jean has helped win 
preservation awards of almost $250,000 for the museum. 

Howson worked at Rutgers University Center for Public 
Archaeology, followed by a position as a cultural resources 
specialist for a small company later absorbed into NV5, 
a nationwide engineering firm. One of her projects 
for the firm involved the New Jersey Department of 
Transportation, for which she wrote a comprehensively 
researched report revealing various aspects of Monmouth 
County history. 

The report took a look at the historic development of the 
shore, road and bridge construction, the often-overlooked 
importance of summertime entertainment venues (which 
encouraged an expanding population), and more. Called 
An Illustrated History of Travel & Transportation at 
Highlands and Highland Beach, New Jersey, it examined the 
importance of cultural phenomena to the county's growth. 
The work details the history of the Sandy Hook peninsula 
and surrounding locales, starting with the prehistory of 
the Lenape Native Americans and through the Hartshorne 
family's central importance and influence, and it examines 
the 19th- and 20th-century mass transportation of 
railroads, steamships, and automobiles, as well as state 
and local highways. 

The study also includes a treasure trove of maps, charts, 
old photographs, and postcards, which are a Monmouth 
County primer, essential for anyone interested in how the 
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northern shore of Monmouth County developed in the 
last 150 years. Her bibliography references the published 
works of many of the authors profiled in this book. 

Howson has subsequently investigated and written 
about Monmouth County historical sites as part of her 
company's study on the redesign of the Garden State 
Parkway's Eatontown ramps a few years ago. What 
might have appeared to be a routine road construction 
project revealed a former farmstead site. The important 
Monmouth County Reevey family (spelled variously as 
Revy or Revey) has African American, Lenape, Cherokee, 
and white ancestors, and therefore helps inform our shared 
past of many ethnicities. Jean recalls, "We designed the 
[ construction] project to avoid the site. Our research into 
the family and what they were doing makes a case for 
further work." 

Jean Howson sees "lots of things in Monmouth County 
that deserve archaeological attention. There hasn't been 
much work on farmsteads, or systematic research on 
Native American sites. The designated historic district 
of the Monmouth County part of the Garden State 
Parkway can yield valuable artifacts and data for future 
archaeologists and historians to interpret." 

JEAN HOWSON'S 
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I I (iEORGE JOYNSON 

Murder, invention, mayhem, and biplanes 
might seem unlikely stories about 
Monmouth County, but George Joynson 
has indeed published books on these 

topics. The former research analyst for the Monmouth 
County Archives found the inspiration for his books in 
the documents and images he cataloged at his job. 

George found his way from Paterson, New Jersey, to 
the shore because in the 1950s, his grandfather bought 
a lagoon lot, where Joynson spent his youth crabbing, 
water-skiing, and surfing. 

After his undergraduate years at Bryant University in 
Providence, Rhode Island, George studied for his Master's 
Degree in Business Administration at Fairleigh Dickinson's 
Teaneck campus. He relocated to Florida for a job with 
the Dictaphone Corporation, quickly making it into the 
top 10 percent of the company's salespeople. But, despite 
his successes, George missed his family in New Jersey and 
returned after a few years to begin a new career in real 
estate. He bought and operated several convenience stores 
as well. He moved to Bradley Beach almost 40 years ago. 

George's part-time hobby led to another career move. As 
he says, "I started to do my own family genealogy. I took 
out a 'Genealogy for hire' ad in the Asbury Park Press.' One 
of George's first clients was looking for information about 
his Scottish roots. George ran across a long-forgotten 
Scottish patent for "a cabbage reaper, a crazy thing. In 
those days," he continues, "before the internet, it took 

b. 1952 

me weeks and months to get information back and forth 
from Scotland. George Joynson, amateur genealogist, 
launched Genealogy Research Services. 

Joynson and his family settled in Holmdel in 2004. He 
and Dr. Joan Joynson, a clinical psychologist, have one 
son. George spent eight years serving as President of 
the Holmdel Historical Society and was also the Town 
Historian. During those years, he also conducted tours 
of the town's landmarks, such as the Dr. Robert Cooke 
Medical Office on McCampbell Road. 

George freely admits that he had no particular interest in 
history when he was a schoolboy, but his adult passion grew 
directly out of these independent genealogical excursions. 
The idea for Murders in Monmouth came in 2007, before he 
took a job at the Monmouth County Archives. "I remember 
a man asked me to look for every piece of information 
with his family's name on it. It didn't take me very long to 
write Murders-I found plenty of information looking at 
various cases described in Archives documents." 

For example, when he was reviewing the so-called Oyer 
and Terminer book ( cases of treasons, felonies, and 
misdemeanors) at the Archives, George was fascinated 
by its stories of murders during the first three decades 
of the 20th century. George thought he would just write 
a paragraph or two about each murder, until a friend 
suggested he think about a book. When The History Press 
responded positively to his e-mail inquiry the very day 
he sent it, he recalls: "I was caught totally off-guard. They 
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wanted pictures and a first chapter. They gave me 90 days 
to write it.' 

''.All I did was write the book, write the book-a 
tremendous, exciting ride for two months. I submitted 
it early, only 65 days after I started. Then I waited. You 
don't know when it's coming, but all of a sudden a big 
box arrives. You open it, and there it is, man, a hundred 
copies of the first book with your name on it!" 

George assumed his position at the Monmouth County 
Archives in 2013, drawing on his vast and disparate 
experiences. "I felt honored and privileged at that job. 
I did the kind of research that was just fun, not work." 
He retired in 2019. 

George is most enthusiastic about the lesser-known parts 
of our history, the things and people that few others 
have examined in depth. "I like stuff on the fringes, 
that add to [ our understanding] of a person's life. What 
happens between someone's birth and death is the color, 
the substance." 

Speculating about the many fascinating Monmouth 
County characters, George says he would like to meet 
Obadiah Herbert of Matawan. Herbert introduced his 
model of an improved spinning wheel to Thomas Jefferson, 
and in 1792, he was awarded one of the earliest patents, 
Number 38. 
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The path Mary Ann Corballis took from Jersey 
City to Carteret to Middletown secures her as 
a genuine Jersey Girl. But more importantly, 
Mary Ann Kiernan's two volumes on the 

ramifications of the 1665 Monmouth Patent place her 
securely in the company of Monmouth County historians. 

Mary Ann recalls loving history during her school years, 
but she did not envision a historian's career for herself. 
Instead, she joined a steno pool at a Wall Street company 
just after her high school graduation, commuting to New 
York City for eight years. She married Gerard Kiernan in 
1970, and they raised three children. 

After the Kiernans moved to Middletown Village in 1985, 
she found a job as a typesetter working for the small 
Greater Red Bank Voice newspaper, then began writing 
about the town. Mary Ann compiled those weekly articles 
about Middletown Village and that of neighboring Red 
Bank into her first book, The Monmouth Patent, in 1986. 
She followed it two years later with The Monmouth Patent: 
Part II. In the second volume, Mary Ann, typically modest 
about her efforts, wrote, "I was stumbling and fumbling" 
doing research, a description no one who has worked with 
her would ever agree with. 

Passion for a subject often trumps formal education. 
Mary Ann still marvels at the immediate success of her 
books. "People were buying the book and asking me 
to help research their own families," she says. "I was 
certainly surprised-I'm not college educated. All these 
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things happening were amazing to me, all my dreams 
were coming true. I came into this history world by the 
back door, but I got there. 

As part of a new author's favorable reception, Mary 
Ann found herself invited to the historic homes of 
many Monmouth County families, which she happily 
reports "gave me a new perspective on writing." During 
this otherwise thrilling time, the newspaper went 
bankrupt. Mary Ann then took a job as a secretary at 
the Deal Country Club and was soon researching the 
town's history. She joined the Red Bank Women's Club, 
where she studied and wrote about its unique history. 

Mary Ann Kiernan was meeting like-minded people 
within the historical community. Among them were 
important mentors like historian George Moss and 
J. Louise Jost, founder and President of the Shrewsbury 
Historical Society. 

During a fundraising dinner in 1994, Monmouth County 
Clerk Jane Clayton let Kiernan know that she was opening 
a county records archive and asked the budding historian 
to help sort the collections. Mary Ann laughs as she 
remembers telling Clayton, I will be there tomorrow." 
Two years before the official opening of the Monmouth 
County Archives Division of the Monmouth County 
Clerk's Office, Mary Ann Kiernan was the very first full- 
time employee: assistant researcher. 

Kiernan loved opening all the boxes coming into the 
fledgling depository of our 300 years as a county-mostly 
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ancient records which had been stored in various Freehold 
government buildings. "I remember going into one place 
[in a county office], and raccoons had built a condo in 
the basement among all these ancient documents. It was 
unbelievable. They knew the history of Monmouth County 
better than anybody!" 

As word spread about what the Archives' staff of microfilm 
technicians and others were doing, people wanted to know 
how to use its services for genealogical research. Mary 
Ann approached Clerk Clayton with the idea to hire a 
professional Archivist. Gary Saretzky (profiled in this 
book) came aboard. 

Mary Ann saw the Archives as a repository more for 
county records and less so for family histories. She and 
Clerk Clayton agreed that the latter was the function of 
the older, and separate, Monmouth County Historical 
Association in Freehold. "But," she notes, "times change 
and the MCHA was overwhelmed." The Archives began to 
accept donations she feared might otherwise be lost-for 
example, the fortuitous salvage from a dumpster of years 
of the Red Bank Register's photograph negatives. 

Mary Ann Kiernan retired from the Archives in 2012, 
after 23 years of devoted service. "I liked it so much. I'm 
basically a nosy person. In my next life I may turn out to 
be a detective, which would suit me just fine. 
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JoHN P'. Na 

Brn on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, John 
P. King grew up in the Leonardo section of 
Middletown. He has spent the rest of his life 
in Monmouth County. 

John admits that during his school years at Red Bank 
Catholic, "I was not particularly turned on by history.' 
After graduating from Lasalle University in Philadelphia, 
John did his graduate studies at the University of 
Pennsylvania. He first job was as a Latin and Greek 
instructor at Montclair State Teachers College. His next 
position was teaching Latin and French at Red Bank 
Regional High School, where he remained for 28 years. 

During the country's bicentennial celebrations in 1976, John 

noticed "the rekindling of interest in ancient history in high 
school courses.' Simultaneously, John began researching 
the history of his own home in Highlands, which locals 
referred to as an old Civil War house called "the Hospital. 

Searching the Red Bank Register's archives (manually in 
those days), John discovered his home was actually built 

JOHN P. KING'S 
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in 1910. But he had come across and organized so much 
additional material on Highlands that he began to write the 
first of his series of five books about the little town on the 
Bayshore. It was published in 1995. He says, "Expository 
writing came easily for me, as opposed to lyrical writing.' 

Some years later, King came across a 1906 newspaper 
story about the last man executed in the Monmouth 
County Jail in Freehold. According to John, the story 
of Edward Brown's indoor execution by hanging "was 
very detailed and very moving. The description of the 
hanging was just unnerving." Serendipitously, the article 
included a list of other trials and executions, several 
about murderers from Highlands. Realizing the public's 
fascination with gruesome murders, King wrote Murder 
and Mayhem in the Highlands. 

John King retired from teaching in 1998, allowing him 
to delve deeper into Highlands history, publishing four 
additional volumes. "There is such a rich resource of 
information, and people with information, there was 
no reason for me to expand my studies [ outside of 
Highlands]." However, when he learned about the Strauss 

House Museum in neighboring Atlantic Highlands, he 
wrote a children's book about Adolph Strauss for Atlantic 
Highlands grade school students. 

Like so many other local historians, King pays tribute to 
the late George Moss, Jr. (profiled in this book), recalling 
that "his 'steamboat' books, his Monmouth County 
slave manumission books, and the Sandy Hook books 
were inspirational. 

Former classics scholar John King just completed an as-yet 
unpublished book on a favorite, if gruesome, topic-stories 
of famous murders in the ancient world. 

onmouth County Historical 
Commissioner Barbara Kolarsick- 
Harrigan says, "I was born and raised 
in central southern Illinois, so this 

[Monmouth County] was a big change for me." That 
change came about when she met her Shrewsbury-native 

husband, Albert Kolarsick, Jr., while they attended nearby 
Colorado colleges. 

Barbara was studying Social Sciences and History during 

her time at Loretto Heights College, a women-only 

school in Denver. As if to prepare her for a later life in 

agriculturally based Monmouth County, Barbara Hardiek 

grew up on a wheat, corn, and cattle farm in the small 
town of Dieterich, Illinois. 

After graduation, Barbara spent a year teaching grammar 

school in Illinois, married Albert, and moved to Red Bank 

in 1967. She took a teaching position at the Southard 

Elementary School in Howell for several years before they 
began starting their family. 

Barbara was intrigued when her pilot father-in-law flew 

her all over the county and pointed out the many abundant 

historic sites. Her husband was interested in local history 

too. When Albert and Barbara would drive to places like 

Colts Neck, he would say, "We have the best of everything 

here [in Monmouth County]. The seashore, we have horse 
farms--it's a beautiful county. 

bRBA 
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"What really got me interested in history here was in 

1981 when we bought an old family restaurant, called 

Eggiman's Tavern in Spring Lake. The previous owner 

had left bottles from when they brewed their own beer. 

It was a speakeasy, almost a hundred years old, and had 

so much history to it." 

Eventually, the Kolarsicks moved to Spring Lake, where 

Barbara still lives. Barbara became President of the Spring 

Lake Historical Society in 1986, her third term during her 

many years with the organization. "I found the history so 

fascinating," she recalls, "I was gung ho, just connecting 

all these families in Spring Lake too. It was one big happy 

family, more or less. 

Barbara has written many articles for the Spring Lake 

Historical Society Newsletter based on her researches, most 

recently a series on the founding women of Spring Lake. 

She credits the late Dr. Charles D. Wrege's The History of 
Spring Lake for inspiring her. 

Barbara Kolarsick-Harrigan enjoys writing informative 

tracts accompanying the exhibits at the Society's museum 

on Warren Street- "T've even written a poem for one!" She 

writes the descriptions of the many stately Spring Lake 

homes for the annual house tour in the gorgeous borough. 
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For Middletown resident Tova Navarra, art is her 
raison d'etre. The self-described "New Jersey 
Woman'' proudly proclaims, "I was always 
an artist and a writer. These are the things I 

have to do." 

Navarra views life through a wide-angle lens. The 
multimedia, multitalented, and multi-interested Navarra 
says, "I was always involved in everything all at once. To 
me, everything was a creative experience." This award- 
winning photographer has a large portfolio of shore 
scenes. She has published books on such varied topics 
as medicine and health issues, the challenges of teenagers, 
local history, towns and schools, and art. She has written 
two full-length plays and saw them staged at the Count 
Basie Theatre in Red Bank. 

b. 1948 
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Art is the center around which her interests revolve. She 
started painting in oils at 19 and then discovered, over the 
course of her ceaseless creative career, acrylics, watercolors, 
pastels, and mixed media. At this point;' she laughed 
recently, Tm making constructions." And, concurrently, 
Tova Navarra is finishing a 300-page comprehensive study 
of visual arts masters from New Jersey. 

The Newark native lived all over our state as a young girl, 
eventually moving to Howell to finish high school. Years 
later, the mix of different cultures in "the melting pot that 
Howell is" led to her to write Howell and Farmingdale: A 
Social and Cultural History for Arcadia Publishing. She 
included many of her own photos in the 1996 publication. 

Navarra studied art at Jersey City State College before 
earning her Arts History degree from Seton Hall 
University (magna cum laude in 1974). She and her 
husband began raising their two children in Howell. 
She studied for her Associate of Applied Science Degree 
degree at Brookdale Community College and holds a New 
Jersey professional nursing license. Navarra practiced as 
a psychiatric nurse at a Long Branch geriatric facility for 
a brief time. Asked why she pursued a field of study so 
far from the arts, the ever-curious Navarra says, "Just 
so I could have a scientific background. I needed a 'new 
vocabulary' in a sense, though I had no desire to become 
Florence Nightingale." 

Tova Navarra has mounted her own solo art shows and 
judged others, and she has taught art to secondary and 
college students. An elaborate oil-painting kit from her 
mother-in-law might have been the initial impetus. 
Putting paint and brush to canvas did it for Tova. She 
realized she was where she belonged. "It just snowballed 
for me, into art shows, exhibiting, and awards," says Tova. 
This includes winning a first prize in sculpture at the 2017 
Monmouth County Senior Art Contest and Exhibition. 

Immersing herself in all things art, Tova Navarra became 
the first and only designated art writer/critic for the Asbury 
Park Press (APP), for which she wrote a weekly Sunday 
column. She became the first writer in the then 111-year 
history of the APP to be internationally syndicated (by 
Copley News Service of San Diego). Locally, Navarra was 
associate editor of the Courier News in Middletown, and 

a former lifestyle editor of the Two River Times in Red 
Bank. And, somehow, Tova also found time to publish 
her own Shore Affinity Magazine for several years. 

She left the APP for a position at the Central Jersey Visiting 
Nurse Association (CJVNA) in Red Bank. While working 
at CJVNA, Tova was a contributing editor of the American 
Journal of Nursing and also wrote for Nursing Spectrum 
and other professional periodicals. 

Speaking about the days she assembled her best pictures 
from Keyport to Cape May into The New Jersey Shore: A 
Vanishing Splendor, Tova Navarra recalls, "I became an 
historian, and I never expected to. That book started me 
off' Navarra expects to publish New Jersey Masters: A 
New Legacy of Visual Arts in 2020. 
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Maureen O'Connor has served Monmouth 
County as a Historical Commissioner 
and a member of the New Jersey Living 
History Advisory Council. Born in 

Greenwich Village, Manhattan, she and her husband 
moved to Monmouth County in 1986. 

Maureen is an attorney, as is her spouse, David E. Leach 
III, but she began her working career as a grade school 
teacher. She attended Hunter College High School- 
"Now very famous," she says, "if you know Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, another alum of the school, a wonderful place." 
She graduated with a B.S. in History from Hunter College 
in New York City and then went to Brooklyn Law School. 
She served as an assistant prosecutor in the Monmouth 
County Prosecutor's Office for several years before she left 
the practice of law and went back to her first love, history." 

Maureen volunteered at the Monmouth County Historical 
Association's Covenhoven House in Freehold. "I learned 
hearth cooking and I was hooked, I loved it. It opened 
up a whole part of Monmouth County history I knew 
nothing about." 

Open -hearth cooking demonstrations at Poricy Park in 
Middletown led Maureen to progress through positions 
over eight years at the Murray Farmhouse there, first 
as a volunteer and then as a member of the staff as a 
museum educator for school groups. She obtained a 
certificate in managing a nonprofit and became the 
director oflnterpretive Planning at Poricy Park. Maureen 

also volunteered for cooking demonstrations at Allaire 
State Park 

For 10 years, beginning in 2004, Maureen was the 
executive director at the National Society of Colonial 
Dames of America (NSCDA) for the State of New Jersey. 
This revered organization is composed of women who are 
descended from an ancestor who resided in an American 
colony before 1776, and whose services were rendered 
during the colonial period. The former Maureen O'Connor 
jokes that while she herself is not a descendant of colonial 
ancestors, she acted as "Irish Mary, or Irish Bridget," 
simply an employee in service to the organization. 

During her decade at the NSCDA, Maureen became 
intrigued by historic New Jersey schoolhouses. "This 
sparked a whole new passion for me on both counts. I 
became immersed in the colonial revival period and also 
became interested in schoolhouses. She currently sits on 
the Board of the Country School Association of America. 

Maureen was recruited by her friend from the historic 
community, Randall Gabrielan (profiled in this book), 
to join the Monmouth County Historical Commission. 
She accepted her appointment in 2011 and continues to 
serve through 2019. 

Three years ago, Maureen became the director of Human 
Resources at St. Leo the Great's Church in Lincroft. She 
was part of a team helping with the restoration of a long- 
abandoned graveyard adjacent to the church property- 

the Cedar Hill Cemetery, where many African Americans 
who lived in Lincroft are buried. 

Maureen is thinking about "writing the stories of so many 
strong women here [ in Monmouth County]. That's what 
pulls at me. At Covenhoven House, we have Elizabeth 
running the show while the British are marching in, and 
her husband is off doing heaven knows what. There isn't 
anything I look at that doesn't have this distaff side." The 
determined and dedicated Maureen O'Connor Leach 
would certainly give us all insights into the historic women 
of Monmouth County. 
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F ew current Monmouth County residents can 
claim they are descended from one of the 
very first Europeans to set foot on Monmouth 
County's shores. Ed Raser's eighth great- 

grandmother was none other than the redoubtable 
Penelope Vanprincis Stout, rescued by friendly Lenapes 
after she shipwrecked on Sandy Hook in 1644. 

Ed's entire family tree is a fascinating journey through 
the history of Monmouth County. His ancestors were 
Bownes, Goodenoughs, Havens, Davisons, Bordens, 
Lippits, Throckmortons, and many other names familiar 
to even the most casual reader of the last 350 years. 

Ed was raised in Ewing Township in Mercer County and 
graduated in 1943 from Trenton High School during the 
World War II years. Within two weeks, he enlisted in the 
U.S. Navy and was assigned to a special navy program at 
Cornell University for Electrical Engineering. Recalling 
a brief stint working in a navy hospital galley, Ed laughs 
at the memory. "I peeled many tons of potatoes and 
'floated' 50-pound bags of navy beans." Neither of these 
experiences could have prepared him for his lifetime of 
ancestral studies. 

b. 1925 

Walking through one of the hospital wards one day 
toward the end of the war, Ed noticed a patient studying 
his ancestral charts and family correspondences. The 
inspiration of that random encounter started Ed on a 
lifetime of published research that many authors have 
enjoyed and used in their own writings. Ed says, "I knew 

about my Goodenough [branch] from the days my parents 
would take us to visit our Farmingdale relatives, but [ the 
conversation with the navy hospital patient] was really 
the beginning." The 20-year-old Ed Raser began writing 
to many of his relatives and was soon flooded with stories 
and anecdotes. 

After he left the U.S. Navy, Raser's first job was in 
Bridgeport, Connecticut, where he was part of a test 
engineering program at General Electric. Three years 
later, Ed resigned from the position so he could study at 
Columbia Teachers College in Manhattan, determined 
to pursue a career in education. His first classroom 
assignment was teaching science at De Witt Clinton High 
School in the Bronx. As much as he enjoyed working 
with young people, Ed realized that secondary school 
teaching was not what he wanted to do with his life. He 
was increasingly interested in the technical aspects of 
things just when computers were making their initial 
forays into commercial enterprises. IBM hired Ed in 1952. 
For the next 35 years, Ed travelled widely in assignments 
for the technological giant. He spent his free time visiting 
libraries, bookstores, and other archives as he explored 
his New Jersey ancestry. 

Raser also began a close relationship with the Genealogical 
Society of New Jersey (GSNJ) during this period. He was 
the Society's associate editor for three decades and was also 
a trustee. He wrote a series of articles for their magazine, 
including an account of the Battle of Navesink in 1777. 
This engagement between rebellious colonial Americans 
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and the parent country's British forces affected Ed's three- 
times great-grandfather most severely. The young Joseph 
Goodenough was captured and imprisoned by the British. 

Like all genealogical researchers, Ed would reach 
frustrating dead ends as he tried to identify family 
relationships. He aligned himself with the self-described 
"Tombstone Hounds" of the GSNJ and became a surname 
genealogist. He began to visit courthouses, examining 
property deeds on microfilm and original documents. 

Ed was also publishing graveyards' inscription lists based 
on the data he and other GSNJ members found while 
visiting cemeteries. He says, "There's hardly a cemetery 
in central New Jersey that I have not been in and know 
something about." 

Ed approached the trustees of the GSNJ in 1985 and 
volunteered to provide a digital record of his work. The 
trustees agreed to pay for the publication of a softcover 
book of Morris County cemeteries, which was eventually 
distributed to libraries and other public facilities. With an 
established template, Ed Raser next worked on a Mercer 
County graveyard locator. 

Raser's books-- unique and comprehensive treasures 
each-are valued by professional genealogists, title 
searchers, and educational institutions in New Jersey 
and beyond. 

Ed speaks reverentially of his personal scholarly 
inspiration. "Dr. John Stillwell," he says, "is my favorite 
simply because I'm a Monmouth County family- 
oriented [researcher], and he did tremendous research, 
put everything together. [His books] have all the early 
background and documentation in them." 
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Historian, activist, author, journalist, publicist, 
and teacher-Red Bank's Gilda Rogers 
embraces these roles as one of Monmouth 
County's most prominent African American 

women and nonstop advocate for people of color. 

A particular incident from Gilda Rogers's youth in Newport 
News, Virginia, would have repercussions throughout her 
life. "I always loved history. When I was in the fourth grade 
in Virginia, the first year they integrated schools, I had to 
be bussed to an all-white school. I remember going on a 
class trip to Colonial Williamsburg and saying to my white 
teacher, 'Where are the slaves?" Rogers was shushed and 
told not to talk about it. But she has never forgotten. 

Rogers's family moved to Elizabeth, New Jersey, from where 
Rogers graduated from Battin High School in 1974. Her 
next four years were spent working at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York's Cranford (New Jersey) Branch. Rogers 
then worked in the fashion industry for a time. 

By the early 1990s and looking for something new and 
exciting, Gilda enrolled in Lincroft's Brookdale Community 
College (BCC) to pursue a journalism career. Two years 
later, she completed her undergraduate Journalism studies 
at Kean University in 1999, with a minor in History. 

Her first newspaper job was with the Asbury Park Press 
as a sports reporter. A few months into her tenure, she 
took a reader's phone call complaint about his perceived 
under-coverage of predominantly African American high 
schools. Discussing it with her editor and mentor, Gilda 

Rogers was given her own sports column called "In the 
Community with Gilda Rogers.' She began to write human 
interest stories on athletes of color for the next five years. 

Restless again, Rogers enrolled in the master's History 
program at Monmouth University, balancing her work life 
with night classes. Her 2006 Master's Degree thesis, titled 
''Arrested Development: The State of Black Achievement 
and Education in Hip Hop America," was published a year 
later as her first book. 

In 2008, Gilda opened a store called Frank Talk Art Bistro 
& Books on Shrewsbury Avenue in Red Bank. Gilda was 
asked to do the publicity at the Two River Theater, which 
led to a community liaison position. BCC also hired her to 
do a half-hour television show called Frank Talk. 

Gilda feels her most significant historical contribution 
is her years-long effort to restore the former Red Bank 
home of T. Thomas Fortune, the famed African American 
journalist and friend of Booker T. Washington and other 
early civil rights leaders. Gilda had come across peripheral 
references to the man during her Master's Degree research. 
Reading about Fortune at New York's Schomburg Center for 
Research in Black Culture, Rogers was startled to find she 
had been driving past his long-abandoned house for years. 
It was not long before Gilda Rogers became a driving force 
behind the recently opened T. Thomas Fortune Cultural 
Foundation on Drs. James Parker Boulevard. 

Gilda Rogers has taught history and English at Brookdale 
Community College since she earned her master's degree. 
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"I just love working with young people, being in front of 
the classroom, making an impression on a young person. 
I love teaching." She is also the cofounder of Citizens for 
a Diverse & Open Society, which sponsors lectures and 
discussions in Monmouth County libraries. 

Speaking about her recent very busy years, Gilda Rogers 
says, "Everything seemed to converge around T. Thomas 
Fortune. What he did, I wanted to do. Like him, I wanted 
to give voices to the voiceless." 
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GARY SArIzrY 

T
ypically understated when speaking about 
himself ("Tm not, strictly speaking, an 
historian."), Gary Saretzky has nonetheless 
guided hundreds of investigative historians, 

genealogists, and researchers to the vast catalog of historic 
Monmouth County documents he oversaw. 

During his years as Archivist for Monmouth County, 
Gary Saretzky's contributions have gone far beyond his 
job description of cataloging local government documents, 
pictures, and other memorabilia. And without parsing the 
definition of historian too closely, Gary's collaborations to 
the wonderfully illustrated catalogs accompanying every 
year's Archives & History Day sure make him look and 

feel like a historian. 

Saretzky is a Massachusetts native who grew up in Port 
Washington on Long Island. He went to the University 
of Wisconsin at Madison (1964--1969), where he studied 
through his Master's Degree program in American History. 
He worked at the Wisconsin State and Historical Society 

combined archives. 

Both of Gary's parents were immigrants, his father 
from Moscow and his mother from Latvia. As the first- 
generation son of holocaust survivors, Gary feels fortunate 
for their influences. His mother loved the humanities, and 
his father was interested in the sciences. 

The Madison campus was among the most active 
universities protesting the Vietnam War and 
demonstrating for other social issues during Gary's 1964 
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to 1969 years there. His particular interest of historical 
specialization was the abolition of slavery. Although Gary's 
initial goal at the University of Wisconsin was to become a 
historian, when he reached graduate school, the academic 
life of teaching and writing books had lost its luster for 
him. A graduate teacher's suggestion led him to his first 
full-time professional position as an Archivist for the 
Educational Testing Services (ETS) in Princeton, New 
Jersey. He was the first person named to that position 
when he started in July 1969. Gary created the archives 
and records management during his 23 years at the firm. 

Gary's mother had been a photographer in Palestine in 
the 1930s. In the 1970s, Gary took photography courses 
at Mercer County Community College (MCCC) under 
William Barksdale. Saretzky's historical interests made for 
an easy leap for him to study the history of photography. 
He took classes at Princeton University to study with 
Peter C. Bennell, a distinguished professor and head of 
the Art Museum. Gary began to collect old photographs 
and books on photography. He also returned to MCCC 
to teach night classes while Barksdale was on sabbatical. 
That 35-year assignment cemented his love of teaching 
despite his earlier avowal of the academic life. He has 
created a large database of early photographers who had 
recorded scenes of the Victorian-era Jersey Shore. 

Gary earned his second B.A., in Photography, at Thomas 
Edison College. He occasionally taught photography 
courses at Trenton State College. He would show over 
1,000 slides to his students during the 13-week semester. 
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He admits that "when I started, I was nervous about 
speaking in front of groups, a tremendous stage fright 
which I eventually got over." 

Downsized during an ETS reorganization, Gary consulted 
for New Jersey's Caucus Archival Projects Evaluation 
Service Program (CAPES). He was invited to be the 
assistant coordinator of the Rutgers Public History 
Intern program in New Brunswick. When Coordinator 
Maxine Lurie left a year later, Gary stepped into her role, 
supervising over 800 students. He loved the experience, 
especially visiting historic sites all over the state while 
looking for positions for his interns. 

During this extremely busy period of his life, Gary and 
his wife, Kathlinda, started a family ( they have three 
children). As a result of a friendship with State Archivist 
Karl Niederer, Gary served on the New Jersey State 
Historical Records and Advisory Board with Jane Clayton, 
the Monmouth County Clerk at the time. In 1993, when 
Clayton needed someone to survey and write a report 
on the Monmouth County Archives, she offered Gary 
the position. He was the first official Monmouth County 
Archivist from January 1994 until his 2019 retirement. 

Gary Saretzky has published numerous magazines and 
journal articles. His website, Saretzky.com, features his 
writings by and about others, including the comprehensive 
database of 19th-century New Jersey photographers, 
especially those whose work covered Monmouth County. 

Gary sees George Moss, Jr. (profiled in this book), as a 
key figure in his career. [George's] whole approach and 
his intense desire to learn and collect were inspirational." 
Gary is one of many of us who still marvel at Moss's now 
legendary dining room table, strewn with pictures and 
other historical documents, but he laughs as he recalls, 
"I never got into the Inner Sanctum,' the room upstairs," 
which probably held more historical treasures. 

Gary would like someone to attempt a post-20th-century 
volume of the changes in Monmouth County, particularly 
the demographic changes and transformations of the shore 
after World War IL 

Saretzky's brainchild in 1996, the annual Monmouth 
County Archives & History Day, is now a permanent 
notation in every Monmouth County historian's October 
calendar. For the initial steering committee in 1996, he 
enlisted the help of nine others, notably Mary Ann Kiernan 
(profiled in this book), Elsalyn Palmisano, Fred Pachman, 
and Jim Raleigh. Among Gary Saretzky's longest lasting 
and most important contributions to our history are the 
Archives & History Day catalogs from 2002 to 2019. 

GARY SARETZKY'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Archives & History Day Catalogs, 2002-2019 
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DR. iEBRY 
SCHARF ERBER#GER 

A
eologist, historian, university professor, 
councilman, mayor, and Monmouth 
County freeholder and assemblyman- 

all describe Gerry Scharfenberger's 
professional experiences, but they are of a piece when it 
comes to his public service. 

Gerry has spent the last quarter century in Monmouth 
County after being raised in Brooklyn. He laughs when 
he describes how he came to settle locally. "You know 
what, the name 'Middletown' is well suited in my case. 
My parents and my in-laws both moved down to Ocean 
County. So, we [ Gerry and his wife] looked for a place 
that was in between and moved down in 1994." 

Gerry Scharfenberger met Miss Gerry Mac©Cormack 
in first grade and they've been together ever since, 
marrying in 1984, a decade before moving to Middletown. 
Scharfenberger graduated Grover Cleveland High School 
in New York. He went on to study Anthropology during his 
years as an undergraduate at Queens College, graduated 
from Rutgers in 1997, earned a Master's Degree at Hunter 
College (New York City), and finally achieved his Ph.D. 
from the City University of New York. Archaeology is one 
of the four specialties within anthropology studies in the 
United States. Gerry concentrated in the two subfields of 
Historic Archaeology and Cultural Landscape Studies. 

His first interest in archaeology and history happened 
during one of his family's annual vacation trips to the 
Catskills when he was eight years old. "We used to rent 
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a cabin there, year after year. One day, one of the pieces 
of the road gravel opened and there was a fossilized leaf 

inside of it. I'm sitting there behind the lake opening 
gravel. You could see the shapes ofleaves and bugs in the 
gravel. That was probably my first project. I realized old 
things are cool. Gerry took the path of his life's study when 
he took Introduction to Archaeology with Professor John 
Killeen at Queens College. Killeen helped Scharfenberger 

get his first job for a cultural resource company in New 
York (think commercial archaeology), and the two men 
remained lifelong friends. Scharfenberger worked on the 
African Burial Ground project at Foley Square in New 
York City, the first of many digs he participated in or 

directed for engineering firms. 

In 1997, Gerry was an anthropology teacher and assistant 
director for a field school at Monmouth University while 
he was studying for his Master's and Doctoral Degrees. 
He worked at the Monmouth Battlefield site, the Camp 
Vredenburgh site in Freehold, and the Johannes Luyster 

House in Middletown, among dozens of others. 

Gerry has published dozens of magazine articles, scholarly 
papers, and, of course, his field notes from various digs. 

His public service life does not allow much time now for 
writing books, despite a recent offer from the University 
of Tennessee Press to write one on his findings at the 
Luyster House project with its Lenape, Dutch, and English 

heritage contributions. 
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An appointment to the Middletown Landmarks 
Commission in 1996 was Gerry's first introduction to 
the workings of local government (23 years later, he is 
the Chair of the commission). He was appointed to the 
zoning board seven years later, then won election as one 
of the five governing Middletown Committee members 
the next year. Under the committee form of government, 
he was chosen as mayor in 2007, then five more times 
over the course of the next 10 years. He then went on to 
become one of Monmouth County's freeholders, a position 
he held until becoming a New Jersey state assemblyman. 

Gerry is fascinated by the rich history of Monmouth 
County. As he says to his university students, "If there's 
anyone from Monmouth here, I could throw a rock 
in any direction and hit something of substance or of 
historical note. We're very fortunate here. Every aspect of 
our country's growth has Monmouth County's fingerprint 
on it- the 1600s with the first settlers, World War I and 
Fort Dix, World War II and Earle Weapons Station, and 
up to the present." 

Gerry is happy that "overall, we've done a pretty good job 
[in the county] protecting a lot of our important sites." He 
should know. When Gerry Scharfenberger was presented 
the award named after M. Claire French (profiled in this 
book) at Monmouth County's 2017 Archives & History 
Day, he recalled his years as an active archaeologist, 
quipping, "I've dug more holes in Monmouth County 
than all the gophers in Thompson Park." 

DR. GERRY SCHARFENBERGER'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
"A Day at the Beach: The UXO Sweeps at 

Sandy Hook, New Jersey," in Bulletin of the 
Archaeological Society of New Jersey, 2002 

"Preliminary Report of The Old First Church Site," 
with Sherene Baugher, in Bulletin of the 
Archaeological Society of New Jersey, 2000 

"Remnants of Testing at the Sandy Hook Proving 
Grounds, Sandy Hook, New Jersey," in 
Scientific Instruments and Warfare, Brill 
Academic Publishing, 2005 

"The Old Scots Burying Ground: The Archaeology 
of New Jersey's First Presbyterian 
Meetinghouse," paper presented at the 
Society for Historical Archaeology Annual 
Meeting, York, England, 2005 

"The Separation of Church and Site: Old First 
Church, Middletown, New Jersey," with 
Sherene Baugher, in Journal of Middle 
Atlantic Archaeology, 2007 

"Upon This Rock: Salvage Archaeology at the 
Early 18th-Century Holmdel Baptist Church," 
in Historical Archaeology, 2009 
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JOHN SCHNEIDER 

M ore often than not, we think of historians 
as researchers who write articles in 
scholarly journals, columns in historical 
newsletters, and, ultimately, history 

books. Which is certainly true. But, increasingly more 

relevant to the public than ever is a category of historian 
whose work is as accessible and important today-that 

of filmmaker. John Schneider says, "I consider myself to 

be an historical videographer" His body of Monmouth 
County work is as impressive in its breadth as it is valuable 

in its own right. 

John's father's family hails from Highlands, New Jersey, 

although they lived in Florida when John was born in Fort 
Lauderdale. John recalls, "We would come up all the time 

in summer and would stay at my Grandma Vi's house. 
She was 'Belle of the Ball' in Highlands, where she had 

the Jackson Hotel." Viola Schneider owned the popular 

hotel and restaurant and was also a member of the famed 

Waterwitch Club. John remembers, "Everybody loved her'.' 

John was educated at Palm Beach (Florida) Junior College, 

Hunter College (New York City), George Washington 
University (Washington, DC), and the University of 

Maryland. He studied Geophysics: "I was really interested 

in history, rocks and minerals, [and] the origins of 
things." But around the time the book and movie All the 
President's Men came out, John added Journalism to his 

major interests. 
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John began to experiment with filming as a young boy and 
was influenced by his grandfather, who filmed parades 
and other Highlands events with an 8mm camera in the 
1940s. "He not only took fabulous pictures of the past but 
[also] had the good sense to preserve them and make sure 
they were available, in an archive or somewhere. I was 
always fascinated by that and have a lot of respect for that." 

As an adult, Schneider worked editing film for ABC 
television, in New York City. The versatile and peripatetic 
Schneider even tried acting before embarking on a 25- 
year public relations career with AT&T. 

In 2012, John started to shoot video of the Bayshore from 
his boat. He had a knack for quick editing and creating 
videos, originally about Highlands. He remembers, 
"It was a rich variety of things I could learn and share 
with people." 

Schneider, who now lives in Keyport, has done thousands 
of hours of footage of the part of Monmouth County he 
calls "Jersey Bayshore Country-one big neighborhood, 
our backyard." He remarks, "I have found that there are 
some historians and photographic Archivists [who] are 
extremely competitive and hold on to their photographs 
like some kind of pure gold. I tend to let my stuff go. The 
whole idea is to share this stuff with the world." John 
is adamant: "I don't make money from this. I do it for 
the joy. 

The historian John realized, post-Superstorm Sandy in 
2012, that he had a film archive of things and places that 

no longer exist. He has done a new video show for the last 
six years, and almost 300 Comcast shows. His specialized 
films might number another 600 miscellaneous videos, 
some as small as one-minute shoots. 

At the time of this publication, John has almost 100,000 
Facebook followers in groups such as history and boating 
enthusiasts, gardeners, photographers, and on and on. If he 
finds an appropriate writing partner, John Schneider just 
might contemplate writing a book about all the wonderful 
things he knows about Monmouth County history. 

JOHN SCHNEIDER'S 
Monmouth County Videography 
(available at https://vimeo.com/) 
"Battle of Monmouth Courthouse," Parts 1-3 
"Finding Fossils in Monmouth County" 
"Historic Highlands" 
"Historical Books by Author Robert Mayers" 

(Six parts) 
"Historical Places in Monmouth County" 
"Historical Places in New Jersey" 
"History of Keansburg," Parts 1-8 
"History of Matawan" 
"History of Monmouth County" 
"History of Monmouth County Waterways" 
"History of Motion Pictures in New Jersey" 
"History of the Big Bang Theory 

(Monmouth County)" 
"History of the Lighthouse at Sandy Hook" 
"History of the Seabrook House" 
"History of the Twin Lights of Navesink" 
"Lost Amusement Park" 
"Manasquan Reservoir" 
"Matawan House of Patriots" 
"Matawan Shark Attack of 1916" 
"Monmouth Battlefield Park" 
"Naval Weapons Station Earle" 
"Promotions of Local Historical Museums" 
"Railroad in Monmouth County" 
"Revolutionary New Jersey" 
"Simon Lake's Submarine" 
"Special Exhibits at Monmouth Museum" 
"Special Exhibits at the Twin Lights of Navesink" 
"The Cold War" (Five-part series) 
"The Prehistoric History of Monmouth County" 
"The Story of Sandy Hook," Parts 1-14 
"World War I," Parts 1-3 
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T he creativity Karen Schnitzspahn inherited 
from her parents was more than enhanced 
by her own inquisitive nature relating to 
theater, art, entertainment, the environment, 

children's education, food, women's studies, and, of course, 
historical imagery. Karen's grandmother often showed 
Karen old family photographs, which prompted her to 
explore early photography. 

The daughter of an engineer/magician and a sculptor/ 
mask maker, Karen hails from New Brunswick and has 
spent her entire life in New Jersey. She became actively 
involved in Monmouth County topics when she and her 
husband, Leon, bought a home in Little Silver in 1970. The 
couple shared black and white photography as a hobby, 
which, no doubt, gave Karen many ideas for stories and 
writings about the shore. 

Karen recalls, "History was my favorite subject, especially 
in high school. I was always interested in old photographs. 
I developed a fascination with the 19th-century 
stereoviews in the book Double Exposure by George H. 
Moss, Jr. [profiled in this book]. It came with a little viewer 
and it was like time traveling to look at those 19th-century 
scenes of Monmouth County. I wanted to learn as much 
as possible about them. 

Karen's articles for various Jersey Shore publications like 
Coast Magazine gave her insight into Monmouth's rich 
heritage and one major source for the dozen or so books 
she subsequently wrote. One of her 1988 Coast Magazine 
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assignments found her interviewing Moss at his Rumson 
home. In 1991, the pair collaborated on and published 
Those Innocent Years, 1898-1914,a collection of early Pach 
Brothers photographs, now considered a classic of the type. 

During the time between her two books with Moss, 
Schnitzspahn started doing other largely pictorial books 
for Arcadia's Images of America series-two volumes 
about her hometown of Little Silver and two others on 
Belmar. Still, she thinks that "one of my best books was 
for the 125th anniversary of the Red Bank YMCA. I'm 
very proud of that because it contains a lot of Red Bank 
area history." 

Karen has been honored for her work. She was the 2007 
recipient of the Jane G. Clayton Award presented by 
Monmouth County Clerk M. Claire French (profiled 
in this book) for her "outstanding efforts to preserve 
the history of Monmouth County.' For Brookdale 
Community College's magazine, The Bridge, Karen's 
article on the diminishing farmlands in our county won 
a Jasper Award from the Jersey Shore Public Relations & 
Advertising Association. 

Karen would like to see in-depth studies of the agricultural 
history and fishing industries of Monmouth County. She 
says, "So much of the county was devoted to growing 
tomatoes, potatoes, corn, squash, and other crops. 
Orchards were also prevalent. The rich marl of the soil that 
is now mainly covered with houses was as important to the 
county as much as the beaches and seaside resorts were. 

Also, the history of commercial fishing and clamming is 
a fascinating topic. Although there's a thriving industry 
today, it's nothing like the old days." 

Asked about the local personalities she would love to 
meet, Karen Schnitzspahn enthuses, "My choice would 
be someone from the theatrical community. I wrote about 
actors, including Edwin Booth, Maggie Mitchell, and 
Robert B. Mantell. It would be great to speak with them 
about the 19th- and early 20th-century actors' colonies. 
But, my first choice, if I had to pick only one person to 
meet, would be a more recent celebrity, Count Basie. It 
would be wonderful to hear him tell about his childhood 
in Red Bank and his musical career. 

Karen's 2015 book, Remarkable Women of the New Jersey 
Shore, was prescient regarding the underreported, if not 
virtually ignored, stories of so many great Monmouth 
County women, such as the late Gertrude Ederle and 
the contemporary Cindy Zipf, both of whom have 
created indelible imprints on Highlands and beyond. 
The book's author herself belongs in the company of her 
impressive subjects. 

KAREN L. SCHNITZSPAHN'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
An Album of Animal Companions: A Collection 

of Turn-of-the-Century Photographs and 
Ephemera, Coast & Pines Press, 1995 

A Half Century of Dedicated Service: The Story 
of New Jersey Natural Gas Company, New 
Jersey Natural Gas Company, 2002 

A Strong Legacy: 125 Years of The Community 
YMCA, Red Bank, 1999 

Belmar, Arcadia Publishing, 1997 
Belmar, Vol. II, with Sandra Epstein, Arcadia 

Publishing, 1999 
Jersey Shore Food History: Victorian Feasts to 

Boardwalk Treats, The History Press, 2012 
Little Silver, Arcadia Publishing, 1996 
Little Silver, Vol. II, Arcadia Publishing, 1998 
Remarkable Women of the New Jersey Shore, 

The History Press, 2015 
Stars of the New Jersey Shore, A Theatrical 

History, Schiffer Publishing, 2007 
The Roaring '20s at the Jersey Shore, Schiffer 

Publishing, 2009 
Those Innocent Years, 1898-1914: Images of the 

Jersey Shore from the Pach Photographic 
Collection, with George H. Moss, Jr., 
Ploughshare Press, 1993 

Victorian Summers at the Grand Hotels of Long 
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B
b Schoeffiing is a man fiercely devoted to his 
Atlantic Highlands hometown. This unique 
contributor to Monmouth County history has 
been a councilman, mayor, borough historian, 

rare and out-of-print bookstore owner, and collector of 
anything and everything connected to this small but 
important Bayshore community. 

The dining and living rooms of his house feature floor- 
to-ceiling bookshelves of the many published works he 
has bought at flea markets, estate sales, other bookshops, 
and from private collectors. His library consists of over 
1,700 hardcover books, the vast majority about New 
Jersey history. 

More than a few of these are one-of-a-kind, long out-of- 
print works relating to Atlantic Highlands and the vicinity. 
Remarkably, when you engage in a conversation about a 
historical topic with Bob, he will jump up and find an exact 
reference to what you are discussing among his hundreds 
of books-some of which he has not opened in years. 
One of these is, astoundingly, Poems on Several Occasions, 
written and autographed in 1795 by Philip Freneau, the 
American Revolutionary War poet of considerable fame 
from Matawan. It might be the only one. 

Bob grew up in the Port Monmouth section of 
Middletown, went to Leonardo schools, and took some 
courses at Monmouth College before starting his working 
life at Jersey Central Power & Light Company. He met 
his late wife, Ruth, when he was the business manager at 

the utility's Long Branch office. Bob and Ruth moved to 
Atlantic Highlands in the 1960s. 

Bob was elected the Republican mayor of Atlantic 
Highlands for consecutive terms, serving from 1988 
to 1999. He is justly proud of his accomplishments as 
a public servant. "I brought ferry service to town- 
Sea Streak. I worked seven years getting the Portland 
Point Senior Citizen building," because, he says, "the 
building was vital since the town had the third-highest 
number of seniors in Monmouth County without senior 
housing back then." He was able to secure a $4.5 million 
grant from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD), "One of only two towns east of the 
Mississippi to get money," he says, adding, "God used me 
as a tool to make that happen." His fellow board members 
recognized him with a "Facility Trustee of the Year" award 
in 2010. Schoeffling Way in Atlantic Highlands is yet 
another "Thank You" to this indefatigable, popular, and 
selfless citizen. 

Twenty years since his mayoralty role, Bob still answers 
to his honorific title of Mayor Bob." Never content to rest 
when it comes to volunteering, he has held positions as 
Board President of both the First Avenue Playhouse and 
Atlantic Highlands Library. 

Schoeffiing says, "I always had an interest in history, 
probably generated by one of the teachers I had. She was 
known as Ma Pennington in Leonardo High School." 
Continually inquisitive about local heritage, the adult Bob 
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Schoeffling began to collect books and other memorabilia 
relative to the area. He is enthusiastic when he says, 
"Atlantic Highlands is a hidden treasure." 

Among Bob's personal treasures are handwritten slave 
certificates of sale, commemorative plates from steamship 
lines, town directories that preceded modern phone books, 
old advertising pamphlets and posters, newspapers and 
gazettes, ancient deeds and framed classic photographic 
scenes, and Bayshore-related bric-a-brac once sold as 
cheap souvenirs but now important relics of our history. 
Although no longer an active buyer, Bob has a loyal 
following of other collectors who still call him when they 
come across something significant. 

Bob Schoeffling was the first President of the Atlantic 
Highlands Historical Society, whose headquarters is at 
the 1893 Strauss House on Prospect Circle. Bob says, 
"I remember hanging sheet rock in there before we got 
any funding." In 2002, Schoeffling wrote the Atlantic 
Highlands chapter for County Clerk M. Claire French's 
(profiled in this book) Town by Town book. 

Bob Schoeffling's view of our county's history is 
comprehensive when he addresses our richness: "Some 
people call it [New Jersey] the 'Cockpit of the Revolution' 
Lots of significant things occurred right here, like after 
the Battle of Monmouth when the British came right by 
here on their way to Sandy Hook." Bob himself is surely 
one of Monmouth County's treasures. 
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Music brought Kathy Dorn and George 
Severini together. By 1976, Kathy was 
an aspiring singer and George was an 
accomplished keyboard player fronting 

popular bands at places like Lock, Stock, and Barrel in 
Rumson. If you had suggested to them in those days that 
they would wind up making significant contributions to our 
understanding of Monmouth County history, you might 
have been met with, after the blank stares, lots oflaughter. 

But, for the last 20 and more years, this married couple, 
grandparents now, have shared thousands of historical 
images of people and locations all around the shore 
through their one-of-a-kind photo archive. Walk into 
any local bank, restaurant, food store, or stand on the 
Red Bank train station platform and you will soon notice 
large, poster-size pictures of days gone by with a notation: 
"Courtesy of Dorn's Classic Images.' Every week, the Two 
River Times newspaper features at least one picture from 
Kathy and George's collection that will give you pause and 
probably elicit, Those were the days." 

How did this Dorn ubiquity come to pass? Just about 
everyone will recognize the Dorn name, because many 
were happy customers of Dorn's Photo Shop in the 
1980s and 1990s. The famous photography supplies and 
services location on Wallace Street was your go- to if you 
needed film, developing, passport photos, and equipment. 
Customers kept returning because it was run by a family 
who built and maintained its success through excellent 
customer service. What photography buffs mostly did 
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not know then was the attic of a one-time private home 
held treasures in the form of thousands of glass plate 
negatives, 8"x10" prints, and film negatives taken by three 
Dorn generations. 

When Kathy Dorn was growing up in Shrewsbury and 
during her years at Red Bank High School, she and her 
siblings worked for their parents at Dorn's. Kathy did 
everything-retail sales, developing, and wedding and 
portrait photography. It came naturally if you were a Dorn. 
Kathy sang with Tim McLoone's annual benefit concert, 
called Holiday Express, from its initial appearance in 1995. 
She has done it virtually every year since, making it 22 
years of giving back to our community. 

George Severini grew up in Eatontown, started taking 
piano lessons when he was eight, and was forming bands 
when he was at Red Bank Catholic High School. His 
younger brother Bob played guitar and sang. George and 
Bob collaborated on arrangements and song compositions 
together in several ensembles. 

Always a good student with superior grades, George 
went to Georgetown University, intent on becoming a 
mathematician. After two years there, he transferred to 
Monmouth College as an English Literature major. He 
was also playing music at a variety of venues all over the 
shore. Kathy and George had known each other casually, 
and they began dating. She did some backup singing for 
him as well. They married in 1978. 

After college, George had his sights on a career in the 
motion picture industry. He worked on numerous New 
York film sets, mostly as a production assistant, and often 
with name-brand directors and actors. George wrote 
several plays and composed music during this period. 

The long commute from Red Bank, and the birth of their 
daughter Kaitlin, convinced George he would rather 
have a more home-based profession. He was a polished 
communicator, so his move into freelance copywriting 
was a fairly easy leap-commercial brochures, marketing 
materials, company portfolios, and more became his 
specialty. Kathy became the mammogram film librarian 
in the Women's Center at Riverview Hospital. 

Kathy's father and grandfather, both named Dan Dorn, 
opened their eponymous store just as the country was 
coming out of the Great Depression. They had been 
pioneers in shooting moving pictures for advertisers in 
the late 1920s. Father and son were aerial photographers 
who flew their own airplane out of the old Red Bank 
Airport and took thousands of pictures all over Monmouth 
County. Dorn's Photo Shop finally closed its doors in 2005 
after 67 years in business. 

When Kathy inherited the vast archive of almost 10,000 
Dorn's photos, she immediately understood the historical 
value of these images. She also figured that lots of people 
would want them. She registered the name Dorn's Classic 
Images, and requests for copies of this fabulous collection 
started pouring in. They still do. 

George has developed a unique set of skills in the arts. 
He is a writer and musician, of course, but he is also a 
composer and an accomplished oil painter too. He has 
done dozens of personal portraits and murals in private 
homes. So, learning Adobe's Photoshop program to 
enhance other people's damaged family photos was just 
one more service George Severini could offer customers 
and friends. Best of all for the couple, they create their 
now traditional yearly photo calendars and gift mementos 
of shore scenes out of their Fair Haven home. 

We never think of ourselves as historians," says George. 
By strict definition, he is right. But Dorn's Classic Images 

photographs have appeared in hundreds of newspapers, 
magazines, and books (including Lost Amusement Parks of 
the North Jersey Shore, which George co-authored with this 
profile writer). Numerous commercial entities and websites 
have licensed Dorn's images too. So, it is as clear as a sharply 
focused photograph-Kathy and George Severini are among 
the best of the women and men who have helped document 
Monmouth County's heritage. 

GEORGE SEVERINl'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Lost Amusement Parks of the North Jersey Shore, 

with Rick Geffken, Arcadia Publishing, 2017 
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T here are historians, there are writers, and then 
there is Muriel J. Smith, a historian who is also 
a born writer. "While acknowledging her almost 
60 years of newspaper reporting, Muriel credits 

her father as her penultimate inspiration. 

Muriel was born in Union, New Jersey, one of two 
daughters and two sons of Vincent dePaul Slavin, an 
investigative reporter for the Newark Evening News. 
Though he died when Muriel was only nine years old, she 
remembers how much value he put into communications. 
"We grew up," she says, "knowing how important it was 
to write. My mother, as well, stressed good schooling for 
all of us." 

Muriel attended Mount St. Mary's Academy in North 
Plainfield, graduating in 1954. Just a year earlier, Muriel 
met Jimmy E. Smith, Jr., at a relative's wedding reception. 
He proposed "during our very first dance, and we married 
a year and a half later" Their love affair lasted, she notes, 
51 years and four days." The young couple moved to 
Huddy Avenue in Highlands, where Jim's family lived. 

Jimmy Smith had another year to serve in the U.S. 
Army before he was discharged and began a career as a 
Pennsylvania Railroad engineer. Muriel was home with 
their four children. Starting a Riverview Hospital women's 
auxiliary in the Smith home, Muriel sent reports of the 
auxiliary meetings to the Long Branch Daily Record. In 
1958, the editor asked Muriel to write for the newspaper, 
something she had never considered until then. 

Muriel also started writing about her hometown's council 
and board of education meetings for the Highland Star. 
These meeting were at night, after her children's homework 

was done and they were in bed. Muriel loved the work 
covering Highlands, Atlantic Highlands, and Middletown. 
"It was terrific," she recalls, "I knew how to meet deadlines, 

I had learned that at home early on. These were the days 
when reporters like Muriel dictated stories from meeting 
notes to a typist so they could appear in the paper the 
next morning. 

Discussing her love of history, Muriel muses, "I was 
brought up during World War IL We had a breakfast nook 
at home. On the nook's wall were two huge maps, one of 
Asia and one of Europe. My father put thumbtacks on 
the places we heard about on the radio where our troops 
were fighting. It was important to both our parents that 
we knew what was going on in the world. 

When she moved to Highlands, Muriel's mother-in- 
law, Ann Smith, encouraged her to learn as much as she 
could about that very historic town. She gave Muriel 
From Indian Trail to Electric Rail by Thomas Leonard 
(profiled in this book). Muriel J. Smith has never stopped 
exploring, researching, and writing about the little Bayside 
town since then. The Asbury Park Press printed her first 
historical articles in the 1960s, once a week on page one 

every Monday. The luxury of a little more time allowed 
Muriel to mail in her articles weekly. 

Muriel's in-laws were proud of living in Highlands and 
loved to talk about the people and events in the damming 
and fishing community. "People surrounded me with great 
stories," she recalls. She wrote about many of them for 
the Red Bank Register and Middletown's newspaper The 
Courier, where she eventually became editor. 

Muriel's unique background made her a natural candidate 
for the Monmouth County Historical Commission 
(MCHC), which she joined in the 1990s. She took a 
sabbatical from the commission while she and her late 
husband traveled around the country, exploring American 
history and its scenic beauty. After his passing, Muriel 
resettled in Freehold and was appointed to the MCHC 
once again, in 2015. 

"I've always written," reflects journalist/historian Muriel 
Smith. "I used to keep a diary, but no longer. I never had 
an education in journalism, but I was blessed to have this 
gift from my father." 

MURIEL J. SMITH'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
Hidden History of Monmouth County, with Rick 

Geffken, The History Press, 2019 
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Mark Stewart, a Manhattan native, describes 
his interest in our history as "a real 
Rubik's Cube. There was a lot of anxiety 
and suspicion and political maneuvering 

in Monmouth County during the American Revolution. 
Everyone was being pulled in different directions as the 
tides of war ebbed back and forth." 

Because Mark's family enjoyed Jersey Shore vacation 
homes beginning in the early 20th century, he comes by 
his enthusiasm for Monmouth County naturally. A local 
resident for the past 45 years, Mark and his wife, Sarah, 
live in Monmouth Hills, close to another famous Mount 
Mitchell location, the Twin Lights of Navesink. 

As a young boy, Mark was fascinated by his family's 
collected artifacts, tangible things he could examine 
and which he knew had stories attached. The artifact that 
generated the most emotion was his Jewish grandfather's 
Nazi dagger. Mark never learned its provenance, but 
muses, "Maybe one of the Times correspondents brought 
it back from the war.' Mark later sold it to a military 
collector because he "didn't want to be anywhere near if' 

A particularly poignant family story which became part 
of American film history concerns Mark's grandfather 
Jacob Markel, the founder of a Canal Street bank. During 
a Depression-era run on local banks, Markel stood outside 
his establishment giving cash to his worried customers, 
a scene Frank Capra would use in his 1946 film It's a 
Wonderful Life. 

Stewart graduated in 1978 from the prestigious, private 
Ethical Culture Fieldston School in New York City before 
matriculating at Duke University. He originally intended 
to follow in the footsteps of his grandfather and father, 
who were career journalists for the New York Times. 
While Mark was at the Durham, North Carolina, Duke 
campus, he took classes from visiting history professors 
from Harvard. He changed his major study to History. 

After Duke, Mark launched himself into a marketing 
and merchandising career, working in real estate, while 
writing manuals and training people. Always interested 
in sports, Mark was hired as managing editor of a high- 
end tennis magazine, Racquet Magazine, in 1988. He was 
taking freelance writing assignments on business and other 
topics on the side too. 

Four or five years later, Mark got his first book deal, 
publishing The Ultimate Insider's Guide to Baseball 
Cards. He has since published over 300 books, including 
big projects for which he edited the work of teams of 
writers and photographers for educational publishers like 
Grolier and more commercial companies like Disney. 
Asked about how he viewed himself and his work, Mark 
says, "I thought of myself as what is now known as a 
content provider" Before the internet changed everything, 
Mark was pioneering remote office projects for the 
publishing industry. 

After the Stewart family-Mark, Sarah, and their two 
daughters-moved to Middletown in 1997, Mark began 
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writing a series of Heinemann Library books about 
New Jersey for younger audiences. For 20 years, Mark 
has produced between six and 12 books a year for the 
educational market, increasingly as principal writer for 
his own Black Book Partners. Stewart is also the current 
managing editor of Edge Magazine, a New Jersey lifestyle 
publication. He also maintains the NJSportsHeroes.com 
website, which profiles more than 400 of the Garden State's 
best athletes. 

Mary Jo Kenny, a neighbor in the Monmouth Hills Historic 
District and Board President of the Friends of Twin Lights, 
asked Mark to join the Twin Lights Historical Society. 
Appointed head of the collection, Mark subsequently 
curated annual Twin Lights Museum exhibits such as 
2016's highly successful "Seeing Stars: Every Flag Tells a 
Story" and "You Heard It Here First." The latter celebrated 
Twin Lights as the very first place our nation's Pledge of 
Allegiance was read out loud to an audience, in 1893. 

Mark is almost done researching a book about the 
500 greatest athletes in New Jersey history, many from 
Monmouth County. 
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Acurrent Monmouth County Historical 
Commissioner, Ellen Terry grew up in 
Cleveland on the shores of Lake Erie before 
arriving at the Jersey Shore 45 years ago. 

Terry confesses she had no particular interest in history 
when she was young. "I was an outdoor kid," a passion she 
followed for years with hikes all over New Jersey. Many 
of these hikes were to our famous historic sites. When 
she moved to New Jersey, the English town names piqued 
her interest due to her English ancestry. Terry's relocation 
to Tinton Falls (which, she points out, "was named for 
Tintern Abbey in England") piqued her curiosity. It 
was the beginning of her ongoing study of all things 
Monmouth County, especially its Quaker heritage. 

Terry had graduated from Hiram College, near Cleveland, 
in 1963 before moving to New York City and working in 
various positions. Her desire for an easier-going rural 
community led her to relocate to New Jersey. 

She worked part-time for Colts Neck Township and 
joined the Monmouth County Planning Board. Ellen 
Terry volunteered at a historic cranberry bog farm. When 
Lillian Burry (profiled in this book) was elected as a Colts 
Neck official, she asked Ellen to be part of the Historic 
Preservation Committee in the 1990s. 

In 2011, Ellen moved to western Monmouth County, 
where she became a member of the Board of Trustees of 
the Friends of Millstone Township Historic Registered 
Properties, which administers the 1830 Baird Homestead. 

fuE JERRY 
b. 1941 

While admitting to a friendly bias toward the western 
section of our county, she laughs and says, "The more 
people know about a place, the more they want to move 
there. I'm not sure I want a whole lot of people here 
in Millstone.' 

Recently retired, Ellen Terry is currently documenting 
the stories behind the historic roadside plaques in Colts 
Neck. She is adamant about this program when she says, 
"It brings history alive, but also saves it from being pushed 
aside and forgotten in the midst of so much else. We have 
to keep history out there in front of people, or we'll lose if' 

When asked which Monmouth County historical person 
she would like to meet, Ellen Terry thinks about Harriet 
LaFetra, a Shrewsbury Quaker who championed the 
equality of women with men in the 1850s. According 
to Ellen, "She was way ahead of her time. She went to 
Trenton and Washington, DC. I'd love to know about her 
conversations, how she was received, how she felt about 
her reception there. 

While she enjoys writing short pieces for the Master 
Gardeners of Monmouth, Ellen Terry says, "I'm honing 
my skills before I start on a book." One of her personal 
favorite Monmouth County books is The Founding of 
Poricy Park (in Middletown) by Paul T. Brady because "it 
resonates with the passion of people who try to preserve 
history." Such a work would impress the preservationist 
Ellen Terry, a woman of similar passion about Monmouth 
County history. 

hi VN IlEMM 

H endrik "Rik" van Hemmen, President of the 
Navesink Maritime Heritage Association, 
was born in Holland and moved to New 
Jersey on July 1, 1976, three days before the 

United States bicentennial. The family was invited to watch 
the celebratory Red Bank fireworks at the Molly Pitcher 
Hotel. When their host told the tale of the legendary 
American Revolutionary War heroine, 16-year-old Rik 
became deeply interested in Monmouth County history. 

Although Rik would eschew the comparison, another 
Dutchman, Hendrik Hudson, explored Monmouth County 
waters almost four centuries earlier. Hudson dropped 
anchor off what would become Atlantic Highlands in 
1608. While the coincidence of their same first names is 
just that, both men have enhanced our understanding of 
Monmouth County maritime navigation and its history. 

Van Hemmen's early years were spent in the farm country 
near Rotterdam in the Netherlands, where his mother was 
involved in the creation of a regional historical museum. 
So, Rik grew up appreciating history, even before his father, 
who worked for an American engineering company, was 
transferred to a New York office. Because the family of 
five were active sailors, the proximity to the Shrewsbury 
and Navesink Rivers made Shrewsbury Borough the ideal 
place for them to settle. 

Rik graduated from Red Bank Regional High School and 
then went to Virginia Tech, where he studied Aerospace 
and Ocean Engineering. Commuting to Manhattan 

b. 1960 

for his first job, van Hemmen left after two years for 
Newport, Rhode Island, and a job designing sailboats 
for the America's Cup from 1984 through 1988. Rik met 
Anne Forsyth from Little Silver while they were in high 
school together. They married during Rik's time in Rhode 
Island. They have two sons. 

Rik notes, "My obsession with history is related to various 
steps-it didn't happen in one shot. It developed as I went 
along." As an example of the strongest influences, he says, 
"Something really interesting happened while we were 
living in Newport. Right away you get 'soaked' in the 
colonial imagery. We bought a lovely 200-year-old house. 
Probably the best way to put it is, we were sensitized to 
the aesthetics of history." 

When Rik was offered a job by the Francis A. Martin 
& Ottaway company in 1988, the couple came back to 
New Jersey. The move was crucial, as Rick says, because 
"we realized with a shock that everything that existed in 
Newport exists here [in Monmouth County] too, but it's 
not as visible-it's more subtle, you have to look for it. 
...That fired me up, from an historical point of view. 

The van Hemmens bought a Middletown home whose 
history was connected to a Prohibition-era rum 
runner. Around 2000, Dr. Charlie Ladoulis, a fellow sailor 
and Rik's friend at the Monmouth Boat Club, cooked up 
the idea of an organization dedicated to building boats. 
With a few others, like Gayle Horvath and Charlie Gross, 
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the group shifted their interests to local maritime history 
fairly quickly. 

Three years after their initial exchange of ideas, the 
Navesink Maritime Heritage Association became a 
nonprofit with a website and an active membership. 
Rik wrote his first book, A Chronology of Boating on the 
Navesink River. 

In 2015, Rik proposed the very controversial idea for a 
Sandy Hook Bay National Marine Sanctuary. It never 
gained much headway, but Rik had made his point: "To 
draw attention to a very definable ecosystem, a watershed 
that could be contained by definable borders. It was my 
effort at telling the people in Monmouth County, 'Look 
at all this richness around you-just consider how lucky 
we all are." 

Rik points to several historical writers who have influenced 
his thoughts: June Methot (Up && Down the River); Clyde 
L. MacKenzie (Fisheries of the Raritan Bay); and Peter 
J. Guthorn (The Sea Bright Skiff and Other Jersey Shore 
Boats). He thinks that "the Lairds [of Colts Neck] are 
incredibly underappreciated for their significance. 

Today, Rik and Anne reside in Fair Haven. He is a 
partner in the Tinton Falls firm of Martin, Ottaway, van 
Hemmen & Dolan, a marine consulting firm in continuous 
operation since 1875. Van Hemmen is almost finished 
writing a book tentatively called Essays in Maritime, which 
will explore worldwide maritime issues. 

{'ETER \VARNOT W IC 

hen 12-year-old Peter VanNortwick 
explored old abandoned farms like 
Beekman's Orchard in Middletown, 
he collected leftover artifacts, things 

like bottles, wooden crates, old railroad signs, and even 
1920s license plates. Around the same time, he heard 
from an older cousin how far back his family tree went 
in Monmouth County. 

Descended from an 18th-century Middletown family with 
Dutch roots, Monmouth County Historical Commissioner 
Peter VanNortwick went to the Nut Swamp and Thompson 
Schools before he graduated from Middletown South 
High School. 

Middletown schools were important to the VanNortwicks, 
not just because of the fine education opportunities, but 
also because, starting with Peter's grandfather, three 
generations of the family operated a school bus business 
that serviced local school districts. VanNortwick Brothers 
was started as a 1930s milk delivery operation. Many years 
later, Peter would assume a prime role when it evolved 
into a tour bus company. 

Peter joined the family bus business full time once 
he graduated high school in 1985. He also enrolled at 
Brookdale Community College. Subsequently, he moved to 
Breckenridge, Colorado, to work in property management. 
He returned to New Jersey in 1993 to help his father wind 
down and sell the bus company. 

b. 1966 

Peter says his early interest in Monmouth County heritage 
was spurred by America's 1976 bicentennial celebrations. 
He recalls, "It was so well promoted that I got really 
interested in Revolutionary War history at that young 
age." He also credits his grandfather, who took him to 
auctions looking for antique furniture. Peter retains a 
similar collector's habit to this day, perusing local flea 
markets and estate sales for unique treasures. He maintains 
a vast personal collection of Monmouth County books, 
local dairy paraphernalia, slavery documents, and more. 
Recently, he purchased a 1698 sales invoice addressed to 
Capt. John Bowne "in Middletowne, East Jersey.' 

Another early influence was a high school friend, Heidi 
Gabrielan, the daughter of Monmouth County historian 
Randall Gabrielan. Their acquaintance led Peter to 
join the Middletown Historical Society when Randall 
was President. Eventually, Peter joined the board of 
Middletown's Poricy Park Conservancy, particularly 
because he was interested in its circa 1770 Joseph 
Murray farmhouse. 

In 2009, former Atlantic Highlands mayor Bob Schoeffling 
(profiled in this book) recommended VanNortwick to 
Freeholder Lillian Burry (profiled in this book) for a seat 
on the Monmouth County Historical Commission. He 
has served in the position since then. 

Peter VanNortwick says, "Most of my time [is taken up] 
with going to sites, helping to preserve sites in danger. I've 
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worked on projects where we tried to save sites, [although] 
I can't say we've saved them all, unfortunately. 

Always willing to offer his time and energy, Peter is 
the official historian of the Middletown Landmarks 
Commission, was a historical advisor for Middletown's 
350th anniversary, is the Vice Chair on the Middletown 
Historical Commission, and serves on the Monmouth 
County Transportation Council, as well as the Monmouth 
County Historical Commission. 

Peter VanNortwick and his wife, Joy, currently live in 
the Applebrook section of Middletown, not far from the 
home where he grew up. He is a property development 
manager and investor. 

DIR. lcHARD 'V=IT 

Rh Veit is a believer. He is unequivocal when 
he says, "Monmouth County citizens should 
be really proud of their heritage. There are a 
lot of great people from the county who have 

done tremendous work on the history of the county. 

To highlight a theme from the title of one of his books, 
Rich Veit digs New Jersey. The enthusiastic archaeologist 
has literally dug all kinds of historical sites in Monmouth 
County, exploring and interpreting our heritage. 

He grew up in South Plainfield in nearby Middlesex 
County and now teaches at Monmouth University (MU). 
His father was a high school history teacher, so Rich likes 
to say, "I was sort of overexposed to history as a young 
man." His mother, the other half of his parental dynamic 
duo," is a voracious reader of biographies and history. Rich 
fondly recalls family vacations during which they visited 
Williamsburg, Fort Ticonderoga, Monmouth Battlefield, 
and the Sandy Hook Lighthouse. 

The strong Anthropology and History programs he 
studied in at Drew University gave Rich Veit "more than 
enough to chew on in terms of my interests then." He 
also found out he was in love with archaeology when, as 
a freshman, he participated in a Native American field 
school in New Mexico. 

b. 1968 

University of Pennsylvania, which has one of the strongest 
programs in anthropology and archaeology in the country. 

By the late 1980s and into the next decade, Rich was 
working at large engineering firms, involving himself in 
cultural preservation projects. Rich reminisces, "After a 
while, they had me [ working] as a project historian. It 
was great. It was like being a reporter in some ways. It 
reinforced my interest in local history. 

Charles Bellow, the President of the Archaeological Society 
of New Jersey and the supervisor at one of Rich's firms, 
was a major influence. "He [Bellow] pushed me and all 
of his employees to make history and archaeology more 
than just a nine-to-five job. He constantly encouraged us 
to publish the results of our research." More than a few 
of Rich's current and former MU students attest that Veit 
passes along this same work ethic. 

The late Herb Kraft of Seton Hall University was another 
role model for Rich Veit. Kraft's writings on the Lenape 
and the Paleo-Indians of New Jersey were crucial to Veit, 
as were his mentor's compelling talks and books. 

Rich was content working for an engineering firm, tempted 
to stay in commercial archaeology. During the summer of 
1995, the firm teamed up with an MU professor studying 
a Native American site. When the professor left the school 

For his graduate school Master's Degree studies, Rich Veit a short time later, Veit was recommended for and started 
went to Virginia's College of William & Mary to continue as an associate professor of history and anthropology. 
Historical Archaeology. His Doctorate Degree is from the He directed his first field school for MU students at the 
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Parker Homestead in Little Silver. He has revisited and 
expanded his work there many times in the years since. 

Dr. Veit is rightly proud of his many students-"the 
brightest and most talented" who have pursued 
successful careers in archaeology. He does not hesitate to 
add, "Teaching at Monmouth is the joy of my life because 
of the many young people who have come through here 
and gone on to do wonderful things.' The school's focus on 
local archaeology is a strength. Veit credits his colleagues 
Walter Greason and Melissa Ziobro (both profiled in this 
book) for their contributions. 

Dr. Veit looks forward to working again at the Sandy Hook 
Lighthouse. Several summers ago, his field school students 
found a few tantalizing remnants of the British Refugee 
Town on the storied peninsula during the American 
Revolution. For example, a musket ball might be evidence 
of the Loyalists living on Sandy Hook, who made frequent 
raids on Middletown and other bayside communities for 
supplies and foodstuffs. 

When asked which Monmouth County sites deserve 
more archaeological inspection, Rich Veit says the North 
American Phalanx location in Lincroft and the Tinton Falls 
Morris Iron Works property "would reward our efforts if 
we were able to explore them further. 

Dr. Veit, recently named Associate Dean of the School of 
Humanities and Social Sciences at Monmouth University, 
is the author or co-author of numerous peer-reviewed 
articles and reviews and several scholarly books. His 
books have received awards from the New Jersey Historic 
Preservation Office, the New Jersey Academic Studies 
Alliance, and the New Jersey Center for the Book at 
Rutgers University. Digging New Jersey's Past and New 
Jersey: A History of the Garden State are both listed on the 
New Jersey State Library's "101 Great New Jersey Books.' 

Veit is a realist when he says, "Sites in Monmouth County 
are being lost because of heavy development, particularly 
when small developments don't involve federal or state 
permits. This makes it that much more important to 
treasure the sites that have survived and to make sure 
they're here into the future to help people have a good 
understanding of the rich history of Monmouth County.' 
Dr. Richard Veit's informative classes, field schools, and 
books might be the best examples. 

MELI5SA S. ZIOBRO 

If Melissa Ziobro's energy was plugged into the 
Monmouth County electrical grid, no one would 
have to worry about paying their bills anymore. The 
woman exudes enthusiasm for historical research, 

writing, teaching, curating, presenting, sponsoring, 
mentoring, and volunteering. Since graduating from 
Monmouth University in 2005, Melissa not only earned 
her Master's Degree in U.S. History two years later at the 
West Long Branch institution, but she is now the specialist 
professor of public history at her alma mater. She is also 
raising two young boys with her husband, John Ziobro. 

Melissa Kozlowski was born in Bayonne, where she loved 
reading the Great Illustrated Classics series of books 
which, she remembers, "were set so far in the past, that 
they opened my eyes to a whole new world outside of 
1980s New Jersey.' Little Women and Gone with the Wind 
were particular favorites of the young girl who would 
grow up to write about Monmouth County women and 
to curate an exhibit about the effects of Superstorm Sandy. 

When her family moved to Toms River, Melissa went to 
high school at Monsignor Donovan Catholic. She was 
an "early admission" student at Monmouth University 
(MU). "On a visit, I fell in love with the school-there 
was nowhere else I even wanted to apply. She eventually 
earned a Political Science and History degree. 

Ziobro was considering a career in law but took an 
"experiential education course" as an intern museum 
curator at Fort Hancock. Her months on Sandy Hook 

b. 1983 

resulted in her earning a student entry level position at 
Fort Monmouth in the Command Historian's Office. 

This second internship was so successful that Melissa 
was offered a full-time job, starting in March 2004, a 
few months before her MU graduation. Seven rewarding 
years later, she was supervisory historian (GS-13) at the 
now decommissioned facility. While she was delving into 
the century-old archives and writing the history of what 
started out as a Signal Corps camp, she was attending 
night classes at MU, working toward her Master's Degree. 

At Fort Monmouth, Melissa managed everything from 
looking at photos of carrier pigeons in France during 
World War I to interviewing Iraq or Afghanistan war 
veterans. These experiences provided the future professor 
invaluable skills and tools for a writing and teaching career. 
Her thesis, "Skirted Soldiers Get the Message Through, 
Women in the U.S. Army Signal Corps During World 
War II," heralded much of her future historical interests. 

Ziobro's MU advisors asked if she would like to teach a 
night class as an adjunct on campus. Her typically ardent 
answer, "Sure, that sounds like fun!" is so Melissa, though 
she was married and pregnant with her first son. "Never 
in a million years did I aspire to teach, it was never part 
of my plan, but I took a chance and just loved it:' 

When Fort Monmouth closed, the U.S. Army offered to 
relocate Melissa Ziobro to the Aberdeen Proving Grounds 
in Maryland. Because her husband was working as a 
Monmouth County police officer, this move would have 
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Monmouth County Bibliography 
A History of Army Communications and 

Electronics at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, 
1917--2007, co-editor, Government Printing 
Office, 2009 

"Fort Monmouth, New Jersey," in On Point: The 
Journal of Army History, 2009 

"Fort Monmouth, NJ: From Signal to CECOM 
LCMC," in Social Science Docket, 2011 

"Oral histories of Student Veterans at Monmouth 
University," Oxford University Press 
Blog, 2015 

"The 100th Anniversary of Fort Monmouth," with 
Floyd Hertweck and Susan Thompson, in NJ 
Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal, 2017 

"The Navesink Military Reservation," in On Point: 
The Journal of Army History, 2016 
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been difficult for their family. Melissa applied for the 
full-time specialist professor of public history position 
at MU. After the college conducted a nationwide search, 
she was hired. 

Melissa has always loved writing, especially while serving 
as faculty writing assistant at MU. She wrote many articles 
for Fort Monmouth's Monmouth Message, and for its 
annual history publication. Her extensive list of other 
writings includes presentation papers, blog reviews, 
journals, and magazine pieces. She has garnered awards 
such as first place in the U.S. Army Materiel Command 
Keith L. Ware 2009 Journalism Competition, as well 
as Monmouth University's History and Anthropology 
Department's Outstanding Graduate Scholar in History 
for the 2006-2007 academic year. 

Ziobro is now also an editor for New Jersey Studies: An 
Interdisciplinary Journal (NJ Historical Commission). 
She has served on the executive council for Brookdale 
Community College's Center for WWII Studies and 
Conflict Resolution. She is a member of the board of 
trustees for the Parker Homestead-1665 in Little Silver. 

Ziobro has presented dozens of talks on the dozens of 
New Jersey women known as "The Dollar Princesses," late 
19th- and early 20th-century brides of European nobilities. 

Melissa Ziobro, epitomizing so many past and 
contemporary Monmouth County scholars, is adamant 
when she says, "History is not my job, it's something I do 
24 hours a day--I'm passionate about it. 

HPPacS 
Other Publications by Monmouth County Historians 

Adelberg, Michael S. 
"A Combination to Trample All Law Underfoot: The Association 

for Retaliation and the American Revolution in Monmouth 
County, New Jersey," in New Jersey History vol. ll5, 1997 

"An Evenly Balanced County: The Scope and Severity of Civil 
Warfare in Revolutionary Monmouth County New Jersey," in 
Journal of Military History vol. 73, January 2009 

"Destitute of Almost Everything to Support Life: The Acquisition 
and Loss of Wealth in Revolutionary Monmouth County, 
New Jersey," in New Jersey in the American Revolution, Rutgers 
University Press, 2015 

"Factions, Contraband, and Civil War: The Historical Context of 
Holmes v. Walton," in Holmes v. Walton, Rutgers University 
Center for Law & Justice, http:/ /njlegallib.rutgers.edu/hw, 
February 2010 

"I am as Innocent as an Unborn Child: The Loyalism of Edward 
and George Taylor," in New Jersey History vol. 123, Spring 2005 

"Long in the Hand and Altogether Fruitless: The Pennsylvania 
Salt Work and Salt-Making on the Jersey Shore during the 
American Revolution," in Pennsylvania History, April 2013, 
pp. 215-42 

Meet Your Revolutionary Neighbors, contributor, New Jersey 
Revolutionary War Crossroads, New Brunswick, NJ, 2015 

"Salt Making," in The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia, Rutgers 
University, Camden, 2015 

"So Dangerous a Quarter': The Sandy Hook Lighthouse During the 
American Revolution," in The Keeper's Log vol. 44, Spring 1995 

The Allen House Massacre: Establishing the Credibility of a Letter 
to Determine Historical Fact, Monmouth County Historical 
Association, Freehold, New Jersey, 1996 

"The Battle of Monmouth," in Reporting the American Revolution, 
Source Books, November 2012 

"The Forgotten First Battle of Monmouth," in Journal of the 
American Revolution, November 2013 

"The Transformation of Local Governance in Monmouth County, 
New Jersey during the War of the American Revolution," 
in Journal of the Early Republic vol. 31, no. 3, Fall 2011, pp. 
467-98 

"They Do Rather More Harm than Good': Continental Soldiers 
in Revolutionary Monmouth County," in Impact: Papers 
Presented at a Symposium on the Impact of the War for 
Independence on the Civilian Population, The Washington 
Association, Morristown, NJ, 1995 

"Tumbling in a Mass Flaming Ruins: The Razing of Tinton Falls," 
in American Revolution Magazine vol. 5, no. 4, July 2012, pp. 
28-32 

Bilby, Joseph G. 
350 Years of New Jersey History: From Stuyvesant to Sandy, with 

James M. Madden and Harry Ziegler, The History Press, 
Charleston, SC, 2013 

A History of Submarine War along the Jersey Shore, with Harry 
Ziegler, The History Press, Charleston, SC, 2016 

A Revolution in Arms: A History of the First Repeating Rifles, 
Westholme Publishing, Yardley, PA, 2005 

Civil War Firearms: Their Historical Background and Tactical Use, 
Da Capo Press, Boston, MA, 1997 

Forgotten Warriors: New Jersey's African-American Civil War 
Soldiers, Longstreet House, Hightstown, NJ, 1993 

Freedom to All: New Jersey's African American Soldiers, Longstreet 
House, Hightstown, NJ, 2011 

Hidden History of New Jersey at War, with James Madden and 
Harry Ziegler, The History Press, Charleston, SC, 2014 

The Rise and Fall of the Ku Klux Klan in New Jersey, with Harry 
Ziegler, The History Press, Charleston, SC, 2019 

Coyne, Kevin A. 
A Day in the Night of America, Random House, 1992 
Darners: A Year at Notre Dame, Penguin Books, 1996 
Dunn, Bill 
Moving Power and Money: The Politics of Census Taking, with Dr. 

Barbara Everitt Bryant, New Strategist Publications, 1995 
Selling the Story: The Layman's Guide to Collecting and 

Communicating Demographic Information, American 
Demographics Press, 1992 

The Baby Bust: A Generation Comes of Age, American 
Demographics Press, 1993 

The Ginger Man Letters: Correspondence of J.P. Donleavy, Gainor 
Crist and A.K. Donoghue, editor, Lilliput Press, 2018 

Gabrielan, Randal] 
Along Broadway, Arcadia Publishing, 2007 
Brooklyn: New York in Vintage Postcards, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Greetings from Brooklyn, Arcadia Publishing, 2011 
Hoboken: History & Architecture at a Glance, Arcadia 

Publishing, 2011 
Jersey City in Vintage Postcards, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Jersey City in Vintage Postcards, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Jersey City: A Monumental History, Arcadia Publishing, 2007 
New York City's Financial District in Vintage Postcards, 2000 
Piscataway Township, Arcadia Publishing, 2001 
Times Square and 42nd Street in Vintage Postcards, Arcadia 

Publishing, 2000 
Greason, Dr. Walter D. 
Cities Imagined: The African Diaspora in Media and History, 

co-edited with Julian C. Chambliss, Kendall Hunt 
Publishers, 2018 

Industrial Segregation, co-edited with Dr. David Goldberg, Kendall 
Hunt Publishers, 2018 

Planning Future Cities, co-edited with Dr. Anthony Pratcher II, 
Kendall Hunt Publishers, 2017 

The American Economy, co-edited with William Gorman and 
Melissa Ziobro, Kendall Hunt Publishers, 2016 
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Hodges, Graham Russell Gao 
David Ruggles: A Radical Black Abolitionist and the Underground 

Railroad in New York City, University of North Carolina 
Press, 2010 

Black New Jersey: 1664 to the Present Day, Rutgers University 
Press, 2019 

Root and Branch: African Americans in New York and East Jersey, 
1613-1863, University of North Carolina Press, 1999 

Slavery and Freedom Among Early American Workers, M.E. 
Sharpe, 1998 

Hornor, William S. 
Civil Government State and Federal an Exposition of Our Polity, 

with William A. Miller, B. H. Sanborn & Co., 1910 
Martin, George Castor 
Bennett-Bennet Family Records; Monmouth County, N. J., privately 

published, 1916 
Pictorial Record of the Material Culture of the Coahuiltecan Indian 

Sites of Atascosa, Bexar, LaSalle and McMullen Counties, Texas, 
privately published, 1940 

The Castor Family of Pennsylvania, Martin & Allardyce, 1910 
The Discovery of the Land, privately published, 1914 
The Mission Nuestra Senora del Refugio, privately published, 1937 
Navarra, Tova 
Allergies A-Z, with Myron A. Lipkowitz, RP, MD, Facts On 

File, 2001 
An Insider's Guide to Home Health Care, with Margaret Lundrigan 

Ferrer, Slack, 1997 
Dog Star Poems, Iron Butterfly Press, 1987 
Drugs and Man, Doubleday & Co., 1973 
Jim Gary: His Life and Art, HFN Publishers, 1987 
Levittown: The First 50 Years, with Margaret Lundrigan Ferrer, 

Arcadia Publishing, 1997 
Library of Health and Living: Encyclopedia of Asthma and 

Respiratory Disorders, Facts On File, 2003 
New Jersey Artists Through Time, Fonthill Media, 2015 
On My Own: Helping Kids Help Themselves, Barron's Educational 

Series, 1993 
Playing It Smart: What to Do When You're on Your Own, Barron's 

Educational Series, 1989 and 2002 
Seton Hall University, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Staten Island, with Margaret Lundrigan, Arcadia Publishing, 2006 
Staten Island: Volume II; A Closer Look, with Margaret Lundrigan 

Ferrer, Arcadia Publishing, 1999 
Staten Island in the Twentieth Century, with Margaret Lundrigan, 

Arcadia Publishing, 1998 
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Facts On File, 1997 
The Encyclopedia of Complementary and Alternative Medicine, Facts 

on File, 2004 
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File, 2004 
The Kids' Guidebook: Great Advice to Help Kids Cope, Barron's 

Educational Series, 2002 
Therapeutic Communication: An Insider's Guide to Home Health 

Care, Slack, 1998 
Toward Painless Writing, Slack, 1998 

Wisdom for Caregivers, Slack, 1995 
Young People/Tough Problems, Barron's, 2002 
Your Body: Highlights of Human Anatomy, Asbury Park Press, 1990 
Raser, Edward J, 
New Jersey Graveyard & Gravestone Inscriptions Locators: Mercer 

County, GSNJ, 2000 
New Jersey Graveyard & Gravestone Inscriptions Locators: Middlesex 

County, New Jersey, GSNJ, 2018 
New Jersey Graveyard & Gravestone Inscriptions Locators: Morris 

County, GSNJ, 1994 
Our Raser Family, privately printed, 2011 
Rogers, Gilda 
Arrested Development: The State of Black Achievement and 

Education in Hip Hop America, privately published, 2007 
Supernatural: The Play, with Candace Kelley and Audrey 

Kelley, 2012 
Smith, Muriel J. 
I Know How to Grieve, I Want to Learn How to Laugh, 2006 
The Reporter and the Draft: The World War II Story of a Journalist 

Turned Renegade Draft Board Chairman, 2007 
Twenty-Five Years of Excellence: The New Jersey Alliance for Action, 

Inc., 1999 
Stewart, Mark L. (partial bibliography) 
Goal!: The Fire and Fury of Soccer's Greatest Moment, with Mike 

Kennedy, Millbrook Press, 2010 
Hammering Hank: How the Media Made Henry Aaron, with Mike 

Kennedy, Lyons Press, 2006 
Long Ball: The Legend and Lore of the Home Run, with Mike 

Kennedy, Millbrook Press, 2006 
Rush to Judgment: The Simeon Rice Story, with Simeon Rice, Globe 

Pequot Press, 2004 
Score!: The Action and Artistry of Hockey's Magnificent Moment, 

with Mike Kennedy, Millbrook Press, 2011 
Swish: The Quest for Basketball's Perfect Shot, with Mike Kennedy, 

Millbrook Press, 2009 
The Illinois Fighting Illini, Norwood House Press, 2010 
Touchdown: The Power and Precision of Football's Perfect Play, with 

Mike Kennedy, Millbrook Press, 2010 
Veit, Dr. Richard 
Archaeologies of African American Life in the Upper Mid-Atlantic, 

with Michael Gall, Alabama, 2017 
Digging New Jersey's Past: Historical Archaeology in the Garden 

State, Rutgers Press, 2002 
Envisioning New Jersey: An Illustrated History of the Garden State, 

with Maxine Lurie, Rutgers Press, 2016 
Historical Archaeology of the Delaware Valley, co-edited with David 

Orr, University of Tennessee Press, 2014 
New Jersey: A History of the Garden State, with Maxine Lurie, 

Rutgers Press, 2012 
New Jersey Cemeteries and Tombstones History in the Landscape, 

with Mark Nonestied, Rutgers Press, 2008 
The Archaeology of American Cemeteries and Gravemarkers, with 

Sherene Baugher, University of Florida Press, 2014 

Chapter 1 Profile Bibliographies 
GEORGE CRAWFORD BEEKMAN 

A New Jersey Biographical Index, Donald Arleigh Sinclair, 
Clearfield, Baltimore, MD, 2002 

Catalogue of the College of New Jersey for the Academic Year 
1868-69, Princeton, NJ 

Early Dutch Settlers of Monmouth County New Jersey, Geo. C. 
Beekman, Moreau Brothers Publishers, 1901 

Genealogical and Memorial History of the State of New Jersey, 
Francis Bazley Lee, Lewis Historical Publ., New York, 1910 

Monmouth County Directory, J. H. Lant, Freehold, NJ, 1875 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

PAUL DONALD BOYD 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, March 27, 2011 

El Delator, yearbook of Cheltenham High School, 
Wyncote, PA, 1957 

FRANKLIN ELLIS" 
Americas Publisher's Circular and Literary Gazette, New York, 1862 

History of Monmouth County New Jersey, Franklin Ellis, R. T. Peck 
& Co., Philadelphia, PA, 1885 

Mc Elroy's Philadelphia City Directory, A. McElroy & Co., 
Philadelphia, PA, 1860 

The Universalist and Ladies' Repository, Volume 27, 
Boston, MA, 1859 

WILLIAMS. HORNOR 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

Freehold Transcript & Monmouth Inquirer newspaper, various dates 

Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey, various dates 

THOMAS HENRY LEONARD 

Atlantic Highlands, Randall Gabrielan, Arcadia Publishing, 
Charleston, SC, 1996 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

GEORGE CASTOR MARTIN 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

Sons of the American Revolution Membership Application, 
August 12, 1952 

GEORGE H. MOSS, JR. 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

George H. Moss, Jr. Papers, Monmouth County Clerk's Office, 
Freehold, NJ 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

The George Moss Collection, Monmouth University, West Long 
Branch, NJ 

EDWIN SALTER 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

Memorial Services and Notices of George William Salter, Washington, 
D.C., R. Beresford, Washington, DC, 1882 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

Times and Journal newspaper, Lakewood, NJ, December 22, 1888 

SAMUEL STELLE SMITH 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

Sons of the American Revolution Membership Application, 
November 9, 1937 

JOHN EDWIN STILLWELL, JR. 

Asbury Park Press newspaper, various dates 

John E. Stillwell collection, 1633-1916, New-York Historical Society, 
New York 

John E. Stillwell, Augustus C. Long Health Sciences Library at 
Columbia University, New York 

Red Bank Register newspaper, various dates 

The Important Art Collection of Dr. John E. Stillwell, Anderson 
Galleries, New York, 1927 

U.S. Passport Application, July 19, 1922 
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Christine Giordano Hanlon, Esq., is the County Clerk for 
the County of Monmouth. She was elected in November 
of 2015 and is currently serving the five-year term that 
began in January 2016. As County Clerk, Christine oversees 

the recording of all real property records for the county (mortgages, 
land title deeds, liens, trade names, and many other documents); the 
management of the county's electronic records archives and the county's 
open public records system; and the preparation of election ballots, 
the processing of vote-by-mail applications, the tabulation of election 
totals, and the certification of election results to the Secretary of State. 
Her office also assists people seeking passports and she oversees the 
Monmouth County Archives, where countless government records 
dating back to the 17th century are preserved. 

Christine received her Law degree from Fordham University in 1992, 
following her graduation from Barnard College, Columbia University, 
where she received a B.A. in History. After graduating from law school, 
she was law clerk to the Honorable A. Simon Chrein, Chief United 
States Magistrate Judge for the Eastern District of New York, from 
1992 to 1993. She then served as an Assistant District Attorney in 
Bronx County, New York, from 1993 to 1997, during which time she 
prosecuted white collar, narcotics, and violent felony cases as a member 
of the Arson and Economic Crime Unit. She worked in the private 
practice oflaw until becoming County Clerk in 2015. 

Christine is President of the Monmouth County Bar Association and 
a trustee for both the Monmouth County Bar Foundation and the 
Monmouth County SPCA. She is the recipient of the 2020 Women in 
American History Award and Medal from the New Jersey State Society 
of the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution 
(NJDAR), and the 2020 Woman of Distinction Award from the Girl 
Scouts of the Jersey Shore. She is the recipient of the 2017 "Spinnaker 
Award for Public Service" from the Eastern Monmouth Area Chamber 
of Commerce and the 2018 "Person of the Year Award" from the 
Monmouth County Fraternal Order of Police, Superior Officer's 

Lodge #30, as well as the Silver Gull Award from the Monmouth 
Ocean Development Council. 

Christine currently oversees the Monmouth County Archives, which is 
a division of the Monmouth County Clerk's Office. Her love of history 
has led her to work on enhancing the public's understanding of the 
rich history of Monmouth County, as well as the many fascinating 
and historical records that are housed within the Archives, through 
new web pages and social media presentations. She has also supported 
and facilitated many upgrades to the Archives' infrastructure and 
equipment to enhance the preservation efforts of the office. 

Christine created a "Leadership in Historic Preservation" award named 
after her predecessor, M. Claire French, that is given to a worthy 
individual or association each year at the County Clerk's Archives & 
History Day celebration. She also launched an annual student history 
contest to encourage the youth of our county to take an interest in 
our county's history. 

In both her legal career and as County Clerk, Christine has been an avid 
writer. She wrote countless legal briefs in the context of her litigation 
matters throughout the years. As Clerk, Christine has written and 
edited many publications for the County Clerk's Office. 

Rk Geffken spent his boyhood summers in Highlands before 
moving to Middletown in 1963. He has lived in Monmouth 
County ever since. He began to research and write about 
the history of shore communities after he retired from 

the computer industry as a successful sales executive for Compaq 
Computers and Hewlett-Packard. 

Born in Jersey City, Geffken entered the ROTC program at St. Peter's 
College, Jersey City, where he majored in Mathematics and Economics 
and was commissioned as a U.S. Army second lieutenant at graduation. 
He is the third generation of his family to serve in the nation's military 
and saw combat duty as a decorated aerial reconnaissance officer in 
South Vietnam during 1969-1970. 

Rick Geffken has written several books highlighting a variety of 
fascinating people and events focusing on different areas of Monmouth 
County history. He is a regular contributor to the Two River Times and 
numerous other local and statewide newspapers. He has written for the 
Howell Times; the online Patch blogs; the Crown newsletter of Christ 
Episcopal Church, Shrewsbury; and the Monmouth Connection newsletter 
of the Monmouth County Genealogy Society (he was also its publisher). 

He has presented historical research topics, given talks to local 
organizations, museums, and churches, and appeared on New Jersey 
cable TV. He has participated in symposia and panel discussions 
at the New Jersey History & Historic Preservation Conference; the 
Navesink Maritime Historical Association; Rutgers Newark Social 
Equity Leadership Conference; Monmouth University's Access 
and Inclusion in Oral History Conference; the T. Thomas Fortune 
Foundation Cultural Center; and others. 

His Monmouth County historical talks and presentations include 
"African- American Enslavement and the Quaker Abolition Movement 
in New Jersey"; "New Jersey's Submarine Inventors: Simon Lake & 
John Holland"; and The Influential Morris Family of New Jersey." He 
has been the featured speaker at the Trent House Museum, the Quaker 
Meeting of Shrewsbury, the Battleground Historical Society, and dozens 

Cr GEFFRE 

of other historical societies and organizations. He spearheaded a project 
to teach the history of African American enslavement in 17th- and 
18th-century Shrewsbury, New Jersey. 

He is a trustee of the Shrewsbury Historical Society, a past President 
and a trustee of the Jersey Coast Heritage Museum at Sandlass House, 
and a member of the Monmouth County Historical Association. 

Rick is currently heading up a project with Monmouth University to 
create a New Jersey Slavery Records Index, a searchable compilation 
of records that identifies individual enslaved persons and their 
owners. The project will begin with the introduction of enslavement 
in Monmouth County around 1676 and will eventually include all 
records through January 1866, when New Jersey ratified the 13th 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and finally abolished slavery. 

Earlier in his career, Rick owned and operated several small businesses 
and taught secondary school mathematics. Rick earned a secondary 
teaching certificate from Monmouth University, and an M.A. in 
Social Science from Montclair State University. He was an adjunct 
professor at Ocean County Community College in the Physical 
Education Department. 

RICK GEFFKEN'S 
Monmouth County Bibliography 
The Story of Shrewsbury, Revisited 1965--2015, with Don 

Burden, Shrewsbury Historical Society, 2015 
Highland Beach, 1888--1962: Gateway to the Jersey Shore, 

with Chris Brenner, privately published, 2017 
Lost Amusement Parks of the North Jersey Shore, with 

George Severini, Arcadia Publishing, 2017 
Hidden History of Monmouth County, with Muriel J. Smith, 

The History Press, 2019 
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------------ Mon JJ mouth Coun - ty, coun - ty that's home to me. __ 
Mon go mouth Coun - ty, fair go est in all our land. 
Here, in peace, may we, in our homes a Jo» bide. 
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